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Psychic Phenomena

SJS Needs
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More Books,
Study Says
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Parapsycholose
.ch phenomfornia State College Library De- science that stud
velopment will be among the ma- ena as clairvoyets es mental tejor items under consideration by lepathy and extra-sensory pereeptam, is scheduled for a thorough
the State College Board of Trustees
airing this morning when De
during its three-day meeting to- Frederick C. Dommeyer speaks
day through Friday at Fresno State on "The Present Status of Parapsychology- at 11:30 in Concert
College.
As a result of a 1960-61 study Hall
Dr. Dommeyer. head of the SJS
of U.S. academic libraries conduct.:
Philosophy Department. has been
el through the Chancellor’s office,’ studying "psychical phenomena"
ssearch showed that virtually all for some 20 years. but the actual
elleges had more books per stu- science of parapsychology is so
dent than did the California State new that the word itself can only
be found in recent editions of a
!Colleges.
dictionary.
13
state
colleges,
the
Seven of
A member of the faculty here
lie in the lowest 10"/ of distri- since 1958. Dr. Dommeyer has
number
of
bution, rated on the
taught at Brown. Syracuse Uni!books per student.
versity and St. Lawrence UniverSan Jose State College ranks sity in New York. He is currently
,’lose to the bottom of the distribu- working on several articles which
Non with a below-average per cap- will be published in a parapsychoita of 12.85 library volumes.
logical journal in 1963 on the place
40 VOLI’MES
The proposed library development program sets a supply standard of a minimum of 40 volumes
I per student. The study showed that
’the national per capita median is
’iti.33 library volumes.

emematiseautimilAt
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Assistant Fire Chief
Comments on SAE Fire
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.
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By TIM BARR
Jones, San Jose assist-I
ant
Thief. when asked about!
Sund,,,. , tire at one of the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon houses at 184 S. 11th
Si, was critical of the conditions
he feund there.
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keep an eye on our equipment. This
slows down our efficiency somewhat, but it saves a lot of missing
gear. At this fire, I don’t believe
we lost anything."

The chief stated that there was
no heavy structural damage, but
A": tiling to the chief, the fire declined to estimate the value of
apparently was caused by two the building damage or personal
sen cans of gasoline in the base- loss sustained by the men.
ment. which possibly had been
The house was insured, but inused to clean automobile parts.
surance agent, Ralph Klindt, a Los
Chief Jones said, "Our reports Gatos insurance broker, stated
show that there were two unvented there was approximately $8,00.1
heaters in the basement. worth of damage done to the
a kids were very lucky to get house. He declined to state the
.11 of the house with the rickety amount the house was insured for
tire eseape they had. They didn’t saying. "I have nothing to say
appear to he under much adult, about this. You quote me in any
supers
paragraph in your paper and it will
The chief vontinued, "The place Is’ the last quote you put in."
was.
It was getting light
Dr. Royce G. Jones, personnel
s.neush at the time but we kept
counselor and faculty adviser to
one ln:111 around each engine to
the SAE’s said, "I have never, as
adviser, felt it was my function to
supervise cleanup details: perhaps.;
nov,% I should have. What the fire
Thief says is true, unfortunately".
The chief also had a word for,
I the language he heard as he difhadighting operations.

Santa s Sled
Carries Lyke
-

515.00 tt.
777 N. le

’ WANTED

THE ANNUAL Spartan Daily Ski Issue makes its appearaoce
today in Section 3. Covering the resorts in Southern California
for the first time, the issue also contains hints and suggestions
for that first trip. There’s also a story on the ski team and a
Swiss skier’s views on the different approaches of the sport in
Europe and America. Photo above shows the new Far East Bowl
with Riblet double chairlift at Dodge Ridge. It was taken near
the fop terminal of the lift.
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Armed Forces Buildup
Bolsters Indian Troops
DELHI
- - India in the ph:. si.., -tandards and the
has disclosed a massive buildup of upper age limits for recruitment."
Current estimates are that India
its armed forces in the wake of /he
invasion by Red Chinese troops. has an army made up of 600,000
The buildup will include MIG jets volunteers, who are receiving badly
needed modern automatic weapons
I "cm the Soviet Union.
The disclosure came as the Com- ! from the United States, Britain.
rnunists were reported to have fired Canada and Australia. During
en Indian soldiers at least three’ World War II, India had about two
times without causing casualties million men in service, and some
leaders have suggested this figure
since the Nov. ’21 cease-fire.
Shortly after Prime Minister as the goal now for a possible proJawaharlal Nehru announced the tracted conflict with Red China.
firing incidents. Defense Minister
Chavan said Russia has agreed
Y B. Chavan told Parliament that to supply India with some MIGs
was
increasing
the
this country
later this month or early next year.
size of its military forces.
with in’ ac to follow later.
Chavan declined to give any fig-.
The U.S. Air Eerie at Wiesbaden.
a.s on the increase, but said that Germany, said about 200 American
’IN, !own

111:,,I,‘

Union Meeting
The
Union Committee,
:ilong it III, newly-formed stibcornmelees of building. director selection, program, education, finance.’
and administrative organiza t i011.
will meet today at noon in the;
Jaurnalism Department conference
room, .11(11.
Discession will center around
subcommittee jobs.

airmen are still flying daily missions for the Indian government in
12 C130 Hercules transport planes.
During the first week of the
operation. the U.S. group airlifted
more than 5.0(10 Indian troops and
one million ;stun& of supplies and
equipment in support of India’s
defense effort, the Air Force said.
Col. Charles W. Howe. Ventura,
Calif., commander of the group,
expressed full satisfaction with the
operation, which he said has been
conducted thus far without mishap.

world wire
I/ED

(’4)

eagy in the colleges
of paraps.
and universities.
Dr. Dommeyer has attended seances, meetings and conferences
during his studies on psychical
phenomena and this summer will
spend a month and a half at Duke
Universtty’s Parapsychology Institute
Today’s lecture, sponsored by
the Col lege Lecture Committee,
will discuss the nature of parait
psychology.
the phenomena
studies, the controversy about the
stat,AS of the field and what important issues hinge on the solut isn of parapsychological problems.
Dr. Dommeyer’s talk will also
include the type of people engaged
in parapsychological research, the
results of such studies, different
views held about the field and an
evaluation of the field.
The lecture is open to the general public and will last an hour

Council To Consider
Problems Committee

The resolutions for California
A legislative dIrectIVe 1T, create
State College library development
Sperial Problems Committee will,
will he presented to the Trustees
be presented for the approval of
for revision and action before bethe Student Council tomorrow.
ing submitted to the State LegisThe purpose of the committee
lature.
will be to deal with problems of
BUDGET INCREASE
an unusual or fundamental nature.
Normal and routine legislation will
The 10-year development pronot be referred to the Special
gram calls for an initial increase
Prehlems Committee.
of 1.11 per cent of the total ana ASrt
A 1.:11
nual budget supporting the state
colleges and an average in"’-’
of 1 per cent over the does!.
span.
During the three-day session, the
trustees plan to take action on a
salary increase plan initiated by
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke. The
plan includes salary increases from
7.5 to 12.5 per cent for the state
college professors.
The trustees are expected to
hear progress reports on the statewide faculty senate and the faculty
eouncil’s plan.
Included on the agenda is
planned action on the overseas education program plus presentation
for final approval of the San Diego
State College Master Plan,

Leggy Winner

. of Mike Dodds were
Th.
voted
gorgeous" in last
week’s "Gorgeous Gams" contest, sponsored by the Freshman
Class.
Dodds, sponsored by Delta Upsilon fraternity, won the contest
by collecting $56.91 in penny ballots. A contest spokesman said
the DU pledge class did most of
the work in collecting pennies
Our Dodds. Second place went to
Roger Beniesen, sponsored h)
moulder Hall.

Reds Plan German
Peace Treaty in 1963
Walisla’s
Union will

!le

The s

Ira, .1;

treaty next year. hut the West will
be able to keep its garrisons in
Berlin.

Communist

sources

said

access

and

yesterday.
Western

rights

of

stationing of troops in West Berlin no longer will be based on
occupation rights, hut on a negotiated annex to the peace treaty,
these sources said.

II

Freshman Class
Starts Christmas
Food Collection

Cool Co-Rec

/i

:ILO

,p.1

gimes" there.

a German

Their interpretation of coming
events in Berlin wee closely in
accord with East German hints,
EL1SABETHVILLE, The Congo ’1 ’P1
A mob of jest Europeans
published late last week, that
"I’ve been in the Army twice
6
stormed the Belgian Consulate Monday night, planted a Katangese Western withdrawal from Berlin
once in World War II in the pare:
Winter
Issue
tiatz on its roof and stoned U.N. Jeeps in a demonstration of solidarity no longer was a fundamental controops, but nowhere have I hetet
dition of a Berlin settlement.
- Winter 1962 Ski Issue such foul language as used by those with secessionist Katanga.
flow in early this
So far, there have been no pubThe demonstrators, mostly local Belgians, gathered in the busy
morning via kids in regular conversation," the
Santa Claus’ sled -express, with a chief concluded.
here
\ ’flue Fulbert Youlou in the city center and chanted hate slogans lic official statements
12 -page 1963 Lyke
gesting Western rights in is!
Doll calendar
Belgian Foreign Minister Paul -Henri Speak.
insert.
could he preserved.
They said they were protesting the recent White House cornCopies it the feature ma
But Polish Communist leaders
gaZi ii
ill
nuinispie which said Speak and President Kennedy agreed sanctions have been referring in public only
lo sold until 4:30 ;am. today
frail
inay have ill he used to force Katanga to integrate with the rest of to a peace treaty with "both GerSanta’s
reindeer-powersl
sled in front of Spartan Cafeteria
man states" rather than threatenthe Congo.
and froin booths in front of the
ing a treaty with Communist East
body
WOULD-IIE
canned
INVADERS
ARRESTED
bookstore, Women’s Gym and in
A drive to collect
Germany which would end WestChristmas
the Outer Quad.
KEY WEST, Fla.
-Federal officers seized 13 men in ’r1 rights in Berlin.
for needy families at
The last issue of the semester, time is being started by the FreshCommunist chief Wladyslaw Gobattle dress and a quantity of arms early yesterday in a raid Ma.
,
of
auspices
104144S ’s Lyke features ski lodges man Class under the
ssilka, in his St. Barbara’s Day
apparently thwarted a guerilla attack against Cuba.
and facilities
and the 5.15 men’s the Salvation Army.
speech to Polish miners, called for
The 13, composed of one Cuban, one Canadian and 11 AMPrie:111.,
the "occupation status"
ski teams and Ski
in end
A meeting Is slated for tomorrow!
ye,
le
en’
taken before U.S. Crenmissioner William V. Albury het-a
’Cridlataw"m"’s
than for the with.
of Res ,
at 3:30 p.m in the College Union
The Ski 14sue interviews enme- to discuss the project. Class Vice terday and hound over to federal roue for trial on charges of vinlat
dienne Phyllis
Diller and throws President Art Simhurg urges all tile US, neutrality laws by "an attempt to form an expedition t.
the spotlight on
tem S.IS students interested freshmen to attend the, invade a foreign country."
In the tine arts area.
meeting.
eeess"
I;aH ii . ,,,,t
Also included in the award
TITO mutirvys IN NIOSCOW
President Duane Kime sail.
-winDon’t let the theme fool you. Tonine mattazine
further’
to
attempt
are an article on "This is an
MOSCOW it:1’1$ Yugoslav President Tito arrived yestercla
night’s Co-Rec will he as "hot"
trials and
tribulations of foreign community relations on the part for his tirst Kremlin visit in six
years and received a kiss and a as ever, regardless of the "Frosts
shuttles at American
east:
our
and
schools, and of the school
Freezeout" moniker.
he handshake tztom Premier Nikita Khrtishchess
in particular; fiction, humor.
The cann ed goods may
Over and Move the usual events
Tito’s irip has been hdled as a "vacation," hut it is expected
Photography and of course the brought by students to the next
12 Sykahle
ping ;tong. volleyball. shuffleLovelies who illustrate freshman class meeting. Monday !tt include talks with Khrushchev on the Mosesne-Peking rift which
board and quiet enmes, ski movies
leke’s 1961 calendar insert.
afternoon from 3:15 to I:45 in E132 inay clarify their reIntisms with WO China
are planned as the special event
Remamine maples of Lyke will At any other times, eans may he
In a brief speech at the station. Klusishehes expressed satisfass- The dress? You guesel it . . . ski
tlemisaid nfro
at 457
t %%71 ertniTH
delivered to NIMP.% home
lwa lions !
Non swer "our pod reletiona which continue to devise, stiecessfullY elot hes.
.t
Al It, .
S.I
BELGIAN CONSULATE

Professor Explains
Parapsychology

The Soviet Unit in would make
. only one major condition
tiating a Berlin agreement with
the West. these highly informed
Isources said.
The condition would be that no
West German army troops have
access to West Berlin or be staI tinned in the city
Since the stationing of West
German units in Berlin has Ile\ err
been an allied aim. Western dipTomato here onisidered the issue
might he Imo that would be artificially created by the Soviets for
bargaining purposes.

Drama Professor
To Review Hit
Broadway Play
a \Ian tor
liv
:’Well
All Season:’ will he
Elizabeth Loeffler, ass. ..late professor of drama, today at the 12:30
book talk in rooms A and B of the
cafeteria.
English playwright Robert Bolt
;sweeter! the drama in 1960. It is
no, eoing into its second year on
Broadway.
Miss Lneffler. who will review
the play for members of the college community. said. "It’s one of
the hest plays that has come out
in the last couple of sears.’
The play is set during the time
at Henry VIII in England. It revolves around the conflict between
Sir Thomas More and Ilenr VIII
over the separation of the English
church from Rome.
Bolt was relatively unknown until "A Man for All Seasons." Au her of tWo previous plays, he
was a teacher before his latest
I suceess.

:thaws Committee will be introduced in council.
Also on the Council’s agenda is
a bill dealing with men’s intramural sports. A proposed Intramural Hearst would he set up to
present an intramural program for
male students.
Up for a second reading before
the Council are hills dealing with
Spartacamp Committee, Co-Rec
Committee. financial procedures
and Election Board.
A special request by La Torre
will be included in the treasurer’s
resort. La Torre has requested 90
dollars to purchase trophies far a
proposed beauty queen contest.
The College Lecture Committee
will make a request for additional
funds to have social Molt tgist Ashley Montagu speak on campus.
Other business in the treasurer’s
,
report are the ski team budget,
alumni budget. awards hoard and
ASH Inbamiation Officer

Prof Will Attend
Washington, D.C.
Awards Banquet
Dr. James MaePti,":.....
nator of special educ:,!1., it Si S
.eaves today to attend the First
Annual Joseph P Kennedy Founlation International Awards Dinner tomorrew night at the Stetter
Hilton Hotel in Washington. D.C.
Dr. MacPherson was invited to
represent S.1S at the banquet because he specializes in the field of
training the retarded.
President Kennedy will appear
at the banquet to present special
international awards in the area
of retardation. Ambassador Adlai
E. Stevenson will be master of
ceremonies and songstress Judy
Garland will provide the entertainment.
Before the banquet. Dr. MacPherson will travel to Maryland
to attend a symposium on tnental
retardat ion.
On Friday he will visit Gallaudet
College in Washington, D.C. This
o the oldest and most well known
college for the deaf in the U.S.
fir. MacPherson received his M.A.
rInTee front this college.
The professor pointed out, "I
plan to learn much from the symposium and banquet such as causation factors and learning problems
in retardation and then bring hack
these facts to my classes."
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Students, Faculty To Participate
In Nature Field Trip Saturday

SJS Senior Coed ’La Strada’
At 4-H Congress
Wins Scholarship Featured

At Classes

IFC President Praises
Greek Show Participation
Praises weie bestamed upon all due to a conflict in thi

the organizations participating in of Greek activities.

This year’s performance ,
Theta Chi AU Greek variety show
San Jose State senior Beverly
yesterday by Dr president Dave presented Friday at 8 p.m. .
Mandell returned to campus Sunpresident ris Dailey Auditorium. Ail;
More than tau SJS students :out in a nature study field trip.
Hall at the Academy of Sciences day from the 41st National 4-H
Federico Fellini’s academy award Loomis and Panhellenic
faculty members will board 16
is free.
The trip will include visits to In Golden Gate Park.
Congress in Chicago with a $400 winning film, "La Strada" is the Arlene Jung.
buses Saturday morning and tra- the Fleiscitacker Zoo, Morrison
"Purpose of the trip is to re- scholarship and a promised six- main feature at today’s classic
The show is a wonderful disThe show consists of 11 8
vel to San Francisco to take part Planetarium, and North Amei lean view things learned by the stu- month stay in a foreign country. film showing at 3:30 In Concert play of organization that deserves sketches, ranging from -min
si
whole
The
back.
the
on
dents in their Nature Study 10A
slap
a
comedy to serious dance
Miss Mandell. a home economics Hall and at 7:30 p.m. in Morris
classes," commented Dr. Arnold and elementary education major, Dailey Auditorium,
Greek system should be praised Waal. Fifteen sororities und
Ir.:
efforts," said Loomis.
Applegarth, professor of science was awarded the scholarship from
ternities will esnripele in thief,
"La Strada" or in English "The for its
education. "Due to the number of the John Deere Co., on the basis Road" won the 1956 academy
Miss Jung smiled her appzoval visions.
Our good withe., are many.,
"we hope the show will
students on the trip, it will be im- of her recreation leadership.
award for best foreign film. Star- and said,
possible to have enough faculty
our hope. for sour isappiA member of 4-H for nine years, ring in the Fellini production are do a good public relations job for
4.":;
SUMMER JOBS
members to go wound," he added. Miss Mandell has been a consistent his wife, Giuletta Masina, Anthony j the Greeks and for San Jose State.
nest, are warm anti iirep,
IN EUROPE
"Some of our senior science educa- winner of awards in the area of Quinn and Richard Baseball. The I know it will bring us all closer
APPLICATION INFORMATION
tion majors will act as bus captains recreation leadership. This year story brings to focus is brutish together.’
our thanks for )our pa.
WRITE AT ONCE
and field trip leaders," he pointed she was one of six to win the man, a simple-minded waif and a ’ Theta Chi All Greek Show was
EUROPEAN SUMMER 101
tronage are is -art. Vt e say
in 1959. It was
out.
PROGRAM: 816 D ST.
national award.
philosophical fool, who travel the last presented
SAN
RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA
years
two
next
"We are going to the zoo to do
abandoned for the
The Congress, which was held highways of Italy.
it all with
more than feed the monkeys and in the Conrad Hilton Hotel from
The English dialogue version
elephants." the science professor Nov. 25-29, drew approximately
selected for this showing.
said. "We are going to study ani- 1500 delegates from all over the was
MERRY CHRISTMAS
"The Wind and the River," a
mals and to understand the adap- United States.
documentary on the Vale of KashBons to environment, nature of
In addition to the scholarship,
OPErl
food, make a comparative study of the blonde cued was chosen to par- mir" will be the featured companSTUDENT
Mond
ion
short.
legs and feet and to study the ticipate in the International Farm
Admission is free but open to
types of skin covering," he added. Youth Exchange. This 40-year-old
Thurso 1y
DISCOUNTS
While at the planetarium the program sends young people to members of the college community
Friday
students will review their study various countries in the world to only.
your headquarters
of astronomy. They will be in- live with a family for six months
TILL v
for paperback books
structed in determining the mo- for a people-to-people basis of
tions of earth and planets.
cultural exchange.
At North American Hall, the
located on 4th across from library
ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl FrOUIPMENT
Miss Mandell, who Is scheduled
last stop of the trip, the students to graduate in June, has not yet
will again study animals. This time been notified when and where she
however, they will be stuffed ani- will visit abroad.
mals and will be in replicas of their
Starting her on her way to the
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
natural habitat.
national meet this year, she was
the outstanding recreation work1425 W. SAN CAItl IY 8-1212
1qps she conducted for 4-H Club ,Dr. Ralph E. Lapp, internationleaders in Santa Clara County last ally known scientist and prominent
ear. Her activities also included science writer from Washington,
sending out a monthly newsletter D.C., will be at SJS tomorrow to
Three SJS engineering students
to the clubs in the county.
deliver an 11:30 a.m, lecture on
have been selected by Boeing Ail.Miss Mandell is a member of the "Science and Politics" in Morris
craft Company to attend its techHills Aril (’lob, which she Dailey Auditorium.
Get Your Ski
nology forums in Seattle, Dec. 20 Rolling
Organized three years ago.
Dr. Lapp has done extensive
and 21.
Clothes Ready!
The energetic coed says she work in the field of physics and
Electrical engineering students
Fred B. Badal, a graduate, and wants to work for the University atomic energy and led the scientific ’
Bring
loads t.,;
Hobert Stubbe, a senior, as well of California Extension Service as team that tested the effects of
as Johan Hendriks, senior mechan- a home adviser after graduation A-hombs at Bikini Atoll in 1946.
dry
cleaning
and t :
Tomorrow’s lecture, sponsored by
ical engineering student, were and to eventually become a recreahome a lovable
the College Lecture Committee,
among 200 students selected from tion specialist for the state.
will deal with the relation of scicolleges and universities across the
FULL 8 -lb. stuffed "l
entists to national defense, their 1
country.
4th and San Fernando Sts.
as
government
adresponsibility
of
the
individual
forums
Object
LOAD ONLY
visers and their role in political
is to provide the students with an
parties.
disopportunity to observe and
Dr. Lapp has published several
cuss the’ application of their parincluding his latest work,
ticular fields to aircraft, missile
nett:,
506 So. 9th Corner E. William
and space systems.
Interviews will lie held tomor- hill and Overkill," which disrow for persons interested in work- cussed the problem of the growing
,0!,.
country.
in
this
stockpile
atomic
Iby the Boeing Company.
ing on weekend.s and full-time dur-
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Dr. Ralph Lapp
To View Science,
Politics Tomorrow
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FAST DRYCLEANING!

24-Minute
CYCLE!

Amusement Park
Seeks Workers
For Yule Season

I

. and hereby
hangs the exciting
tales of Hale’s

ing the Christmas holiday at Frontier Village Amusement Wonderland, 4885 Monterey Road.
Interested persons will he interviewed at Frontier Village and
must first contact Mrs. B. C. Garner. BA 5-1500.
Men will be employed as
groundskeepers and women will
serve as cashiers and ticket takers.
Students must be between the
:ages of 18-25 and have their own
transportation.

Frigidaire Quick-Clean Center

More than 70 education classes
have been planned for the spring
semester’s late afternoon and evening program, announced Dr. Arthur H. Price, evening program
coordinator.
Those interested may obtain additional information in Adm102

112

VALLE:

rcl_1(7.4,
NI
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FREE

70 Education Classes
Planned for Evening

Delis

United Radio and T.V. Supply to.

Selects
Three Engineers

We at
Rubio"s Shell Service
i..11 You A Very
Merry Christmas and
A Happy New Year

6(1

mimmss
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9CP I
YoJr

t’444fr1fil00 8147T
TROPICAIRF
TWIN-VUE
East Santa Clara at 37th

CL $.5144

Screen
the controversial
LOMA
with Sue Lyons
and
BOYS’ NIGHT OUT
starring Kim Novak and Jack Lornrnon
North Screen
"PRESSURE POINT"
South

(formerly Mayfair)
1191 E. Santa Clara St
Phone: CY 3

iterihq

PRESSURE POINT
. .

Sidney Pot..

-The Sword of the

Ctrqt.i-er

with Jack Pea’.:.’

,

Elston, Pc.
First run in the 1i,t-

famous maker jrs.

St’ )",ageitct

SHIRT SALE!

396 South First

2.99

KING OF KIM/4
w;n,
Fluntt

DRIVE-IN
First Space Sh.p on Venus
1

Vara% The Unbeliever

Tails in or out, sleeves rolled
or lorg ... we have them all in
a thrilling

goologo......mesaNM

[ff.:1MM

7ic "44 raw

400 South First St.

anthology- of solids,

THE IMPORTANT MAN
"A major motion picture roofed
deeply in the Mexican soil."

prints and novelties. Sizes

30 to 36 ... but r :t every style
in every size at this price!

COLD WIND IN AUGUST

SARATOGA AV,
14502 Big Basin W,:y
Saratoga
E -q
CARRY ON TEACHER

Two creel*

CARRY ON SERGEANT

TOWNIE’.
1433 The Alameda
LAST YEAR AT MARIENBAD

TAKE A STUDY BREAK
. . . enjoy a movie

COLD WIND IN AUGUST

Clip This Coupon
CARRY ON TEACHER
STUDENTS
STUDENTS
ONLY
FREE
FREE
ADMISSION

Tico’s Tacos is a sign
of Good Taste
Make your Christmas holiday an even more enjoyable
time by eating at Tico’s Tacos. The frosty air of
December will thaw with a hot spicy Tico’s
YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOP. SECOND FLOrA

4th and St. James
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EVERY NIGHT UNTIE 9!

eaprIGINALDEFICTIVE

taco.

kr

This coupon good for one free admission to a currently enrolled
student with a student body card when accompanied by one or mere
Tully paid student admission. Both students must have currant student body cards. NO EXCEPTIONS. COUPON MUST BE PRE
SENTED. Good Towne, Gay or Saratoga Theaters. Good only Moe
dray, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. Not good Friday. Saturday
or Sunday. GOOD AT SHOWING OF "CARRY ON TEACHER"
ONLY, AND NO OTHER SHOW ALL COLLEGE OR HIGH
SCHOOL STIJOINT BODY CARDS VALID
San Jose State

Grad Interviews

Fee May Discourage Faculty Sets ’JFK Appoints
Harvard Dean
Christmas
’College Shoppers’
Party Date U.S. Education Commissioner
lay

Graduation interviews for senior, planning to obtain liaccalaureor Sumale degrees in either June
mer Sessions are HOW being
conducted.
Students SII,H1111 make their apviintrni-nts in the Registrar’s Of (ire .V1111(12, from today until
11. Interviews will be resunned after the Christmas holidays hut all wishing to graduate
most have their interview before
Felt 26. 1963.
major and minor forms, obtainble from departmental secrei,ries, must be on file before the

riPt‘ S. 1462

SP SEITAN DA11.17-3

4 ALIFOIINIA INTERC01. lo charge returning students th,
J8
LEGIATt: rmEss ASSOCIATION .$5 fee,
Its 4 01,1.1,1.1 1.1ft.
4:11{Vit
cation, a section of the mammoth tali.’
for the last fiscal year
The annual Christmas buffet tot
AS111:\
liarvard’s Department of Health, Education
A poll of presidents of Califor-1 One president commented tha,
nia Stale Colleges shows an ex. the fees collected should be re. San Jose State faculty members I ean Francis Keppel has been. and Welfare. Outsiders and a
petted drop (if 12,345 in the num- I tamed by the colleges and not re- and their families, featuring the chosen by the Kennedy adminis- insiders
have lung compla,i,
ber of applications for admission funded upon registration. Finance traditional wassail bowl, carolers tration to become the new U.S. that the Office is plagued by !,
and
goodwill
be
held
in
the
will
Committee
Commissioner of Education.
submitted to the 17 state colleges
Chairman John Carr of
tape and needs structural reforms
it the proposed $5 application fee , the Board of Trustees has pointed cafeteria, Sunday, Dec. 16.
Keppers appointment to the vrThe Office of Education is also
out
that
there never was any inis enacted at the Board of Trustees
Entertainment for the party,’ cant post ends a long search by under continual fire from the right
tention
of refunding any of the which opens the college vacation! the administration for a qualified and left, arguing respectively for
January meeting.
application fees.
perkxl, is centered about an old person willing to take the position. less or more government particiThe presidents indicated "strong
The presidents estimated that English theme. Students will be The difficulty apparently has been pation in education. The office is
support" for the fee to prevent in
t
$5 assessment would bring a featured AS mummers and dancers that the job pays only $20,000 primarily responsible for framing
some measure the practice ofhe
per year, and most leading men’ government participation in edu"shopping" for admission by high ! revenue increase of $245,630 to the and as carolers. It will run from
in the field are currently drawing cation in the country.
4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
school graduates, a spokesman 1. schools.
a good deal more than that.
Dr. Sterling M. MeMurrIn. the
, The following estimates were reMrs. Noreen L. Mitchell is chairKeppel is 46 years old, a native ing to his teaching post at the
,8
S.F.- LONDON
,
, ported:
man
for
the
event,
which
is
sponThe poll also showed opposition ’
of New York City, and a grad- retiring commissioner-. is return PP PIS - S.F. -3
Reduction
sored by the Faculty Social ComA Treat from the
’
uate of Harvard, where he has’ University of Utah, Salt Lake
in No. of
mittee. She is also director of the
Santa Clara Valley
Limited Space Available
College
been dean of the College of Edit.’ The Office of Education has rn,,..
Applications Revenues
student
mummers
group,
composed
Alameda
0
$ 2,200
cation since 1948. According to’ than 1.000 employees. Its approin
Cal Poly (Pomona)
200
1,500 of Russell Holcomb, Marion Green, press reports, the IleW commis- ’
Call
Cal Poly (SLO)
325
10,675 Raymond Bapista, Lee Russel and
sioner will be given a relatively
Chico
F’OR SHIPS
6.700 Gaye Lewis.
480
free hand in reshaping the buFresno
2,000
16,000
BATON ROUGE, La. ’UPI
Humboldt
1,750
360
Student carollers, under the di- reaucracy of the Office of Edu’Drive-in" service of the sort de4,000
18,500
reetion of Frederick C’. Loadwick, NVhat happened I., 5,15’ anialetit Limg Ssech
veloped by hamburger stands and
Los Angeles
38,400 includes Larry Swanson, Douglas
620
Delivered anywhere
National Student
radio station?
Orange
200
3,500
banks now is being used here to
in the U.S.A.
Assn. Representative
Stobie,
Sharon
Gilbert
and
Ruth
Sacramento
400
4.900
It’s still there. Where? In a
dirile giant ocean freighters.
26,500 Williamson.
1,000
******* *************
small cubicle between E132 and I Slin Die"
Ships loading soybean meal at
San Fernando
8,500
500
N.S.A. Tours
Members of the general commitlip
this Gulf Coast port on the Missis(San Jose
62,330
500
Student I.D. Trovel Card
1,400
36,400 tee for the buffet are Mrs. MitchI;oss Cade, an equipment tech- San Francisco
sippi River are serviced by an unfor
post
Oppirtunities
gt
aduate
at
Displays
Si’
Hostel Inh-rmation
, ell, Byron J. Bollinger, Michael I,.
I usual barge-and -elevator unit, opnician for the Electrical Engineerwork at the University of SouthEuro-Car-Purchase
Dolan, Miss Janet Douglas, Mrs.
ing Department said that the of:.
erated by Rogers Terminal and
112 S. FIRST ST.
ern
California’s
School
of
Business
Yr**
Merton Kirkish, Dan C. Lopez, Miss
Shipping Corp., which brings cargo
tion was closed about a year a.
Administration
will
be
discu.ssed
VALLEY FAIR MARKET
Anna Lou Loze, Charles E. Marvessels anchored in midstream
and, with the moving of equipna
4-7346
CY
tomorrow, 9 a.m., at AV207.
Fair Shopping Center)
shall, Louis Melo. Mrs. Margaret
The captain, like auto drivers :,
into the new building, tic’has tl,’
AN 9-3006
Y 5-8574
Graduating seniors in majors
C. Pinkston, Mrs. Gladys L. Vogdry land drive-ins, never lee been able to devote any time to
SANTA CLARA PLANT
outside
business,
who
are
interestelman. Miss Catherine M. Wallace,
the wheel.
the station.
F End of Bellcrny Ave )
eel in working for a Master of BusiThe station. W6YL.,
ness Administration degree this
Save MONEYCarry Gifts
Wiley
and
Miss
Katherine
Young.
could be opened again if the!,
fall and faculty members who are
Home Yourself!
Decorations are under the sup- emsidering a doctoral program in
were enough student int1.1,sT
Aiding in medical education and ervision of co-chairmen Mrs. business administration will have
Cade said.
hirpsrti, ta’Kinq tJevi flavor
’Die equipment is not gatherd. eollecting monkeys may not sound Gladys L. Vogelman and Miss an opportunity to talk with a repas though they go together, but to Anna Lou Laze. Assisting are the resentative from USC.
ilust, he added. The primary
of the equipment is for the elec- , Dr. James Heath, professor of biol- committee composed of faculty
Interested persons must sign up
wives, Mmes. H. Murray Clark, at the Placement Office, Adm234
tricttl engineering labs and the ogy, they go hand in hand.
eo)p,
Richard
Dale,
Harland
Embree,
.
While
on
a
two-year
leave,
Dr.
is used for measurements.
Robert
Fritz,
Earnest
Greene,
EdHeath
aided
in
medical
education
(i
Cade added the needed equipAX 6-3055
ment could be easily r, -installed in at the University of Airlangga in ward Harrington, Franklin MacGuorontrod
by
,
Donald,
Karl
Mueller,
Bert
Morris,
Surabaja.
Indonesia.
Friday is the last day tin gel
the "Ham Shack.
Gnod Houvekr.epirE
During this time, he went on a Glenn Reed, Dale Ruggles, James smallpox immunizations until after
1=Z3
Stevenson,
Sidney
Tiedt,
Gordon
proboscis monkey collectling trip
the Christmas vacation, the StuA portfolio ....
to Borneo. The two week trip was Van Arsdale and Frank Willey. dent Health Service announce!
jointly sponsored by the San Di- Faculty daughters, Cynthia Em- yesterday.
twee and Susan MacDonald, will
ego and Surabaja zoos.
Every Friday. the Health Servalso assist with the decorations, ice immunizes students, facially
Your portfolio includes:
The proboscis is a large, reddish
Faculty wives serving as host- and SJS employees against diph1. PERSONAL COUNSELINS: A discription of as many
brown monkey that feeds on
400 N. is! S’ret
of your strong traits as you may need to help you
leaves. "This is quite different," esses are Mmes James Stevenson, theria, typhoid and smallpox at
develops a better peisonality. Each trait includes
said Dr. Heath. "Most other mon- Earnest Greene, Dale Ruggles and I1130. 1-4 p.m.
a list of advantages, disadvantages and how to
keys eat fruits, flowers or insects," Glenn Reed.
direct the trait.
c
, ‘i,v(47,,
*7
he added.
2. STUDY HABIT COUNSELING: A discription of the
Presiding at the waissail bowl
.)(
VAT.
0
specific traits causing your individual problems,
A photographer and a represent- will be Mmes Stanley C. Benz,
together with information telling you how to conative of the San Diego zoo accom- John W. Gilbaugh, C. Grant Burtrol each of these traits.
panied Dr. Heath on the trip and ton, Glen E. Guttormsen, and Wil3 VOCATIONAL COUNSELING: A list of specific vocaassisted in the collection of the liam J. Dusel,
to your natural inclinations
tions tailored
Open 9 to 6 Daily
monkeys.
from which you may choose in order to provide
er
yourself with the greatcst amount of purpose, hap"After establishing collection
Thurs. & Fri. till 9
in
life.
piness, and success
Fee: $15.
procedures native boys collected
Sun. 12 to 5
the monkeys," Dr. Heath said. "We
For Young Adults
were in Borneo about two weeks,
le71(
777 North lst Street
Telephon,... 297-3313
San Jose. Calif.
and colected about 16 specimens,"
ro
_ it. s,,itr
’Up ill, it I.
he added.
Greek Retreat, the annual fraOne of the problems facing Dr. ternity-sorority conference span.
Heath and his group was acclimat- sored by Inter-Fraternity Council
ing the creatures to zoo life. The and Panhellenic Council, will he11-,
captured monkeys were left in come a weekend conference for the
Surabaja Zoo before being shipped first time this year.
to the San Diego zoo.
’0
Scheduled for March 2 and 3.
Greek Retreat will be held at La e
Playa Hotel in Carmel and will be
aimed at evaluating the Greek System at SJS.
"Eart liii(Like Seismology and
Jerry Englm and Carolee SchraStructural Dynamics" is the topic
Choose from TPrrot, Peugeot, BergimeIster. Clubman and
to he presented by John A. Fllume, dle are co-chairmen and committee
consulting engineer at this Fri- members include Phoebe Moron’s,
the Christmas
Vittoria.
day’s meeting of the American Val Loosen, Sharon Moy, Sue Mart right into your
Society of Civil Engineers, lette, Dennis Chambers, Bruce
borne (or your friends’
Wiseman and John Worthington.
iioivists) with Yuletide
The meeting will be held at the
Advisers are Dirk Drelson and
Reg. 44.95. Unassembled and in boy’s modnI only
Havenly Foods Restaurant, Bay- Mrs. Merton Kirkish from the acserorations from Nay.
shore Highway and Julian Street tivities office and Associate Dean
Surprise your host.
8 p.m.
of Students Robert S. Martin.
vss with a SO esonI an’
sfsa-s
chrome fenders and air pump.
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California’s
Finest Fruits

Beautiful
1,ift Packages

Technician Explains
Station Shutdown

DICK DURLING

USC Rep To Speak
On Grad Work

0;
,e5 and

B

iology Professor
Collects Monkeys
During Leave

Day

andy

loung

ICE CREAM

Shot Deadline

9cp tim ewh
io d4’a’nt

the very Gem...

V

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
.

-

eP

PRECHRISTMASezt

Greeks Schedule
Annual Retreat

CAREER PLANNING

brighten the Christmas scene
ith flimers and greens

at Santa Clara County’s
most complete bike shop

Quake Talk Set

10 Speed Racing Bikes from

59.95

3 Speed Racing Bikes

39.95

3 Speed Deluxe Bicycles

49.95

Includes rear book rack,

or poinsetta
))..y mole per ’Oct gifts.

(

treat to visit. See our elegant displvy
unique holiday decorations. If you can’t go home for Christmns
let flowers fill your horny

Tricycles

Drop in and browse. It’s
if

with holiday cheer. Wii.
your Christmas greetings

#i<

with flowers horn

Unassembled 32.50
Assembled 36.50
10.95 to 16.95

20" Bicycles

ATTENTION FACULTY AND STAFF:
We have a complete line of tricycles, bicycles with training wheels
and junior size bicycles in a large variety of colors, styles and prices

Har.’s a candle to light the
way to happy Yule. May the
best of everything corn* to
you and yours during the Hol
iday Season and throughout
the coming New Year.

USE OUR CHRISTMAS LAY -AWAY PLAN TODAY11
Bankamericards Welcomed
1

i’

1

RICKS
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,t\

Expert Repair Service On All Modes

FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS

K ES

CH 8-8747
CYpress 2-8312

*A-,,Arttkvivix.,,Afirvt

.
8ARITEAUS’ CLEANERS LAUNDERERS
(Consolidated)
Mar Often 496 W San Fernando
CY 3 6610

Ja
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.im.---77.1---.-,

2238 El Camino, Santo Clara
(I Block North of Scott Blvd. )
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Pershing Rifles Survey Tells
Will Choose Night Class
Beauty Queen Statistics

Nature Study Film
Scheduled Monday
Dr, Walter J. Breckenrisis
coot. of the Minnesota MUS01111
’sutural History, will present tic
idm that is sponsoied by the S.so., Clara Valley Audubon Sec.oi,
s.lS and the National Austul-ii
i-tssciety.

PERFECT

The L111.41 handled by the tini
ssas once Ow home of the stio..-hoe rabbit, bald eagle and Id
,.sribou. At one point in its history
.1 suddenly became important le
man. Paul Bunyan moved in and
’he river was choked by Is,. ,!lie island’s fssrest was hiss-ks si
,sway. Having completed his (h.-truction. man moved on.

gift for one
who has
everything:

BEAUTY CONTEST ENTRANTSStanding, from left: Beverly
Rauh, Linda Sonner, Pat Stewart, Diana Clark, Joanne Johnson,
Joan Quinn and Carolyn Ohliger. Seated, from left: Phyllis
Wyant, Caroline Barker, Joan Kann, Jeanette Ahmann and
Adrienne Favero.

The snowshoe rabbit, deprived
.it its natural surroundings, disappeared, giving way to the cotton tail: the bald eagle lost out to the
real horned owl and the carilx.ts
to the white-tail deer.

a photograph
of yourself,

There the island lay for :slid ice-choked in i. :
reen with growing maple am!

made by

summer, still important to
Me but nctt st) much 6) human ..wept to one in recent years.

Del Carlo
Studios

Walter Breckenridge has knouts
this island and studied it as men
tosve rarely studied any island.

1295 The Alameda

--ited students to take advantage
,f the opportunity to

attend this

Student tickets are 50 cents and
may be purchased at tho dssor.

SKI SALE
BIG SAVINGS
1.t ’’at

buss

tin

.strfach

\vu er

Pants

before so

.so early

1)( M40;1’
tinien.s
Regnlar .-30.95 Men’s Si
.tiperfil.k tailored European Stretch l’ant
of the fine.t !ttsk
4rrtelt
)\1.1

I IN1.1

.

$29.95

Regular :":2 Or) Men., and Vi omen’. Stretch Pa nlI
Excellent quality %kind and water repellent tr\ 1.1

i n (15
$ 1 7 7

Junior !.":11.97) Stretch l’ant. in ,ize. I to It.
Black and Electric Blue - ONIA,
I VA
he %nom Ii ) %kronen sklio %ear up is, -ize 12 i
10

95

BOOTS ON SALE
le, you can buy a good hoot for a rea.iiriable price
I ere I. a hand made

fustrion

I ine.1 boot maker.

.peed lai

$29.95,R.
i quality I

French model double I

B B (;

/loot from Ilie world’ -

ii\ I 1

11.11.

t at a price.

HMI

speed lacing for fit & protect’

Never Too Early
To Plan Application i,
For Summer Jobs
1

295.5897

Business
site invite(
Faculty

,,113 .10.1
,:dnonke,
,ne, Barba
sosan. Ito
iteriat, 1.ii
snoiii antI
Pi

r)iiieg

s: Met
Min Walk
Nets
r

Them.

By JERRY ARCA
fraternity in addition to an exoco
.
.
se.
live lxiard, the council is nois
e
Growing stronger with oath
strong organization with the 1,,
mester. San Jose State’s Interpose of improving the fraternIts
Fraternity Council IIFV) is fisystem here and furthering Mt, .
nally coming of age. At (Inc time: house relations.
Ire was little more than a name:
The newest, and pet Ionss isso.’
If you want that summer jot,
providing SJS’ 13 national Ira- significant, fixture on the Greek
ternities with a loose, disunited, scene is the IF(’ Judiciary. This you’d better start making plan,
overall organization that had little la,dy. cemp,sed of seven fraternis., right now.
power and status.
men, Was’ given the power by the
Putting this off until just before
Today. comprised nf the presi- ASIS to handle any cases involving vacation is the best way lit h..’
dent and a rePre‘efflativc "f each Greeks. even if the incident has out oil the better jobs, aeon:din,
nothing to do with the person’s to Mrs. Phyllis Headland, student
placement ituf9 viewer at the col house.
Plaement Center.
The Judiciary replaces; the old It-gm’c

Dr. Arnold Applegart h. professor
,t science education, and coordina’ssr of the series, urges all inter-

1)

Studio Hour

raternity Council
G rowing Stronger

., century,

Coff(
For

Dec_ it; .11,51
After tabulating 2,831 question -;Fairways,
There’s a di
Inaires, Dr. Frank C. Willey, co- I
The Pershing Rifles, honorary’ ordina tor of the Extension Set’s’- ; every category
military suciety, held the Kehl"- I ices. discovered that the typical to pro, but no golf
inary judging for its annual beauty student enrolled in an SJS ext en- may participate.
Registration gets undo’
cssnlest recently.
Ision course is a married woman, ,
Twelve lovelies representing , 35 years of age, holding a bach- 9 a.m. on Saturday
various living accommodiations on telor’s degree and employed as a lion is required. as
may he obtained its
campus were interviewed duringIpublic school teacher.
a social evening in the Home Fe.Dr. Willey also found that. 79 I women’s gyms, If.
II 0113. Deadline to:
Inomics building recently. The
- - e’s e" per cent of the extension students
Ining was presided over by Elaine: have a hctieics degree or better, ’is 1 p.m.. today.
There will be a
.Silva, last year’s queen.
Ninety per cent have as their editdegree. cr.- per day with a to
Judges for this year’s contest rational objective a
for Isis: balls. All other
are Major Stanley Lutxxlinski, as- I dent ml. or both, and study
be furnished, and s:
sistant professor of military seience professional growth.
and adviser to the Pershing Ili! as.
Of the 2,831 extension students , able for every esent.
Major Russell Jilt rein. assistant pilled, 1.144 were men and 1.685
professor of niilit is -.lens,. Dr were women; 1.924 were mai ries’
Paul Davee, associate prolesss,s sit
tat 904 were single. Sixty-four
The Six,’ :; ’rid I,
drama and Pershing Rifles adii.41-. per cent held, bachelor’s clegrees
Miss Margaret Lawler. instructor and 15 per ceet held master’s de- silent will l’’’ lit
in physical education. and M I a sIgrees. Only 3 per cent had not Hour production ti.
noon at 3:30 in SI)1,,
Janet Douglas, associate dean of studied beyond high school.
A stkident direct
students. activities.
Public school service accotintts1
’
Isresent scenes fro’s.
Five finalists will be chosen from i for 73 per cent of the extension
among the 12 entrants. The queen votirse students. Other!: Weil esti- ’ t’hee-Chee," and ’N.
en - latter by Jean -Paul
tem students. houses.,will be announced at the Pershio
is no ;obi
odoservice men oi
l’Aieers.
!titles Ball. to be held NI
pip
. is
.,’sonal men or women. 1:’
1!..ol I 11,11 , Pa!

"Island Treasure," a film de- SiSSippi River, will be presents,’
picting the di:Amalie history of an Monday, Dix-. 10, at 8 p.m. 111
t.tcsos s t
Li, the
Morris Dailey Auditorium.

The

Co-Rec Plans
Weekend
Golf Tourney

"Ws. start taking applicaiis sus
Court which mould only handle
slit
.4.lual house eases. Formed just and sidling up job lentils
this semester. the judiciary has al-, around this time of year" said
ready handled several cases.
I Mrs. Headland.
Council is
The fact that more than 6000
In
os
reaching the San Jose public. tam:
part-time and summer jobs ri:’..
and the image left is the favor- filled by San Jose State studeitable one called for recently by: through the student placemet;t
several student leaders. Eavh service last year readily attestspring, IF(’ sponsors a San Jose to the reliability of this formula.
Little League baseball team, covPlaying students in part-tims
ering the costs of all the team’s and summer WOI k is one of the
appre’,ointment. The gesture is
three phases of SJS’ placement
. did, evidently, as the team took service. which also aids education
Hist plaits two years ago anti fin- graduates arid graduates looking
ished close to the top again last for a career in husiness or indusyear.
try.
An image of a different sort sal
be presented Fiji buy night when
Creek Show is revived loy Theta
. fraternity. The show is free to
ti..; public and features sketches
put on by the fraternities and
sororities. The show will be the
10th running of the once -annual
program.
Any system involving 1.000 men
is bound to have its problems, and
to help ease the situation, WC
j tt ins together with Panhellenic
Council each year to sponsor a
cek Retreat. This year’s retreat,
t.eduled for March 2-3 in Carmel.

Another significant feature of
at
is "on tits
placement
counter" jobs.

Theevoloi

Christmas Special

1

nt Regular $4.95

and up
Flower Arrengerren, 2111
Plants. end Trees

In
off

e

The

Thru Dec. 8)

"the
bool
Ans.

By Andre
33 E. San Antonio
Phone 217-1357
4111. QM, .11Mr

Mr. C

_

be the best-dressed collegiale "
on campus! (

Roose
Techn

4
get colored contozts 40"
to match every outfiil )

I.

itr,,4

1
The color of your eyes can appear to
be changed with colored contact
lenses, (various shades of blue, green
brown, and many other colors.) Drop in
to The Contact Lens Center and see
for yourself.

\\;

FY
/

The Contact Lens Center
"’soh I irri

"These are odd jobs coming in
all the time, such as hashing and
bussing dishes for speetal occasions, that require ft,
hours to a tea’ days.
Headland.

,noon 1.e.v

/

9
9

I(
z\

"They are convenient for st ’dents who have difficult schedulc,
ot for those who are just plain
hungry and need work to tide them
over."

For those students who want
steady part-time job (loitlr.
mester, setting up a c,
from each fraternity and sorority schedule of classes, s.sils .ssi ;
and will he used to discuss prob- them either in the morning or .;
lems. exchange ideas, and improve in the afternoon, is vital.
ing to Mrs. Headland.
Greek rela t ions.

vsill be attended by lour leaders

"Most part-time jobs run in I,,
shifts, such as from 8-12 in
morning or from 1-5 in the aft,
stronger this semester, the fra- noon." said Mt a. Headland. "1.1.1.
ternity system may be headed for mg a student in a job delgtno
very much on his seheditle
its best years.
Overseeing

ran be

a

so

many

activities

tough job, but with IF(’

r1

$2 4.95PRflaws,

Hat. patio, slew!, (11 rental ,quilatient.
and all m baliirig is

,ar

smile.

C

Drop in Anytime

I quality

sm,11

far

CLOTHING Bt ’YS
Quilted ti’lliti Parka. %int Roll -Hood. in four

I urtle-neel. ’shirt’ tim Black.
".1.41

_WouleiJ

popular

1\ pe Parka. aitit belt. reg. $24.91 ONI.11
-bort
4.411. ’,POW; 1111\
tap 1. rout
4N, t.44141

Mtlie

"’139-,

the perfect Christmas gift

!louder
It\I)
eil,

This weekend, drive or walk
to the friendly Flower Shop
next to SpiNey’s and pick up
the flowers of your choice
from the wide. beautiful .4.lection at ’Rte.,. Nlarie’..

eyakt:6
cpoPting 904
1717 Vark Ave.
San Jose

S.

CY 4-3655

et
liir the

lioiida-

29’1

with this three piece
corduroy suit. Natural
shoulder, reversible vest. Available in Olive and antelope. Come
on and browse. We have a fine selection of gifts.

Art Martinez
290 South First St., San Jose
Use your Bankamericard or the First National Charge Pies

525 E Santo Clara

4

Open

every

night

WI Cihrilitntet

All pisrlo:no; t.ckets

Coffee Hour Set
For Business Ed
Majors, Minors
h.011

..11l1

1

Chaplains, Prof Challenge SJS Apathy
UMPIILIOU

lie ilidd
i

It.
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vale-

of

tel majors and minors
members from the Busi’ion Department, Busi..11 arid Education L/e.,.. be present.

,...kies will be served.
iuIt\ recent I> initiated
mernbeis. They are Janet
c:,...aiglione, Betty Dolasce EsterI .1 I.ssi.
ii Filippi. Donna Henatalsen, Gala tell..
ii

’fir -

1.111,1.1I i as,Charles

ii oat Jessie Urka.
Pi Omega Pi officers for the semester :a a Jolene Olivo, president ;
Marge 51cCandless, vice president;
Ana W. k..r reconling secretary
drresponding secreBelt,
;alleaos t reasurer.
tary .
taso :1.1f1
ant I
rates

Fay

111

II st

lake

MARK

SJS eampu- haplams

eif thinking about God and religious
matters.
"It seems to me that there is a
great Iteal of thought in developing an over-all philosophy. at this
point in students: lives They are
interested in developing a philosophy that will hold them the rest
of their lives.

give books
The Great Debate books
"the most talked about
books of the decade"
American Mind: Soviet Myth
cy Jameson G. Carnpaigne
$2.00

12 00

(knell

L Brent

$2.00

Road to Russia

Reosevelfs
hy Geo.

Crucier

N.

$200
T,ichnigues of Communism
by

Louis

F.

Buden:

$2 00

and send
Christmas Cards

cards 100-500
boxes of 25 $1 -$2

individual

distinctively styled in the
true craft. Religious and sec
true craft Religious and secular cards available in many
designs

Freedom Book Store
.1,

oil

111114

itI

relegielic

tf have a belief
one assistant proles -or of 1,11111’SO- in God, they are not the sans’.
ph3,
"Honest and sincere in thenak
the allegation that relkan I, being deemOha- at religion, students realize there
are probably as many diftei.-nces
sized among students at SJS, and
between L’hristians. thernsele,, as
that students are not Interested in
there are among non-Christians.
things religious.
Somewhere along the line, they
Thyir answers follow:
ma.y find the belief that meets
Paul R. Searle. institute director, their floral,"
Church of Jesus Ciaist of tatter’
tleorge I.. -shorty" CallIna, BapDay Saints:
II,t
’u lug’ chaplain!
"It has been my experience that
"Religion i, both In and out at
students outside a specific church
group are extremely interested in SJS. Various students are in re-religion" in tennis of the philoso- hellion against the church and reOily of religion in general in terms ligion -often with good cause.

In the true spirit of Christmas.

McCarthy and His Enemies
y von. F. Lckley, Jr. ft

eq..
all elfair,

"Outside the church, there is a
lot of in teres I. I think it is,
,ut IS ill Ire featured at a good . . ." Searle said, "but it Is
, I lance Saturday night. only an intellectual curiosity, it,
,:i be held in the Worn. won’t get them very far,
"In getting ran over-all view of
bog at ft:30.
religion. students make the rills will he

God and Man at Yale
by Wm. F. Buckley. Jr.

,

and
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say. Judaism or
weak as tfl lie
Walter E. Plots., chaplain. Episonyintified ;esertion that istent among SJS students find 1,,eopal Chureh
....erested in ulty. But the devotees ot A
"There is plenty of ’religion’ on
I
ri more ate Aphrodite, laGnysUs. etc
the SJS canape’s; everyone bets his
’di that ’The probably never more numerous
life on something, whether it be
, o Is on its way ardent than they are now. One
practice (.1 ..
’getting ahead.’ or the ’American
ould only ? ven can take course. in. flow BetOut
way,’ or the Golden Rule or even
rig to blink ter Ti, Serve Ares. The cult o:
some of the more cii ora,
t
the eon- "..aiesar surely seems to flourish
. ,
manifestations of religioo
.
v ash that here. At least we all. unlike
all so joyless, like the Ia
rI
,1
wt.
.re
sert WO* early
Christians, blirn incens,
Christmas shopping. Just .,,ecasional fa’-..
him and ar
Athens of St. Paul’s day, not
.riy.
-lg.:1k of religion member
himself
It
of us have made the acguaint ’ii,...
have a t.drticu- priest.’
of the Unknown God. ’whosc .,
ice is perfect freedom,’ espe. ,
"There are students who are
,
freedom from the dinky gods
critical of a church that is segre(Al
K
gated, that justifies rather than
Beaton White. campus mincrilleizes the status quo. There are
M. I h,.104 Chtirvh:
some students who are in othellion h,o1
’
it religion to he ..n
against standards that the church,
its way tool. Itni: would assume thr.
at its best, holds faithful.
it has been in, in the first pure,
"I am sure that a church that
I’m not so sure that this is sa.
I
114>1
commented
parking
takes seriously the Gospel of Jesus.
... doe-na
:.:dee any
’There is a great deal of dif--tarnChrist, with its hnperative that :all
him
he Ilse a ’mem i’ -.owe
men are children of God, Ls basic ference in faith and religion. Re- plus is no longer
.,:thin
,:king 1 ’,nee of tile
ligion. as being our attempts at
It- the fullest life of the
used to be due t.. ila. ,:sning
eurnplis
i’.
.:otieed it ccrr l’
and a continuing h urn a Is expressing our faith through the
ga- tainly doe
Iaffa "
ritual of the chureh and usually’ of the new 2.000 -cur pat
rage
this
month
according
to
stuthe rejection that takes place, is
Amts.,
, ,:
;terrnfts have
Res. Don Enamel. Nampo); pastor, not so much the rejection of faith,
iss.,01 1,.
dent comments.
Pre-la ’radian Church:
hut the rejection of religion. That
Iternai 1.:z range from "It’s the park in Its,’
"Basically, all people have an ob- is, the modes oi worship, creed,
that ever happened Glen
ieet of devotion to which they do the liturgy. traditions and the 11.1: 1,, -.1
te,
.,
a’.11. I don’t exactly tun wet’. A noi
a., loyalty, and from which they rents of God.
.,. Mock walk at 7 a.m." have been sold so 1
.10.11Ve patterns of action and value
"To be looked (loan on or to It,’
1
-,.1,,11 V.11-11.1, parking mately 10(1 more
s I a Marais.
week, he said.
laughed at means that religion ha I rrounding
"The question then becomes one been given some nonsideration I
Following the Christmas holihy 6:50 ram.
days the garage should be com
of to what or to whom one gives can’t accept this.
o
one block
of the
his loyalty. So, in this sense, a
pletely filled, according to Cast."The mood I eneouruer i
be found as much
religion of scientism or the religion general, not one of
.
- later, according to Catanese. security guard on
of gadgetry or the religion of tie- one of indifference. I feel
in the garage. At that time
Fig parkers.
early
’’I lorl to a Supreme Being.
fee will drop to $3.25 for the .
true for others moving av
Farr
sail in the garage and
of the semester.
.,;’
’one who says rehigon is on its home. This ty
as,. a noticahle
Cala nese
repealed there arr.
d
II a
out doesn’t understand the perienced by
.1.
!,. parking problem
many reasons people chose mupayexperienern 1.y
nature of religion.
ut 5,15,
to park their ears:
tliiit,Nt ft
step out int., lilt’
Dennis Nitehens, junior in ac"Man is a creature of an UltiI. The owner has a Seel 1 re
"There seems to he an ultiniat. . ainting. admitted he no longer
mate Creator, not the ultimate
has to walk five blocks to school tog that the car is pmtectest
creator in himself. Creatures are pride In some ot the students
2t.
e driver doesn’t huts’’
dependent upon a creator tor the at SJS that they are the inlay ing- .Ser, th.righ he does not park in srgc
so early to gun a pare.,.
’raison d’etre’ of their Creation. est, niost irreligious students fit the the g,,rago,
space.
"This is the greatest thing that
In this sense there is a relationship world. But, they are no different
3. The ear i- safe from the a which must exist between the cre- than most colelge students across ever happened to SJS -so far,"
ler.ves.
said Stan Morgan, junior geogra- rain and fai.
ator and the creature. An IBM our country."
strueior at

the p, .
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60 East San Fernando

for
Very
Happy
Ho/iday Season
1001.11k1,

SJS Students Comment
On New Parking Garage

A Town & C

Village

514.99- S29.99
I

Blouse-,

2.99 up

Skirts

6.99 up

Sweaters

6.99 up

Capris

(.99 up

I
G:ft Wrapping
on All Purchases
Special
XMAS HOURS
a oo is ’130
Mon Miu Fit

-Shopping Center for the Santa Clara Volt( ti"

A

If
r111.-AVAt
STORES

art
-

.- 111jAW

411/
^,e

tN

o

okt

DOWNTOWN, 40 So Fast
Open Mon

Street

HEROLDS TOWN .5
Town

& Thur. ’til 9.00
Open

&

Mon.,

Christmas
Shoppers

COUNTRY, Ina
Village

Country
Thurs.,

Fn.

’til

9:30

We Have Christmas
All Sized Up
for everyone on your list

Herold’s Slippers in all Sizes

We Can Solve Your

Gift Problems

Hand -Knit

Hickory Farms

Daniel Green, Oomphies,
Groseyners and others

e-

L. B. Evans
Daniel Green

time only. Excellent for skiing or sports

food gift packages

it’s
much inlk ahem/ Herold’s
hy
like this; you rein lend high styles to elitism-venire
n umbers.
ii

car

enthusiasts. Will keep you warm in any type

ber so that they arrive on Christmas.

Wello
Oomphies

BULKY SWEATERS
in a variety of color on sale tor a ilirn+vd

we have a complete line of

order today to ship by the tenth of Decem-

\len%

A 11104 II

of

weather.

Coat

style,

coat

style

with

shawl collar, pull-over with shawl collar, and

Fancy Cheeses
and Party trays

pull-over

with crew neck.

Hickory Farms
America’s leading

Cheese Store
Village

813 Town & Country

Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily
Sundays 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Open 7;1 9:30 Nightly Except Sunday

Distinctive and different
also:
merchandise orders
shoes, hosiery, etc.

Nordic Light
Mod,

L gh.

Town & Country Village
Rif

Open Momla

I hroui.1 I ijili

till 9:30 p.m.

Til 9-10 NiqktIy

1

Wishes

"Even,
. .h r..,y
will ha .,
The Reverend White returned phy major. "On Monday, Wednesmachine which seeks an indefn
street park.
pendent relationship from the rea- last, week from rill eastern 1,,nfer- day. and Friday I don’t get here some rts’.
-yone will have
11 a.m. I know I always have mg, and then e
son of its creation is not essentially enve of college chaplains selur, v’
to come in her.said. 1.aakin,.
ce in the garage."
; in IBM machine
it is a pile of said their students prided tbf
hri Brigham, junior in account - toward the f::r
Man who seeks an irate- selves in being the worst,
kink

I ft,/ frl

A Treasury of
Unusual Gifts for
Christmas!
-77

pendent it
son for tie
tinily man’

lighting fixtures to match the most imaginative personality. Wall lamps, chandeliers, and pole lamps to fit every decorator’s scheme of design. Decorate with
light, and see us for advice or as d sourcn
of supply.

On Stet entS’::041i.k Winehesier BR (Is.

I
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Stiffer Laws on Harmful Drugs Tanganyika McNamara Announces Shake-Up
Also Bars
Sen. Ellender Of Reserves, National Guard
Ila DI:
I.
llI 11%%.%1
SACRANI) a
UPI
Gov
:..imund G tiros% n said yestertia)
ie would recommend stiffer penal es Ism violation of dangerous drug
..tws during the 1963 legislature.
He told a news conference that
illegal sale of the drugs should be
made a felony and the drugs should
lie made harder to out am.

is ,.lsltovii
addicts wit.,
is an to seek help in withdravial
om
I
drugs short of c,,mmitttng
themselves to the treatment ;n’’
gram of the Department of
reetions.

"It is unrealistic to expect such
DAR -ES -SALAAM. Tangaynika
a person to commit himself volun(P1’
Tanganyika became the
tarily to the care of the Department of Correttions," said the aecotul African nation to bar SenAllen J. Elkmder of Louisiana
The governor s recommendation. commit tee.
onzinally made during his re-elecIn a warning against too nutny from its territory becaaae of
tion campaign, apparently is e n t restrictions on the gale and use of statement considered derogatory
further than one by. the Assembly such drugs, the committee said:
to Africans,
Criminal Procedures Committee,
-This could lead to an underThe Tanganyika goiernment an
which had warned that too many world supply of drugs manufacrestrictions against sale of danger- tured under uncontrolled condi- notmetal that Ellender. 72. would
aus drugs could create a "prohilii- tions. Already such drugs have be asked to leave on his schedtion-type situation."
turned up on the shelves of phar- uled arrival here yesterday.
The committee had recommend - macies in sonic sections of the
Uganda barred the Democrat
a self-help treatment program country.
lah.ts modeled after a system
"Severly repressive legislation Monday although it was not known
ti ’iv used for hard n a r co tics could create a prohibition type situ- whether he had planned to visit
addicts.
ation and mark California for inva- that newly independent nation on
The committee, headed by As- sion by organized crime. The cure
his current tour of Africa.
omblvman
A. O’Connell,
could easily. be worse than the
Ellender was reported to have
San Francisco’. made the recom- disease."
told newsmen in Southern Rhomendation in a report prepared for
But the committee recommended
edsia last week that he had not
the 19133 legislature after tiva years that the federal government inthe
of study.
crease its efforts to control impor- seen an African nation where
was capable of
The report said the term "dan- tation and use of narcotics and average African
white assist gerous drugs" included literally dangerous drugs. This agreed with leadership without
thousands of drugs and that the a statement by Gov. Edmund G. ance.
.
A spokesman for the U.S. Emwords "addicting" and "habituat- Brown.
ing" had become "so interwoven by
It recommended no further re- , Noisy in Dar-Es-Salaam said the
..areless usage that they no longer strictions on powers of doctors to senator would probably fly to
otivey exact meaning."
prescribe drugs, although eonced. Nairobi without leaving his plane
The treatment facility for dan- ing that there will be cases of un- in Tanganyika.
gerous drug addicts was a keystone ethical conduct "on the part of a
Ellender, a member of the Senof the committee’s recommenda- few members of any profession." ate Appropriations Committee, is
’touring U.S. embassies and missions in Africa.
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The voice of
Grodirts sroS

lilat the actions are aimed at imBy CHARLES W. CORDDRI
th,- KO% ing combat readiness."
UPI I
WASIIINGTON
The congressional group most
tense Secretary Robert S. Mcwith the plan. a House
Namara yesterday. announced his eoncerned
beastphans to drastically reorganize the :17bedy is,e7117,07, lierbet t, 5 1)-La
National withdrew its opposition to the plan
and
Reserves
Army
Guanl.
Monday.
The proposals, which already’
have overcome most congressional
opposition, call for elimination of
Ltitat units and the et cation of
more than 1.000 new outfits in the
700.000-man resene an.’ guard
forces.

1

The Army Reserves WiAlld
eliminate 1.060 excess units and
create 630 new units. The PentaThe Uganda government said gon said "after adjustments for
Monday: "We do not want this 35 units which were called for but
prejudiced segregationist in Ugan- had not been ortrimi/erl, the net
da.
"
loss of Army Retif.r.,
I
African nationalist leaders in
The National Olard would
Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia, also eliminate 802 and organize 366
criticized Ellender. They accused units. The Pentagon said after adhim of "fanning the embers of justment for 78 paper units, the
racial hatred" with his reported net loss would be 3.38.
statements,
"This ieorganization is design&
to increase the combat readines..ur reserve forces," McNamara

Also

,

a.

call 368-4259

for

All Imported Cars

6

We have just the gift
for the imported or sports
car enthusiast on your list

But in the case of the 400.000
National Guardsmen, the defense
secretary wiote letters to the governors of the states asking them
to accept the far-reaching changes.
The long-awaited plan. which
will be completed next summer if
all barriers are overcome, calls
tor realigning four reserve and
foul National Guard divisions int,i
brigades. It also includes chan.. that would affect the two servi....as follows:

All new 1963 cars af
wholesale prices

Parts and
Accessories

McNamara ordered changes to
take place immediately in the organization of the 300.000-man Army Reserves.

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS
Phone 293-2129
Eatco Inc.

1695 W. San Carlos

READAK Rapid Reading Class
Begins Thurs. Dec. 13; 7:00 - 9:30 p.m.
SIGN UP NOW!
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Conrad Constrictor
Can’t CohabitLaw

. . .

"The increase in combat rea.li....melt ness will be achieved by mass]. ring men from low priority unit niversity officials, local authorihigh priority units. by inereas,o,
las and Conrad just don’t see eyethe equipment and increasing ihu
to-eye.
numbel of instruchas."
The 7 -foot 6-inch boa constrictor
Army Secretary Cyrus R. Vance,

SOMETHING TO CO ON

ITHACA. N.Y. .1*PD

... and travel in to am part of tin
globe. It’s Helen Whiting’s slim.
trim sheath of Tacering Milliken all
wool flannel. That eased cut, pert
bow accent look list right with ars
accessory you own or pitrclias.
aloha the W,IV. lit Buts- lied. B1,111
White, Water Color Mae,
Black Gr.\ Sizes 5 10 11

/0
X>

is the word for 05’ so nderful
BIG SELECtItiN of Grading Rams Head sweaters.
Finest Shetlands, famous
British lambswool, link -onlink and pure Alpaca card’.
gans. The style is right and
the price is right, starting as
low as

/0
/0
X>
X>
X>

Li
44 E. 5an Antonio
CY 3-0:03

VALLEY FAIR

.711-141 To 1:’EAPA,K .-II
Ow-11110 ME 21-06
W of

SitT1,1Winihas been a pet at the Delta Tau in a statenwnt
Ikatit Fraternity. Conracl was ac- 1)11S.., ’aid the 1.}401) units b. n. (mired when only 2-feet 6-inches
long and has a sep;:rate room to
solo
, himself next to the downstairs ho
ingroom.

GIQiDIiNS kf.,Z
2801 Stevens Creek Blvd.

set’
i

would like to emar,...ze

Right-o, Matey

Fraternity brothers claimed
i was a "friendly
s.
officials and loeal
UPI ,
tles said Conrad was a rept ill
,.11;ort ifh,o.ioe shin,
its
could inflict bodily hann and was special Christmas gift for the mar
against the law to harbor him.
who has everything. It’s a (1.,./.:
Following complaints fiorn local bottles of Scotch priced at Sls
residents, they ordeierl the fra- 158.95, and wrapped in a Oe
ternity to get rid s f the nalri.,

Town a C fry Village

Treasury of
rutsual Gifts for
Christmas!
_
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QUICK TO KNIT
IN TIME FOR
YARN
shop
CHRISTMAS!

Lava--
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Lani

As

"Scandia" Sweater Kits
These

handsome

easy and

and

very quick

popular

sweaters are

to knit, even for this

Christmas.

KNIT A SKI SWEATER
DURING VACATION

oof

Ramsey Studio
Tows & Country Village
243-5761

4-Ply Knitting Worsted

30c oz.

Nylana Bulky

35c oz.
Ill \-1

THE YARN SHOP
319 Two & Country Villacy
Open Evenings until Christmas
Open Es" y Night T. Chr,trnet

011141

through

.

. 6til 9:30 p.m.
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Ste %

ens Creek it Winchester Blvds.
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Master Plan Unveiled; VS To Get New Look
Opposition

Council
Puts Halt
To Seventh Street Closure

1978 SJS Campus To Reveal
N ew Layout Under Master Plan

. ire of Seventh Street for purposes of mall development and campus unification
will not be
. to simply draw trees and benches on a new SJS Master Plan.
upposing factions, believing that the closure would cause future traffic
problems to the it
In 1978 members
rs o
of the C la’s.,
still exist. Bill Hauck, then ASS vice president, suggested the street closure lust spring, the
uf San Jose,
of 1963 may multi to San Jose
C.;/(5, /
_
Zy
city Cuuncil of San Jose being the main target of his pressure campaign,
I
State
and
echo an exclamation I
c,,encii opposition came fast and hard. City Manager A. P. "Dutch"
Hamann declared that
land
M.
Foreman.
now
being
proclaimed by Instillsecoli
Street should be closed if SJS agreed to help finance the widening of Fourth and Tenth
Streets,
guished alumni: "Is THIS my architect, at a pre-Thanksgiving
ou,41, he said, would be forced to carry the traffic re-routed from Seventh Street.
meeting, envisions future expanEtrber this semester, Hamann told the SJS Student Council he tavored a "temporary" closing school?"
For, though SJS has expanded sion of the campus in three directhe sweet but "the solution is not in closing the street until a detailed study of the San Jose
rapidly during the past 10 years1 tions and provides for at least 15
master Plan, pedestrian crossings and moving traffic is conducted." He remarked that Wilbur Smith
iThe slate. has expanded more new buildings including a 3,000in the process of conducting a $75,000 traffic and parking
was
assticiates
and
survey of the SJS ama.
than $50 million in capital outlay , seat auditorium, residence halls, an
This week. Hamann said the council’s consideration of Seventh Street is "dependent
upon the
and
administration
projects), the campus will balloon . auditorium
survey."
building.
"All the factual material is in, he explained. "and it is now being compiled for a final report." horn its present scattered 127
acres to a more unilied and greenCAMPUS CONSTRUCTION
Proponents of the Seventh Street closure suffered a setback at the polls during the past
council Ty
-laden 157 acres, should the
SJS, being the oldest state colelection. The vote margin against closing was 4-3 at the beginning of the fall semester, but, with
nets ly proposed mastet plan be : lege in California, has had consid- ,
new and opposition council members having been elected, the margin,
according to Hamann, was "about
adopud.
, friable classroom space on the main ,
5-1 against it" at the last vote held a few months ago.
This master plan, presented to campus in use for more than 50
The council members feel, he averred, that they should take a look at. the whole master plan,
city and college officials by Fto- years. Foreman cites in his reand then form their opinions.
port to the Campus Development
:There are many considerations
Committee, that buildings hate
tthith must be made before a debeen constructed during the past
cision can be reached," he said.
few years on the perimeter of the
It is difficult to say "when," the
campus in order to make the most
city manager added. Besides the
effective use of campus land.
traffic problem. Hamann
fm5,1’hie
r:5
"This has given the eollige
cited a conflict as to "who pays
’vtalled in’ appearance., and, while
Mr what the college or the city?"
this has had salue in terms of ise,
"Bur- he commented, "Wilbur
iiiting the campus from auto tialSmith ronceivably could come in
he, it has resulted in a cat-opus
worries, dial say it’s alright to
plan without orientation or satisobese Se, en h Street."
factory relatainship to the adjoinAnother consideration must be
ing city environment," he exmade concerning the Seventh
:
111,
plained.
;
Street cat troversy-. Though he does
it
Foreman
states
that,
since
not want to block the progress of
554 1555.5.00
Fourth Street will eventually bethe beautification process, San
come a tvto-way, six -lane feeder
Jose Fire Chief Ronald LeBeau
between two freeways. expansion
said this ,seek the closing of
staiuld nut bt.
I, ’r Olaf
Seventh St reel "weal Id put an
ii Jon.
awful burden on Its. We could not
In,tisid, the moister plan calls
get into the immediate interior of
lot expansion to the north, which
the campus should there be a large
25
building fire.
’We wonkl have to bring in oor
equipment by hand, which. of
cause. wohiel lake considerably
mare time.’ Should portions of
San tail’s and San Fernand.,
Streets be closed, as provided for
in the master plan, Chief Lelieau
stated that even larger problems
would arise. -Then we would hasit bring in our equipment frtan
six seven or even eight blocks.
This %%wild
op our response.
ite’Utint t. .- there in a hurry."
r yr,o5
PolioItay Blackmore said
earlier If
:s decided to close
it ould not create a
the strex,t,
,crious problem for our departioir boys would just hies e
to walk in.
As an alternative to closing ,
Seventh Strt.
flamann proposed!
the tutu ling of underpasses to pretent tuft t’ bottlenecks and still I
allow or safe pedestrian traffic. I
jtisa.
SAI5 SALv5,011
Stanley Twardos, senior city
planner. agreed to the possibility:
of pedestrian crossings, but said I
It will take a lung time to do
this.- At the last meeting of city
and college officials in SJS Pres.
John T 1Vahlquist’s office, many
aspects of the Master Plan were
discussed. hot it was decided that
the 151M1 it wild be resubmitted to
the Slat, College Board of TrusWitt
tees, before the local groups would
meet again, according to Twardus.
Recreation; 22. Women’s Gymnasium; 23. EnLEGEND: I. Library, north wing; 2. AudioSo we can see that the major
gineering; 24. Engineering; 25. Industrial Arts;
visual; 3. Speech and Drama; 4. Centennial
consideration concerning the Mas26, Cafeteria; 27. Concert Hall; 28. Music; 29.
Hall; 5. Administration; 6. Library, south wing;
ts. Plan and the closing of SOVArt; 30. Health; 31. Education; 32. Parking
7. Reserve Book Room; 8. Bookstore; 9. Office
",’11
Striad revolves about the
garage; 33a. Hoover Hall; 33b. Royce Hall;
and telephone exchange; 10. Boiler; II. Shops;
ird -titre:" There is more to the
33c, Washburn Hall; 34d. Allen Hall; 34e,
12. Science; 13. Commerce wing; 14. Morris
’sing of streets than putting IIP
Markham Hall; 34f. Moulder Hall; 35. College
Dailey Auditorium; IS. Education wing; 16.
ckades, and there is more to
Union; 36. Police and AFROTC; 37. Barracks;
Journalism wing; 17. Home Economics; IS.
-age expansion than drawing a
38. Building "N;" 39. Building "0;" 40. ExtenChapel; 19. Faculty Offices; 20. Men’s GymWILL take time.
sion services.
nasium; 21. College Physical Education and

SJS NOW . . .

-

CZ, 1/
a ill pioside ,
etw.pus en trance with the closure of Seventh
Street
"The new campus Olt ’Will,’ Will
front on Santa Clara Street and
will open the campus to an important east -west artery connecting two freeways !Los Gatos and
Bayshore Freeways) arid downtown San Jose," remaiked Foreman.
Proposed buildings for this Iwosquare block area include two 8story Residence Hall towers for
1000 students (500 rot-n, 500 worn en
a new Administration Building. Auditorium, and a new Home
Economies Building.
Two classrooms and a parking
garage will be built on land acquired to the east, and one-half
block in the southwest corner will
’consolidate the can-opus and pievent commercial enertgictunent,’’
according to Foreman. A proposil
three-wing Science building and
outdoor physical education facilities will be constructed here.

With the addition of a men’s
gymnasium and pools, alum: with
some outdoor physical ed.....
space, the outdoor physical .
lion area will be inereaseo
0,9,, acres on the main cam 1,01e.
Nine acres will be developed I..
P...s..lerice }falls at the south ’’anti pus. tAith four 10-story towelhousirk, 700 students each env:- lolled in the master idan tot th,
area. Parking spates at ground
hate’ ssiii he matte a Val lahlt for
700 cars, and a future second .leck
planned.
Only triinor expansion is antitipated, at the airport campus, I-. fireman noted.
PROPOSAL STA6E
So the expansion plans ’t
Jose State College, at last,
la..-en put down on paper.
where to now? The master
draven up by Intern:in is still
a proposcel plan.

San
hut.%e
But
plan
eet0

Aecoreting to I’. Grant Burton
SJS Executive Dean and chairman
of the Campus. Development Committee, the master plan was firs(
BUS TRIPS
presented to the California State
Citing the one-mile separation
th,,,rd
Tru.stees at iis
between the main campus ano Noven.).: Ineein in Long Beach
south campus physical eclut-atior
yrfot.
Dean Burfacilities, Foreman declared lb.’
.
otea mash-)
movement of students tee and
it its
the two campus sect 15.4155
,
n istll
approximately 100
and reduces the ell,. .
,,-riod to If,’ minute’,Willi.
/.1i

. . . IN 1978?

Laid Acquisition, Street Closings Planned
As First Step Toward SJS
w Look’
Between
and 1978, contracts
sill he signed, hammers will be
%ling. concrete will be poured
Ind
tan Jose State College
campus will he altered tn fit that
01 -used expression. "the new look .’
ertveiled two weeks ago bY
IN,11,1 7,1 Foreman of the State

, to automobile traffic. 21 A posMocks
sible land acquisititin of
!Ninth Street to Tenth Street -San Fernando Street to San Carlos Street, and one-half block east
of Fourth Street between San Carlos Street and San Salvador Street
, 31 Classroom facilities and approxitnately 300 faculty office
bit im" -1 Architecture, consulting spaces. 41 A College l’ition build6)
architect tor SJS, the newly
-pro -1 ing. 51 A bookstore additions
1,1Med master plan for the colleget The south wing of the proposed
inelieates six phases
of develop-, science building. 71 A corporation
’,rill and serves as
a guide tor yard receiving warehouse. 8) Parkaii.,,tion of the plan . ing for 700 cars, ground level
Pit sl, 1 (new
Latter Dav Saints
underway)
! 91 Use of the
I. closure ol
siventh Street to Church for temporary offices.
aillemoblle traffic. 21 Now class -1
PHASE III (1.884-68)
roam facilities
on San Carlos Street
11 Land acquisition of two blocks
oPPosite the new Women’s Gym’ I Sixth Street to Eighth Street -addition. :31 A new science building. Santa Clara Street to San Fer4) A
reside/1,0 hall cafeteria.
nando Street). 2) A new adminMusic n (1083-87)
istration building 31 Two ft-story
1) Closure ot San Carlos Street rehidence halls to house 1,000 stu-

dents (500 men, 500 women). 4.
A new parking garage. 5) A television facility lInstructional and
Curriculum). 61 Addition of a second floor to the present cafeteria.
7) Ground level parking for 46.1
cars.
PHASE IV (1965-89)
1. A two-block land acquisition
,Seventh Street to Ninth Street
San Salvador Street to NVilliam
Street I. 2) A new Men’s Gymnasium. Be Relocation of the Horrle
Ee011011lieS building at Eighth and
San Fernando Streets.
PHASE V (1986-70)
11 Land acquisition of one block
(Ninth Street to Tenth Street
San Salvador Street to William
Street 21 A classroom building
on Tenth Street. 3) A parking garage at Tenth and William Streets
4) Residence Halls (two 10-story

I:Avers) to house 1.400 stuiliii700 men, 700 women I on the south
campus, plus 700 car parking
spaces at ground level
PHASE VI (1967-?)
1. The acquisition of Killion Hall.
2. A classroom building on the
...Loh campus. 31 A west wing of
thee proposed selenve building. 41 A ,
s.dellite cafeteria in the present
library. 5) A central library to be’
lovated on the present site of the
It,
Economies building 1.11 A
v ist0-seat auditorium at Santa
(lora stab Sixth Streets 7, Ilesiileinee Hall 1m :doe, 1,,i I Par soidents 1700 men, 7,10 exemien, plus
second -floor parking spaces for 700
..i1rS, Si The second phase of the
torporati(in yard. 9) ReIrsation of
the ventral telephone fovitehboaol
101 Relocation of the Journalism’
building in the preesto site of Mel
Library.

LEGEND: I. Journalism and unassigned; 2.
Audio -Visual; 3. Speech and Drama; 4. Classroom-Centtnnial Hall; 5. Student Personnel;
6. Science; 7. Classroom; 8, Bookstore; 9. Tele10.
phone Exchange (removed - relocated);
Boiler plant; 11. Corporation Yard (removedrelocated); 12. Science; 13. Classroom; 14,
Auditorium; IS. Classroom; 16. Journalism (removed-relocated); 17. Home Economics (removed -relocated); IS. Chapel; 19. Faculty
Office Building; 20. Physical Education classroom; 21. Women’s Gymnasium addition; 22.
Women’s Gymnasium; 23. Engineering addition;
24. Engineering; 25. Industrial Arts; 26. Cafeteria; 27. Music; 28. Music addition; 29. Art
Building; 30, Health Service; 31. Education; 32.
Multi -story parking (2,025 cars); 33. Residence
halls-women A -B-C (600); 34. Residence halls
-men D-E-F (600); 35. Temporary Student Activities (removed); 36. Temporary Police-Military Scicnce (removed); 37. Temporary dies-

room buildings; 38. Temporary building (re-

moved); 39. Temporary building (removed);
40. Temporary building (removed); 41. Classroom Building No, 1; 42. Science Building, North
Wing; 43. Residence hall (Cafeteria); 44. Classroom Building No, 2-2,500 FTE; 45. College
Union Building; 46. Bookstore addition; 47.
Science Building, South Wing; 48. Relocate
corp. yard, receiving warehouse, South Campus:
49, Administration Building; 50. Residence halls,
500 men, 500 women; 51. Parking garage; 52.
TV facility-instructional and curriculum; 53.
Cafeteria addition -2nd story; 54. Men’s Gymnasium and pools; 55. Classroom Building No,
3-1,250 FIE; 56. Parking garage; 57. Home
Economics Building; 58. Residence halls, 1,400
students, South Campus; 59. Classroom Building No, 4, 1,250 FTE; 60. Science Building,
West Wing; 61, Cafeteria No. 2; 62. Central
Library: 63. Auditorium, 3.000 seats; 64. Residence halls, 1,400 rtudonts, South Campus;

65. Killion Hell.
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Night of Miracles Theme
For Fellowship Yule Banquet
,l,’rir
i S.,n
St.tie
"siado of Sin.,
for the annual Christmas Star Students, alumni and friends are
Banquet. free to all foieign stir- invited to attend Sunday. December 9. 4:45 p.m., at the Grace Baptist Church. 10th and San Fernando. according to Maryann Gravitt,
Roger Williams Fellowship publicity chairman.

Curtner Cycle Sales

The banquet is an annual affair
sponsored by the fellowship of the
Grace Baptist Church.The speaker
this year is Dr. C. Oscar Johnson.
past president of the American
Baptist Convention and the Baptist
World Alliance. Entertainment will
be provided by folk singer Herrn
Wyatt. Dinner and Christmas carols will precede Dr. Johnson’s talk.
Tickets for the banquet may be
purchased

Bicycles

through

John

Burke.

NE. and Used

Penny Hogg, Elaine Wilson, Judy

s for expert
Go to C.
repairing of all makes and
models, and for parts and
accessories.
959 South First Street

Coffman, Ted Petters, and Maryann Gravitt, or the Grace Baptist

be made by calling CY 5-2035.
Total cost for the banquet for I
general admission will be $1.25.

MAKE YOUR GIFT
SELECTIONS EARLY
hors fin. sosmeles by
Varsity

Care None

Cosy

Tussy

Max Factor

Revetkos

Dorthy Gray

Colonial Dames

B y MARNIE YAMAMOTO
Having housing problems?
Why must the dorms close during the holidays?
How soon can I apply for a
dorm residence?
These are just a sampling of
the questions asked in the college’s
housing office. Adm266.
Answers to the questions, in order are:
es, many students ito have
housing problems. from just finding a place to live to petitioning
for unapproved housing," according to Robert Baron, housing coordinator.
HOLIDAY CLOSE
The dorms close during the holidays because of the "total problem of staffing the halLs," Baron
!stinted out.
"It’s a problem for a few people
since 98 per cent of the residents
go home for the holidays," he said.
"But," Baron added, "we make
every effort to find suitable housing for those remaining in the
college area."
In the past, dorm applicants
were able to apply only five to
seven months in advance. "Now
they may apply nearly a year in
advance," Baron said.
A priority list is established on
a first apply. first -accepted basis.
"This fall we had 6.448 students
apply for the 1.200 spaces available in the six dorms. More than
600 of the vacancies were spoken
for by returning residents," Baron
said.
The waiting list reaches 6,000
at the peak of application and
dwindles to 100 after school starts,
he explained. "The dorms always
run at POO per cent occupancy."

All nursing majcrs planning to
register for Chemistry 1A, Chemistry 30B. Physiology 65B. Bacteriology 50. Home Economics 70.
Home Economics 109 or Physical
Body Mechanics
Education 19
for the spring semester are requested to see their advisers before
December 10 for pre-registration.
Appointment schedules will be
placed on adviser’s doors.
Students should he programmed
from all other courses before Jars
It. Further information is available in the Nursing Office. II8418.

Wanted: Coed Skiers

Other gift suggestions:
Whitman’s Candies
Cigars - Cigarettes
WE GIFT WRAP, OF COURSE!

1Z47,tifird:~b
,--.1"r1A1itMACTIr
CY 2-5502

10+h

Baron Answers
Housing Puzzlers

Nursing Majors,
-See Advisers

nando Streets. Reservations may

Wanted: Experienced women skiers with competitive spirit.
Those interested are urged to
attend a meeting of the women’s
. extramural ski team today at 4:30
P.m. in WG8. reports Miss Carol
Luther, instructor in physical education.
Qualifications for participation
include clear standing with the college, a satisfactory health status
and no participation in other extramural sports.

-0-

Master Plan Job Interviews
week
Reactions

Wh ere? How?

Dr. Alfred Linker, member of
the Department of Biochemistry
University of Utah. will speak on
The Role of Polysaccharides in
Nature" at the Chemistry Department Seminar. in 5164 toms-task
at 1:30 p.m.
He will comment on the chem.
istrv of biologically important
polysaccharides and some of the
methods used to determine their
structure. The role of polysaccharides in biological systems.
such as bacteria, plants and mammals and their significance in
health and disease will also be
I discussed.
The Biochemistry Department at
the University of Utah will soon
, he occupying new quarters, and
are seeking qualified applicants
for their graduate program.
Any junior or senior interested
in this field may make an appointment with Dr. Linker while he is
on campus. To make appointments
contact the Chemistry Department
in S148 or extension 2632.
- -

Church office, 10th and San Fer-

Phone: 292-3540

518 S.

Utah Biochemist
TAotee
ma k Te an ya r
Soornd

12

,

I Wises to it than disadvantages. It
only natural that opposite sexes
should attract, so why’ not let them
share common facilities?"
In this way, students may have
more joint programs of education
and cultural events, he added.
Going to the other end of the
housing question. Baron elaborated on approved off-campus housing make-up.
The householder must agree to
abide by the policies of the college. he said. He must agree to
rent exclusively to men or to women and the living center must
have a common entrance.

’Live Fossil’ Film
To Show Big Rhino
"Search for the Living Fossil."
a film sponsored by the Zoological
Society and the College Lecture
Committee, will be shown Friday
at 11:30 a.m. in S142.
The "living fossil" is the giant
3.000-pound Indian rhinoceros, species with large apron -like flaps
that hang over its shoulders and
hindquarters.

TODAY:
Social Affairs Committee, :I:stet:rig. CH164. 3:30 p.m.
Asoelated Women Student ts,
"koffee klatch." cafeteria rooms A
and B, 10 a.m.
Collegiate Christian Fellowship.
Bible study, Memorial Chapel, 9
p.m.
Co-Ree, activities, Women’s Gym.
7:30 p.m.
Rand -aide, tryouts, women’s volleyball courts, 4:30 p.m.
Society for the Advancement of
Management, meeting with Walter
C’ooper, sales manager for Ford
Motor Co. at Milpitas, speaking.
Garden City Hofbraii, f;:30 p m.
-

"We’re

124 E. San Fernando

App
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white

rayon
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then

a
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with rhinestone glitter.
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For sale

Sizes from 7 to 13

SULLIVAN

-

13E.1UTY

for 5

2115 \\ rid San ( rlo,.
Open evenings 2.

Typ
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Typing all kind,
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Approved apt. contract, $210 a snmes
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RENTALS
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Frattnity transfer
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Part time - fall
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Watch: Brand new,

_I:

Babyvtte,

LOST AND FOUND
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THE FINEST IN
AUTOMOBILES
WRITTEN GUARANTY
BANK TERMS

Martini guitar svIcese. 7 18 tnodi-

5,"

5

- tad-

over twenty seven years
serving Santa Clara
County

Joe Kerley
Lincoln-Mercury
Used Cars

.

Apt. 1/2 blk. from SJS

Approved

from

apt

Must sell vd,.

App, boarding house

Holiday
Hairdo

$32.95

your

Over 70 cars
to select from

Appr. apt. contract.
2

61

Sing About

and

from

Lincoln-Continental
Mercury-Meteor
Comet Dealer

Wendy Glen No. 2

to

acetate, belted with black

Joe Kerley
"Safe Buy"

CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE
ifillel, meeting, College union,
Ethyl 31.9
Regular
29.9,
8 p.m.
esr,lre PJr tan ’11
Fresh,mui Class, meeting, Col- ’isms 6.th
lege Union. 3:30 p.m.
App. apt contract
Archery, field, 4:30 p.m.
House Teams and Individuals,
WG23, 7 p.m.
60 Cad. cony. .^.
- -

blouse deeply back

in a

Cal Book"CY 3.5283

xt

-

SpaZtanad#

C

7

Hawaiian Club. meeting. Building P. 205 S. Ninth St.. 7 p.m.

stel with gathered skirt of

I

MODERN OFFICEMACH
" MACHINES CO.

App. ape. contract.

teen

-FR ,CA

New, used and rental machines
Fully guaranteed
Free parking and delivery
Special student rates

-0-

Something

’

We’ve got ’em - see us today!

TOMORROW:

. black valve.

DRIVE AWAY

Did You Say Typewriters?

Contract for sale.

manners .

DEC. l2-WEDNESI)51’:
(’arnation Co.: Sales and
nuns
kering. acounting, office manage.
merit. mechanical engineering asi
industrial engineering majors

WAF Visitor

Spar t an Speculators,
tour.
Schwaltacher and Co., 12:30 p.m.
Occupational Therapy C I u
meeting. HB301, 6 p.m.
(Iii It,
Pee-Physical
Therapy
meeting. HB204, 7 p.m.
Orehesis, dance, WG10, 7 p.m.

Two pier, drss w,th party

DEC. II -TUESDAY:
Corp.: Attenuating
mar.
kit mg Ill
kaiser Aircraft and I II-cIreliea;
Electrical engineerni

Flclgar Stone, of the San Francisco Zoological Society, will provide a running commentary of the
picture. These films are believed
Capt. Carey Spria_:er. Air Fors,
to be the only ones taken of the woman officer select ion representaanimal. They were taken in the tive, is in Adm234 today from 9:15
province of Assam. India.
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to discuss the
’
-There is some cause for fear Air Force officer training program
for the existence of the big rhinos. with interested women seniors or
because of the invasion of the Red graduates.
Interview appointments may be
(’hinese." said 1)1.. Carl Duncan.
ohairman of the Natural Science made by milling Cl’ .1-1111, ext
Area.

CO-EDUCATIONAL DORMS
And what are the possibilities
co-educational
having
SJS
of
dorms, living centers with men
and women living in the same
building on different floors?
"I’m hopeful we will have it
someday," Baron replied.
’Personally, I see more advan-

Spartaguide

(Continued trom Page 71
when the plan would go before
the hoard.
"This master plan, if adopted,
will contribute greatly to the campus." declared an enthusiastic Burton. -There arc pros ision.s for a new
and important entrance from Santa Clara Street: fountains and
pools are envisioned, as well as
mall development. In addition, location of future buildings will provide more open ground and will
integrate and unify the campus.
He was quick to note, however,
that the master plan is but "a
long-term possibility."
San Jose City Manager A. P.
"Dutch" Hamann termed the master plan "wonderful . . . a plan
that would give us a really tremendous campus."
How will the master plan affett
the life of the merchants in tht
:lack
thsvnlown San Jose area
Silber, owner of a dress shop
land a two-year man on the Board
’ of Directors of the Merchants’ Association, gave two reasons for his
favoring the proposed master plan:
II the construction work will create more jobs, and 21 the expansion will be accompanied by additional students, and, thus, additional patrons.
"There isn’t any doubt hut that
the students contribute greatly to
the economy of he city." Sills’i
stated. A member of the Merchants’ Association on and off b.:12 years, Silber declared himselt
"sympathetic to the college caum,

Interviews should tse
:t s
Tuesday, one
previnus to
terviews. at the Placement
()Mee,
Acim234.

Typong door home.
C t 2,31.
F*n^’’ typing
Epert

typ,ng

-

_

n

C1,44

.r-bn 22
-1^^. hr t,"
oi .1, a.

;milers. theses. menu
293.3085.
nditing. DR 9.2194

Typing ,n my borne. Reasonable. Call
,592
Expert typing Service" -- day or night,
I I 1874
Auto insurance f*r students. Ph 248dni.ey Ins. 34$ S. Monroe St. I .

rill.

CLASSIFIED RATES:
wog
25e a line first insertionins
line succeeding
20c
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
OfFett-Call at Student Affairs *4
Hall,
Boon, It, Tower
!!!mi
Send in Heade OrderOW’.
with Cheek or Money
No Phone Orders

A ’Peek in Pictures’ at Life at San Jose State
With a Bit of Rambling Commentary on the Same Subject
s’utiRY AND rittbrops
,hin a cd
1,,ilegi, and
,i.rrounding "college community"
nestles comfortably in some 15
square blocks in the center ot
San Jose. Except for occasional
growing pains, such as a little
afternoon riot or an issue like
the closing of Seventh Street,
the relationship is an amicable
one, and college and community
get along pretty well.
As befits a -city" of some
16,000, SJS has its own sights
and sounds, systems and routines, advantages and disadvantages.
The new parking garage has
done much to help the situation
for those who drive to school.
Thirteenth Street is now much
less crowded than it was /3.G.
tkafore garages, and it is now
possible to get a parking space
on Sixth Street as close to the
campus as East Reed.
Those who do park in the
area east of the campus are becoming accustomed to the rustly crunch of dead leaf meeting
rubber tire, for ’tis Fall, and the
Indian Slimmer sprinkling of
maple am! -,,iinore leaves has

Grey Skies Over Washington Square ...

1

Its

SPARTAN DAILY-11
1 ws

NI SI; I I \

flood,
and
ladies Into tidy piles in the
street. and then scattered by
Spartan autos in the rusts tor
8:30 classes.
The normal smog-brown skies
of the Santa Clara Valley turn
grey this time of year, and the
little brown birds that haunt
the sandwich shops on San Fernando Street are chubby %%Rh
winter (1 (AV n. Eating on the
lawn becomes less popular now,
and the standard Spartan school wear becomes the ski jaeket, in
silky Ms, bsss. ts
1.110.11

f’,.

17,

old

11011

r,
during
class
breaks
plays to another
packed .. ,se, and the Spartan
Daily .s s . . a pictorial peek at
life aros.ss.t Washington Square.
along

The Crossroads

-

Pencils, Pens . . .
. . . And Study C, ns
...initreoloPomwormialk
. Don’t Keep Diehard Spartans Off the Lawns

Be Casual .

It’s Eno,911 To tA

Yo., W

... Go To 51...p

To .

. . . Except When Crossing Seventh

.

A Treat

.

. . . Or A Treatment?
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Dec. 5, 1982

Thrust and Parry
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Vadq Comment
One -Party Campus
flo-e Stair Student Boil
President
Brent Das is relinquished his gavel to torrent SJs prey
Bill Hauck. so went the Sparta Party. Now. with the disappearance of this party. there is only one remaining. Spur,
to carry the load. spirit. and rivalry that the two parties once
shared. It now should Ite assumed that a one-party campus
could die politically. Thi- mit% hot tocclIT immediately but
through numerini- lections where only one party sponsors.
and only one path .1,,iiiinates.
This last , I. !: .1. .1114lit help to point out die apatlictic
a
or candidates %sere sponsored.
%iew that pre% ailcil.
position-. there was no opposing
Eight candidates recei,,I
party to challenge the siders or to incite student intereet.
then. would a campus of 17.INSI lime only One party
and share little in college politics which benefit the student
boil holders? lit this eit nation there can he fen leaders and
numerous followers. ’flits is %slwre the majority of the student body holders. many indifferent. lime let down the leadI to die
ers by not supporting a party. thus helping the set
politically.
If there is to be a resit:di/Mims of Sparta Party, or one
of like nature.. there first must be supporters. With less
apathy and more backers we might gain more spirit, interest
K. S.
and another eliallenging political party.
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Special Student Rates
Shampoo and set
$2.50
Heircut
$1.75
Pern-aWave
special
reu
days a week.
t
...qtana 3
Reality Salon
........_

167 E. William
Corner
4th & William

CT 7-6979
Open
9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

3,000
CALORIES

KEYS ’S
IDEAL

CARBOHYDRATES
( SUGAR, SPAGHETTI,
POTATO, BREAD, FRUIT

2,300
CALORIES
69%

PROTEINS
%

( INCL. MEAT)

UNSATURATED

FATS

( VEGETABLE

OILS, FISH )

23%
16%

SATURATED

FATS

(ANIMAL MEAT, EGGS,
DAIRY PRODUCTS)
A

SOURCE OF CHOLESTEROL

Obesity in Land of Plenty
By DON CHAPMAN
America’s overweight population, now estimated to be affecting 48 million people, always
has been formidable, but today
it is bigger than ever.
Early last year, a report by
the American Heart Association ad hoc committee on Dietary Fat and atherosclerosis distinctly linked saturated fats with
coronary artery disease. The latter accounts for more than half
of all heart fatalities and kills
500,000 Americans a yeartwice
the toll from all varieties of cancer and five times the deaths
from auto accidents, according
to Dr. Jack Smolensky, associate
professor of health and hygiene.
The relation of atherosclerosis
and the diet center around the
finding of University of Minnesota Physiologist Ancel Keys,
57, inventor of the wartime K

ration, and author of a 1960 best
seller "Eat Well and Stay Well."
Dr. Keys, who has conducted
a $200.000 a year experiment
on diet which spans the world,
brings the relation down to
cholesterol If torn t he Greek
chole, meaning bile and stereos,
meaning solidi a yellowish, waxy
substance which scientists assume is necessary for the formation of brain cells, the production of adrenaline hormones and
the transportationof fats
throughout the circulatory system.
Although the fatty protein
molecules in which cholesterol
travels through the bloodstream
are water soluble, cholesterol itself is insoluble and cannot be
destroyed by the body. Therefore it tends to build up on the
walls of the arteries of those
eating too much food containing

Have a real cigarette -have a CAMEL

animal fats tsatuiated fats) who
should not be eating much at all,
As cholesterol piles up. one of
two things happens. Either a
clot forms at the site, sealing
the flow of blood to the heart
and provoking a heart attack.
or the deposits themselves get
so big that they choke off the
artery’s flow to the point that
the heart muscle is suffocated.
cells supplied by the artery die,
and the heart is permanently
and perhaps fatally injured.
The breakdown of Dr. Keys’
ideal diet of 2.300 calories is a
far cry from the average American diet today. It contains 69
per cent carbohydrates (sugar,
spaghetti, potatoes, bread, fruit,
etc.) instead of the 46 per cent
in the average American’s diet.
It also contains 16 per cent protein (including meats) instead of
the 14 in the average American’s
and 11 and four per cent unsaturated and saturated fats, respectively, as compared with 23
and 17 per cent in the average
American’s diet.
The question arises as to
which persons should modify
their diets in consideration of
these facts and figures.
According to the Journal of
the American Medical Association (Feb. 4, 1961) three groups
should carefully watch their
cholesterol levels.
ii The overweight should decrease fats and get plenty of
exercise.
21 Men with a strong family
history of atherosclerotic heart
or blood vessel disease - who
have high blood cholesterol levels, an increase in blood pressure, are overweight and- or who
lead lives of "relentless frastratration."
3 )Those who have had one or
more atherosclerotic heart attacks or strokes.
In conclusion, the J o it rnai
stated that these people should
reduce under medical supervision
with reasonable substitution of
poly-unsaturated for saturated
fats.
It has been emphasized that
there is no final proof that heart
attacks or strokes will Ix. prevented by such mea,ures.
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eamling party. We will be caroling all over the campus living
area, but especially to the winners of the Christmas Door Decoration Contest. so be expecting
us!
Any and all women students
are invited to join us. Candles to
light our way and songbooks to
help us with those elusive "seecoed verses" will be provided by
AWS. We will meet in front of
the Student Union on Ninth anti
San Carlos streets at 7:30 that
evening and from there we will
go to the front of Washburn
Hall to pick up those who find
it more convenient to meet there.
After going around the campus,
we will come back for refreshments and a chance to relax our
voices!
This will be a lot of fun and
is guaranteed to give a feeling
of Christmas and courage to
fight the shopping crowds! We
are looking forward to seeing
everyone there.
AWS CABINET
11,11
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2 Old Men Eye Elect uns
By MN. NEWSOM
t-i.t Foreign News Analyst
LONDON (UPI) - - In Europe
;it this moment politicians are
trying to measure the effects of
important elections on the futures of two old men.
One of these is President
Chat les de Gaulle- of France who
is in his mid -70s. The other is
Chancellor Konrad Adeauer of
West Germany who is in his mid 80s.
De Gaulle won a national election in an upset landslide that
gives him a mandate to run
France as he sees fit for the remaining three years of his presidency. His own office was not at
stake but those of his followers
in the national assembly were,
and his victory was complete.
Adenauer’s test came in Bavaria and the victory nearly provided him with too many riches.
STRAUSS BEAT FIELD
The contest there was one of
the Christian Socialist Union of
Franz-Josef Strauss against the
Socialists, the Free Democrats,
the Refugee party and other
splinter groups.
How De Gaulle and Adenauer
interpret these victories will
have an effect in at least three
important spheres - the European Common Market in which
Great Britain is trying to attain membership, and Western
Europe’s position not only toward the Soviet Union but toward the United States as well.
Adenauer’s position was complicated by the contrtwersy raging over Strauss and the part he,
as West German defense minister, played in the arrest of edi-
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They have made the
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survival of the’
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justifications in an attempt to
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own domain of self-interest.
Could it be that now, for the
first time, the law of the fish
is outdated? Peihaps aone-rnis
sue sardine can equaliz . the
warehouse spoils of weap.,nry
being augmented by the sharks.,
And why? Simply because S01,
ereignty of humanity must sat,
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By PRUDI STAVIG
Society Editor
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Seniors Will Leave Mark at SJS

By KEITH TAKAHASHI
Exchange Editor

that business tif getting up on the hour.
an aptorintmen at quarter after and having to be in class at half past that
would make most people go berserk. but Gary Rogers, public relations major. is about the calmest appearing person around and he
keeps this kind of spitfir-t schedule every day.
The personable 22-year-old senior’s most recent job is as director of the Theta Chi Greek show which goes
on stage Friday night in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
This week Gary has rehearsals and technical
meetings every night and the job of calming the
jittery participants.
One project such as this would seem to he
plenty extra-curricular work a semester, but not
for Gary who lists among his activities Greek Retreat counciler, membership in Theta Chi. and
Pi Alpha Nu, public relations fraternity.
Amidst all this. Gary finds time to practice
Gary Rogers
from 11 p.m. to midnight with the Cleft Brothers, a folk singing group composed of brother Theta Chis.
In the past, Gary has served as secretary for Theta Chi, a member of Recognition Committee, and a member of Spartan Shields,
sophomore men’s honor society. Last year he was publicity director
Homecoming.
It’s hard to visualize, but on the "side" he does free lance
magazine writing, and fits in skiing and surfing, too,
Graduation comes in January for Gary and plans include traveling and service before going into public relations work.
PANHELL PRENY
The name of 21 -year-old Arlene Jung is one that comes through
’his office often. The pretty blue-eyed senior has been a contestant
,o numerous "favorite girl" pageants and is presently serving as
’resident of Panhellenic, an organization representing all sororities.
In this job, Arlene oversees Greek retreat, the annual December
workhsop, judicial board and the many and varied
activities of Panhell.
Her first job with the group was as delegate
from her sorority. Chi Omega, foe one year.
Arlene finds much to keep her busy as it mem: ick Masque, senior women’s honor so Delta Pi, education honor society and
le Sister of Minerva, a selective women’s
,ciliary to Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
Honors bestowed upon the vivacious coed include being a Sigma Phi Epsilon queen attendant
in 1960 and membership on the Spartan Fashion
Council last year.
"If I wasn’t doing all this, I guess I’d be wasting time,- says
the lively coed, "the busier you are, the more you seem to get done."
As a senior education major, Arlene is now looking forward to
a teaching assignment in the Santa Clara County area.
ENGAGED
Caml Whit nell, Alpha Chi Omega. junior education major from
Lafayette. to I ti, id Dougherty, Sim Graden School, Santa Clara,
from Walnut creek. Jan. 26 is the wedding day.
Linda Dawson, senior education major from Livermore, to
:truce Jensen, serving in the U.S. Marine Corps and stationed in
Santa Ana, from Livermore. Wedding plans are for June 23, 1963.
Jean Anderson, senior education major from Hillsborough, to
Gail Boyd, senior civil engineering major from Burlingame.
Judy Newton, junior education major from Palo Alto to Jim
Davis, junior electrical engineering major from Castro Valley,
PINNED
Kathy Webb. Gamma Phi Beta
junior secretarial administration
major from Santa Ana, to Phil
Lenz, Sigma Chi junior business
In the true spirit of the
major from Santa Ana.
Christmas season . . .

Words ’Mist’ By Students
Administrators

at k.J Camino College laced a deciphering
problem no less baffling than cryptologists have in cracking a code.
" ’lines’ was do ONO at ’soar’ throath," read one passage on a form
sheet.
This was not a secret code, but one of many gross spelling
trrors which often appear on official forms at the El Camino administ rat ion office.
"I am seeking employment do 10 linantial conditions," wrote
another student looking for a job.
A student
office. ’I am
three days."
According
changes have
’coerces’ take
(We hope

religious gifts. An excellent choice at St. Joseph’s
Shot’.
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One solution to the problem
of shaping hard -to-form aerospace Metals and alloys may
tarn roll to he "almost as simple
as making a batch 01 ice cubes,"
according to engineers here.
Manufacturing researchers at
Republic Aviation Corporation
report they have successfully
applied the principle of using
the force produced when water
is rhanged into ice to shape
metal parts. This freezing technique, they say, has accomplished the shaping job at a lower erist than afforded by the I tie
tut
conventional forming mob:- and toils
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OLD AND NEWAlready a thriving institution
when thE Pilgrims landed at Plymouth, the University cf Mcxico remains one of the hemisphere’s most progressive centers of research

and learning. This contrast is symbolized in the
University City’s architecturethe School of
Medicine is shown hereblending the best of
old an new.

Americans Rediscover Mexico
As Land of Vibrant Contrasts
Discriminating American travelers are discovering in inc-restsnumbers each year that Mesa,. only a few hours by air
from any part of the United
States, offers a stimulating foreign atmosphere of sunshine and
scenic beauty, ancient lore and
colorful spectacle. and modern
accommodations at
budget
prices.
About 800,000 American visitors a year come to Mexico. Many
of them, however, are businessmen attracted by growth in this
rapidly indusnializing nation.
whose progress is marked by
multiplying consumer demand
and a safe return on investment,
often running as high as 12
per cent and over.
PIGM:RESS EVIDENT
Mexico’s progress is evident
also in new tourist comforts and
facilities for enjoyment of the
richness of nue(’ civilizations - the colorful pre-Columbian Indian, the Spanish Colonial, and
the modern
all basking in
year-round springtime.
Modernity is the stamp of
Mexico City
at. University
City oi the Heart Institute, foremost in the world, or the tall
Latinos -Americanas Building
with its fashionable rooftop restaurant. The new is also the
mark of resorts outside the capital, places like Acapulco, Cozumel, San Jose Purua, and lxtapan de la Sal.
MODERN COMFORTS
Modern comforts also make
accessible such perfectly preserved Spanish colonial towns as
Taxer), San Miguel Allende, Morwithout deselia and Puebla
troying their charm and character. This is equillly true of
quaint Indian villages and the
sites of ancient eities marked today by great stepped tempt" pyramids, at Teotihimean, Monte Alban, Chichi-n -11/A, and elsewhem.
The Mesican government is
,
101V:I to enterprise

through a new multi -million dollar National Tourist Plan. The
major development program, due
to go into high gear in 1963, will
improve tourist facilities a nil
services throughout the country.
With the aver a g e tourist
spending 19 days in Mexico, for
$238, tourism has become Mexico’s largest source of export revenue. Its continuing rapid gains
a 17 per cent improvement
just in the first six months of
1962
are
a good barometer
of gains elsewhere on the economic front.
where the dollarpegged peso has remained stable
despite rising consumer demand,
notably because Mexico remains
one of the woild’s top ten producers of a wide range of natural and industrial products.
MORE INDUSTRY
I ncr easing industrialization
and diversification of the economy has strengthened Mexico’s
exports and diminished dependence on imported items. It has
also resulted in more abundant

employment anti investment. an
increased t.!IIISS flit t tOrItt I prOdllet
and a rising prosperity that has
brought a higher standard of
Statistics show that Mexico is
an active trader and its principal trading partner is the
United States. Moreover, the
Mexican government has been
scrupulous about paying off
whatever debts and obligations
it incurs MA in keeping the
country’s finances sound.
One of the only Latin American nations where, according lo
a U.S. Senate survey,
monism has never gained
a foothold among the prasau’
Mexico is rated by U.S. limo:,
as a sound cottony, offering
good opixirtunities for investment. A major part of present
foreign investment
estimated
floss
at some $100 million
comes from the United States.
although Japan and some other
nations are also big investors
in Mexico’s growth.
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Coed residents at !1;.
Sproul Hall dormitoo has,’
veloped a pastime which requires
stire-footedness and a strong
stomach.

9Ic

One coed, according to the
Daily Bruin, "described steppm.on a snail while wearing "ti-,
nies’ as ’absolutely abhorrent.’

turyeen4

Ramsey Photo Studio
"The Finest in

"You feel the snail right
through the soles of shoes," she
said. Commently further, the
coed confided that she preferred
high heels for snail squashing.

Graduation

Plan on having your graduation
pictures taken early. Be proud
of your senior year with a por-

The Daily Bruin reports that
the Sproul Hall residents meet
their new pastime with enthusiasm.

trait from Ramsey Studio,

Ramsey Studio

"All that is, except the girl in
’tennies’ who slipped on a snail
and missed lockout hy one min-

1027 Town & Country Village, S.J.
Phone 243-576t

APPLY EARLY
for your holiday reservations
FREE

reservation service

Custom-tailored service
Go now and pay

later plan avoilobie

Go anywhere in the U.S. or the Worid at reduced rates
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339 S. 1st St.
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* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accost:tries
* Complete Stock
of Magazines
* Barnet & Noble
Collage Outline Series

Only Schick makes No different
electric shavers...pick the one to
match your lace!
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Christmas Time and Music at SJS
Concert, Operatic
Program Planned
For Recital Dec.19

Singers To Offer
Christmas Songs
wait at,
!Ausie
.
aftei n0.11 al.
Hall.
Inane Sutton. soprano. tyli:
sing it gioup it sta. ’Christmas
Stifles.- by eta !minis. ittelteling
and
’The- t’llredinas T tt ,
’The Christ (1111,1 "
Jennifer Chase emoialto. sia!
i% 1
it
att lime I hi’

Handers ’Messiah’
To Be Performed

MLLSIC In:in the taltFil and conceit hall will be featured at a
student recital Dee 13 at l’30
p.m. in Concert Hall.
Included on the program are
a group of limier by BrillalLS to
be lierformed by Chat:leen Row.
,aezztesupranti
Suaan
cello. and ftatimel
Perez. piano, will then oviform
the Sonata in G major for cello
and figunsi bass by Sanu.narlini.

t!:,

,11..

Isolde’s Liebestod from -Tristan and Isolde" of Wanger and
the aria "Pace, pace mat the
et Verdi’s "La F.
del
-Ino,’ will be sung by Donn with Rachael Perez, at t
,,mpanist.
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Art Dept.
Auction Sale

The adagio movement Dorn
iia Meta:ate] concerbt in G
iiinor by Bruin is to be per:aimed by’ Camilla Sheldon, with
I tick Woodruff, accompanist.
use Bain’ pianist, will present three etudes by Chtecin,
number, one, two and 12.
Susan Hinshaw. soprano, will
t -lust’ the program with Manon’s beautiful jut iii from the second act of Pueeini’s opera "Nlanon Lescaut." and an aria from
Nlassenet’s opera ’’llertaliade.’’
Kenneth Seylar will be the acentnntanis!.

Ed..cly Repairs 8 Painting
1-sc -cc Work
Work
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Es-rnates
i Workmanship
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The music that to most people is synony:nous with Christmas.
Handers great oraorio. -The Messiah." will be performed by
choruses, soloists and instrumentalists Dec. 11 at 8 p.m. in Morris
)at ley Auditorium,
Participating in the performance, sponsons1 by the Music Department. will be the Women’s: Glee Club, the Men’s Glee Club and
the General Chorus.
Vocalists will be Gloria DiLonardo. soprano: Esther Du assistant professor of music,
alto: Frederick Loadwick,
bass.
associate professor of music,
Instrumentalists will be Violet
tenor and Dr. Edwin Dunning,
Thomas associate professor of
music. organ: Jennifer Junes,
piano and Sidney Gtovdey, harpsichonl.
Sharing the conducting tasks
will be Dr. Gus G. Lease, associate professor of music and Dr.
Russell M. Harrison, associate
professor of music.
Augmenting the instrumental
Department is
’ Tht
section will be a double string
mug its second an curreteis ii
quartet.
nual Student -Faculty Art Aucuniversally
"The
Messiah,"
tam and Sale.
acknowledged as one of the
over 250 art works by both
greatest of musical masterpieces,
was composed in 24 days.
students and faculty are now
The work is usually divided
on display in the AM Gallery
into a Christmas and an Easter
and the hallways on the find
section.
flow of the Art Building.
The work contains one of the
most familiar pieces of music
A variety of items up for sale
CS (’I’ written. the great, -Halleinclude paintines. watercolors,
Itijah" chorus.
drawings. ceramics, sculpture,
prints and jewelry.
When Itandel finished the

y

Sales began Monday and will
continue through Dec:. 14 in the
Art Gallery from 9 a.m.-4 p.m,
on weekdays and from 1:15-5
p.m. on Sundays.
The auction will be held this
Friday evening at 8 in A133.
The auction will rifflet from
that of last year. There will be no
Inv-bidding, ram will there be
any minimum bids set on any
of the items.
auction and sale are prmanly fund raising events Inc
art scholarships. Proceeds from
the auction and sale are divided
between the conti ibuting artist,
the art scholarship fund and the
Art Gallery maintenance fund,
Last year the event took in
more than $15410, of which over
$800 was allote.d to the Art
s’eholm tg,,I find.

Th.’

chorus he told a servant, "I did
think I see all Heaven before
me and the Great God Himself."
When the entire score was
finally complete he said, -I
think God has visited me."
The first performance of the
work was in Dublin, Ireland, in
1742. The piece via,: an instant
success and has remained a litvoeite since that time,
At the first London perform:owe of the work, the audience
WiLS. SO impressed by the power
of the "Hallelujah," that it rose
to its feet,
Ever since then, it has been
customary for audiences around
the world to express a similar
respect by rising at the beginfling of the chorus and remaining standing until the conclusion of the section.

THE: BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: BOB DiCIOCCIO
Bob

\ I.E..

mission pr.,

,

I mr handles tnicrowave trans’Jelly’ lelephone in San Diego. Bob’s

joie is to scic,

-t =ites, prepare plans and specs. obtain
and supers ise raffish teflon anti
ijeflUilall,lit.
ill
An important responsibility for

ttst estimate-. ita lads,

man with fltenoinpany less than a year.
Bolt proved his engineering ability early when

he solved

"a&

a tough problem concerning spring relay stress tension.
A report of his findings won praise for its thoroughness
and sound recommendations.
Bob DiCioccio and other young engineers like him in
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help
bring the- finest communications --ri ice in the world to
the Intines and businesses

1,f

a

,,z1,

i lig America.
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Annual SJS
Concert
December 9
The SJS Music Department
will present its annual Christmas Concert Dec. 9 at 3 p.m. in
Concert Hall, highlighted by. a
performance of the Dumbarton
Oaks Mass, opus one, of Stanley Hollingsworth, assistant professor of music.
The mass was commissioned
by Dumbarton Oaks of Harsard
University. It was composed 12
years ago when Hollingsworth
was studying with the contemporary Italian-American composer Gian Carlo Menotti at the
Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia.
It was find performed at the
Julliant School of Music, with
the French maestro Jean Morel
conduct ing.
Hollingsworth has dedicatosl
his score to Williatn J. Erlendson, professor of music.
The performance here will be
by the Symphony Strings and
the A Cappelli’ Choir. with
Erlendson conducting.
The !MSS is divided into five
sections, Kyrie. Gloria, Credo.
Sanctus-Benedictus and Agnus
Del.
The concert will open with
the Sonata in E minor for violin and figured bass, by the
Italian baroque composer COMB.
The four-movement work will
be performed by In. Gibson
Walters, pt’ fessor of music, violin; Donald thimuth, associate
professor of MUSIC, cello. and
Thomas Ryan, professor of music. harpsichord.
/tumult) and Ryan will also
join performers in a presentation
of Handers Concerto in F major for organ and orchestra.
Richard Jesson. ’,s Ii be organ
soloist. Other performers will be
Carmen Wisler, violin: Frances
Robinson, professor of music.
viola: Roger Merrill, string bass
and Wayne Sorensen, associate
professor of music and Susan
Snook. oboes.
There is no admission charge.
The concert is open to all.

Drama Professor
To Give Readings
A
roe r aill i
Christmas readings, dealing with
the season’s customs of many
eras and hinds, will be presented
at Villa Montalvo in Saratoga,
on Dec. 9 at 2 p.m.
Lone performer will he Noreen
Mitchell, assistant professor of
speech and drama.
Miss Mitchell is distinguished
as a writer, director, and pe,
bamer in professional theatei
on stage. radio and television.
One of three direetors of
Staged Readings and Readers’
Theater presentation at SJS,
Miss Mitchell has been an instructoi here since 1951.
She has appeared in readings
along the entire peninsula. She
adapted Irving Stone’s novel
"Lane Is Eternal" and directed
it us a staged reading presentation, when the author flew in
fliont Los Angeles to attend the
perfOrIMInce.
Currently she is directine a
performance of Benet’ ;stem
"John Brown’s Body," ta
staged in the slime.
Miss Mitchell received her
11.A. and M.A. degrees from the
Univenity of Michigan.

By BOB PACINI
Fire Ails Ed,*str

’Amedee’ Revisited
In Monday’s Spartan Daily, the current prmluction
Speech and Drama Department, lonesco’s "Amedee," was
Ordinarily, a re’s icy. is the final piece of copy prepared ha
or drama production. Usually it ends there. But because
is such an extraordinary play and because it was gisen ar,
extraordinary presentation b ythe Speech and Drama Der,.
we feel justified in commenting further on the matter. lb
are comments that mere space limitations prevented Ira
included in Monday’s review.
15-VEAR-01.D CORPSE
Motriday’s review mentioned that tale of the tricky
-tuusiiiess in "Amedee" concerns a 15 -year-old corpse that e,
until it stretches half way across the stage. At first the
sees only the huge teet and legs of the thing as it begins
its way" front the bednxim into the living room, the ii"
the first and second acts.
The corpse represents the "problem" that many the’
ried couples care for. even though they may be the things !
be breaking up their marriage. The married nniple in
are Amedee and Madeleine. The more they try to elir,
r
problem by suppressing it, the more it grows.
it seems, fairly obvious.
This is just one of the staging problems involve,’
At various points in the play. mushrwms. noisome,.
from the walls and ceiling of the dining mom A
board is present on stage that constantly buzzes
Act Two there occurs a dream sequence during which Aintsitc apt
Madeleine apparently relive a time that was happier for mem
Lighting and acting demands become especially
aga
manding here.
HEAVENWARD
In Act Three, following a wildly farcical scene. Amiskat
ported by the -head- of the corpse, which he finally has suns...ma
in "dragging out into the open." rises from the floor of tee
towards heaven.
BO let us turn to the matte! of acting now. Arnett.., pa,
by Russell Holcomb, and Madeleine, acted by Mari -Lyn Hem:.
dominate the play for two of the three acts, and almost all of litfinal act. During the first two acts they are constantly on stazt
The acting demands placed upon them are monumental.
Holcomb and Nliss Henry portray characters that ant at
comic, tragic, satirical, deeply human and deeply troubled. Naito 10 say, the job of getting across all of the facets of char:a:ter !
the HIlliiCtlee, and getting them across convincingly, not eonu.,,,is no small task.
tOOING TO WORK’
They are a married couple who Mee been secluded
Paris apartment for 15 years. Nlaileleine "glues to work
switchboard and receives calls for "the president,"
Chaplin, the grocer." Amedee is a ftlaywright. whose t,-:
15 years amounts to two one-line speeches!
In addition to the demanding staging requirements :do
*mentioned for lonesco’s play, the script also calls for ti
of a train. howling of dogs and different colored firev.
the last act.
Added to this is a need for incidental music, that ,
accentuate the shifting moods of Amedee and Mad,
also as a type of leading motif for the growth ot
music for this production was composed by Thomas I,.
lessor of music, and performed by a wind ensemble. ha string bass and percussion.
EFEECTIS’E NIFSIC
not
Ryan’s chromatic suite for "Amedee- consisted, it
really of identifiable themes., but progressions of chord tiale,ta
1,:
!hal were effective and added greatly to the success ot
ri,ict ion.
There can be no doubt. The opening performance til .1 meat,
v
succesaftil. The capacity audience iii celieiat Theater
1..1
a puzzled. responded enthusiast:ea..,
applauded loudly at the final curtaitt.
’1r1costumes and direction were blended in a ,
duce an unforgettable evening at the theattr.
.;
The play will be repeated tonight. Thursday, Friday
urday at 8:15, Tickets are on sale in Cm, ..! Theater eu
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If you’ve ever been caught just before a holidey with no travel
reservations you know the value of this advice. So don’t get
caught again, let HOWARD NELSON’S TRAVEL ADVISORS
make your reservations for you today
. if costs no more to
make travel reservations in advance.
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turn to the San Diego State cam- panel on proles-ion:11
preparation.
pus created much less excitement spoke .11
Th. Contribution of
.,111,,ttn.
,,i.stwhen he visited here last Basic Sets io to, Ipo PllySiral FAH cation."
The campus went wild when the
1)]*. Carkin was ebeted seer,
A -appointed leader of the Amertar’.’ -elect for the \Vi
111-1riet
:, ,Ill Mai Party spoke there in
eeli and was slugged
"I’
angry student.
Few heads turned yesterday as
Jungle warfare and the
Rockwell Came on eampus, spent
:-fs
11 tv,iir in the Daily Aztec office occupy the time of ma:
and "the’ ,,t lives of the Humanities graduates.
I Sit! ding,and then stroller, away.
Army pf,v Edward Itrimaterdahl
Dozens of students gathered last who received his B.A. degree in
’11111’’ ’II’ and escorted the contrn- 19fi1, has been assigned to the
ersial Nazi to the Open Air The - nevidy-ereated 5rd Missile Battalion
liter where he spoke. An estimated at Fort Sill, Okla.
5.1100 listened to his talk, and thouArmy 2nd Lieut, John F. Stewsands crowded the streets as his art recently completed a nine-week
car departed.
ranger course ;it Fort Henning. Ga,

Military Training
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Don Keller, San Diego ilistrkl
attorney. later termed the death
suicide and dismissed the ease. The
Students for Freedom, a eamptis
group, in a special issue tit
"Evolve." Mid why it was sure
.5rnistrong was murdered. An article
appeared in the issue
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Call me and I’ll give you a fill -In
On all nine of The
Benefactor’s big
benefits. No obligation, of course.
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SPECIALSunday, Monday, Tuesday
of every week
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

$1.19
351 N. 26th Street
San Jose,
Calif.
Tel: 298-6031
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selected Barbara Ruth Lundell,
a Long Beach State College
senior, winner of the 1963 California Maid of Honor contest.
Late this month, Barbara will
compete in the national finals
at Memc.his, Tenn.
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BACKGROUND OF THL ( I P11)1.TITION: No matter how much time our People in
Naming spend thinking up .ust the right color names for ow- shirts (Maize. Stone Green,
Peat Blue, etc.), the Eagle Secret Shoppers inevitably report that you choose .1:nur Eagle shirts
with such statements as "Gimme six of them greenish ones- or "Could I bother you for two
or three dozen of thc-v,e stri-ped ones." Our problem is in selecting names shich skill capture
the imagination of the shirt -buying public. 4* NATURE OF THE COMPETITION:
The 10 Affierbachs for 1963-64 %h ill go to those persons suggesting the best names for our
colors. Imagination -capturing names. like Well Red, Long Green, Charlie Bros’ ’1, or Navel
Orange. You may wish to inspect our shirts for inspiration, if not purchase. Eagle shirts don’t
always have an Eagle label

some line stores sew in their own

hut if you write us, we’ll

suggest your nearest Eagle Shirt Color Inspection Station. + STIPEND: The grand prize
winner will have his (or her) choice of a Traveling Affierbach (a grand all-expense-pind weekend
at the Bush !louse in QuLtkei towi

an exciting chance to become acquainted with the natives

-- many of whom are is, including Mi s Revera Affierbach, herself) or a Stationary Affierbach
(a dozen Eagle Button-down sh;r:,1 The 9 other Afflerbachs will consist of a grant of four
Eagle Button-down shirts. ‘’ik.1,. that ;-.

4. RULES: The competition is open to all students

and faculty members at selh.0 . ,., v, ell as to those who have filled in the coupon below.
: ,71 ::, e- many years Tins,: of you alto partook of the fir,f, ih,ii ii. atia; to do
This, actually, is Earle.- -..vm.
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with the pocket on a Isti:r:,., ,! . p.
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n.: 11.44: 15115’,, and the price i $4 u5
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Includes: Salad, Baked Potato, Chile, Garlic Bread
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Rockwell returned to SDS to oh- , Lieutenant Stewart, who is a 19(12 Nice, I
!min information on "Evolve" !nag- SJS graduate, is a member of T:tu
Furi!’.
azine and the Newton Armstrong Delta Phi fraternity.
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Jr death, fie claimed several per-,
-ins have accused him of the munArrnstning and he is plan-.
noL, libel suits. Armstrong, an
SDS s hit il e n t and editor ot
"Evolve," was found hanged in his
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whether he was murdered or was
’a suicide.
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Three P.E. Profs
Attend Conference

.1 cough’ hi.

JNiCEF Christmas
Greeting
Cards"Peacock," shown here,
conveys the color and splendor
of this proud bird, and the
thrill of two Indian children in
a moment of delight. This card
;1 one of a series of five done
ty Poser Agell, a Spanish artst, entitled "Festival of Birds."
fwo of each design are in a box
c1 10 cards, cost;ng $1.25. This
wies, along with I 1 others,
’nay be ordered at the Spartan
ilookstore.
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500. is "%Illy [weir melli’ruling a recent interview with more en*.yrilde while stiffening eine."
Penicillin, he explainer’, is
Dr. Thomas Gray, director of the from a (’I Iii
a "pretty Indere treatment." The
Sturlent Flealth Set’s lee. the Spar!Went hol cigarettes, Dr. G t a y health director said
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of a common mild. p
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Unruh Tries to Create
Successful Recreation
(.1 IBOU

!Fitt’s

bet tcr

it is difficult
in most
to satisfy everyone all the time
or even part of the time.
I.draminal Direeaw Dan l’n
run fully realizes this in dealing
Win taiti,.
;y. ;mi.:Taman’ and
or Log haices in the attempt to
create a successful recreational
facilits- for the male attidem body
portion that does not participate
in inter -collegiate sports
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It’s not 10 had." *40.4 dark eyed Sandi simply , "%s ell. trying
to get ahead.-
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in.
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participation, this also
per cent
creates problems beyond facilities
The main dilficulty here is a iR
r, S
--er
lowing everyone to play and still
SHOP TALKRon Davis, far right, explains just how SJS won
maintaining enough interest to
that Stanford cross country meet. Sandi Davis, standing next to
keep the teams interested. Unruh
her husband, hears plenty of shop talk and listens patiently.
said. "When participation is based
Ben Tucker, !eft, explains his own version to his friend.
on 100 per cent living in an organization, you have to pressiatit
Big Auto
everyone to play. You have to preInsurance Sewing. Announced
sent a program attractive enough
Women end nurriel men over
21 $71 letc III dividend, or
net
to make the teams want to play
a’ 345 (based on current 17 per
There has to be something tangible
mer,
cent div1dend). Singi
By DON CHAPMAN
net
S: 1252 Me $43 dividend. or
Si, interest them."
of MC
Unruh said, -We do recognize
1I0/20.000 LAN, Wipe Lability- $5,00/7
Property Damage end MO Medical
the fact that we will probably
Payments. Other <overages at corniyarable wrings. Payments can be
make changes in the second semade once, twice or lour Henn
tea’ Call or write for full informester:’ He added. "Improvements
We’ve lost all faith in the pre-season poll as a reliable yardstick.
mal,. to Georg. AI. Campbell,
See lAole A
Sunnyvale
an the program take probably
It all started in the midst of the 1962 collegiate football year,
RErrent 1.1741 (clay II call.
to
piing
five years, but we are
when Ohio State. tabbed as No. 1 by wire services and other "exmake change,
perts." first dipped and then disappeared altogether from the top 20.
Pretty soon it was an upset if the Buckeyes won a game.
But that’s history. This weekend. the San Jose State Spartans
REMINGTON
AL
CORONA UNDERWOOD ROY
reassured us of the Meaningless of such picks, as they rolled to two
sictories over Portland University, which had been in the top 10 of
Pacific Coast colleges in the forecasts. Conversely. SJS was picked
fifth in its league alone.
TYPEWRITERS RENTED
AVERAGE TEAM
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
$1 8
"Portland was a very average ball club," coach Stu Inman said.
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
summarizing the game. "The big man iSteveu Anstett will help them.
$18.00 rental applies to purchase price
oi any machine if you dc;eht to buy.
iatt I think they will have a long season."
E -,t. 1900
PAYMENT PLAN
EASY
Not that he was downgrading the Spartan performance. "We
showed a good defense against their big men. Inman said. "I was,
particularly pleased with the jobs that our new men did." he said,
CYpress 3-6383
SECOND ST.
24
Parki,s0
referring to Eddie Sims. Mel Simpson and Ron Labetich. "It was
their first game with the club and they adjusted real well."

Sidelines
Loss of Faith

smiling

-Neter the twain shall meet" is
not their motto despite all appearances. for weekends ale spent to
gether ;even if it means at a
"with
the
meet
cross-country
boys"; or late at night during the
week Ron travels to Berkeley for
a few hours before time to report
ti classes the next morning.
Ron is the type of trackster who
east, sleeps and breathes the sport.
reports Sandi. and it appears that

Coach Lee Walton
Honors Poloists
For Banner Year

Spartan water polo coach Lee
Walton added frosting to a highly
successful

campaign
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Ile was amazed, she chuckkal.
51. at women, too, would probably be ecstatic if then husband
was a senior, would be graduating
scion, and would, thus, be through
with the grueling practices , and
meets. But Sandi, uncanny as it
seems, will be sad to see that time
(sane.
"It’s half his life nos’,, and I
keep wondering what it will be
like when he just doesn’t have it
anymore," Sandi mused. "I hope
I can comfort him. He’ll need it"
Hut on the other side, Sand,
looks forward to when Ron gets
established in the sociology field
and she can leave her job to
shower her at
on her
Ronnie, and mind her home.
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wake up talking about it
remembers. "I’d fix him
of tea and we’d sit (kali as,
talk about it."
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"See he’s a little runner. t;
she observed. "lie really runs my
47 North F.01 St...0
legs off."
team members.
Enjoy smoking
Ron must have noticed this same
Goalie John Henry received an
pipe!
Smoke
award for captaining the Spartan trait for when the baby was three
And while you ere shopping, try
weeks
out
on
the
old,
him
he
had
select
blends
of fine
our
of
one
varsity to a fine 11-5 record and
imported or domestic tobacco Just
just looking things iier.
a second place finish in the Cali- track
right for the clIscriatasatais pipe
fornia State College Champion- laughed Sandi.
smoker.
Sandi and Ron met while she
, ships.
Jim Monsees, San Jose’s high
scoring forward. Was named the
outstanding player on the team.
and was nominated to the AllAmerican squad hy Walton. Mon sees scored 513 goals to lead all
invites you to come in and see
SJS goalmakers.
Baugh, who was named to
our holiday floral arrangements
All-California first team alone
’with Monsees. was honored as the
and festive corsages.
EDWARDS PRAISES)
imnroved senior, while Pete
Of big Harry Edwards’ performance Saturday night, when he m
scored 14 points. kept Anstett under control, Inman had ample praise. Sagues was chosen the most im10th & Santa Clara CY 2-0462
"The second half of play was probably the best 10 minutes of ball proved junior. Sagues won second
Harry has played since being on the varsity. He did a fine job on team plaudits on the before-menboned selections.
Anstett in addition to hitting well from the floor."
rieseMEM*Me
Bobby Lee. sanior guard viThe same went fin’ guard Bill Yonge’s job Friday night. -Yonge’s
, credited with the outstanding de performance was one of total value."
The next step for the varsity is a home game in the Spartan fensive player trophy.
Walton’s frosh club, winners ,,1
gym against San Francisco State College tomorrow night at g p.m.
son jose’s newest, most modern
The prospect that the Gators may spring a zone defense on the its league championship and the
9 hole golf course
1
Spartans is good and is welcomed by Inman. "We are ready for Northern California Championship
tournament. presented trophies to
the test."
co-captains Bill Parker and Bob
GATORS BALANCED
San Francisco has the hest balance they’ve had in some tone. Ilowtot.
The i reshman team at in I he
according to the Spartan coach. Assistant Dan Glines. who watched
the Gators edge Cal Poly 62-59 last weekend is in full agreement. Nor Cal tourney by heating I he
On the forward wall are Brad Duggan. transfer Otani state champion Olympic Club B’s in an excitin:
MON. THOU PSI
San Francisco City College, and the most valuable player in the 11-10 finale at Treasure Island.
Walton utmost the bosh
State Junior College Championship Tournament last winter Jim
Cunningham, a 6-2 senior with plenty of experience behind hint. and "great team" :old lauded tie
I
* 9 -bole golf course
* miniature golf
Tom Clearey. a 6-7 post man. At the guards are Bill Nocetti, a team- of Bob Hi avse. Howe
Abraham,
Bill
l’
mate of Duggan’s from the state champion City College team. and Chuck
* snack bar
* putting greens
/truce Jensen, .leff
Mike Carson.
The game will be one of just three games to be played in the Holz, Greg Herrick, Ray A:
.-ember
ir../ndvt.on
spartan Gym this year. Originally, the schedule slated that jtisa this Jeff Logan. Al Hubbard, Alt,
445 W. Alma St Son Jose
h11-411 and
ficsorge
one and the San Fernaivlo Valley State games were to he played

11
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a schedule to keep.
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Davis’ Have Tough Schedule
As They ’Look to the Future’

71,1pation
Stan(hall
ford’s.
What :ire the problems Unruh
i comerned a ith mainly?
First. communications is basic to
latgin to tape for 100 per cent
Unles
nit ticipat 001.
SiiideniN
read the handbook and notices.
they will never know what is g;iint!, on. But the handl-had< has made
communications nmeh bette.t this
year
Unruh sail
Lack of facillties is the second
The intramural pisig.tam at San
iirohlem.
which
I in t
the
Jose State insolses more than
also.
t
of
participation
Unruh call p7:rt icipants.
3.734
There u meld he about ill ba.mates. Unlike other college; and
krill:Ill trims if there were more
SJS is a "commuter
universitiis
room. hut present’s outs 4$
school.- Unruh said. This means
team. ran he handled. "We hops.
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ALMA GOLF COURSE

132 S.1.1.17l-’, FiRST ST

If

Only Lighted Golf
Course in Northern
California
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Sportswear
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Itml,ffet minded girl.
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students and faculty

$1.00
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in the gym, with the rest of the home games to be played
in the Civic Auditorium. Hoy:ever. Friday night’s game against the
University of California at Santa Barbara will be played in the
gym, as well.
RON VOYAGE
The following Friday’s game %% Oh Sall 1:0171/111,10 Valley will itt’
loin voyage affair as the Spartans will shortly after take off on
a jaunt through the Mid -West on which they will take on the likes
of the University of Illinois, the University of Michigan and Detroit
University.
They will get back in time for Christmas and start action in
the WCAC Christmas Tournament at the University of San Francisco Dec. 26. Portland will be there as a gut-,d in that one it should
be interesting to see how the Pilots do.
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Frosh Cagers Meet
S.F. State Tomorrow
, ifining olf a thrilling 50-414 tri.4 Oakland City College un
nay night in the season opener,
Jose State College’s frosh bastry to make it
.,ti,all team will
tomorrow when it
.,,, in a row
host to the San Francisco
,nle yearlings.
,t preliminary game to the Spar\ nosily clash at 8:15,
Spartababe fray will tip-ott
I; .15.
ieacii

For college seniors and grads
,.,Guartro/eeribt a top
Comport t
\ .Itclause
I

benefits at

vie/erred until
von are out ni .gehonl

Fidelity Union Life::
;Insurance Company
Representatives
Jack W. Peacock
Henry C. Savage
s’396 Stevens Creek

CH

After a successful wns-kend au
in Portland, the Spartan cagers
11.1 urn to action tomorrow night at
8:15 in the Spartan Gym against
the San Francisco Gators.
Coach Stu Inman was impressed
with the play of four new players
in the games in the Northwest.
Eddie Sims, Mel Simpson. Alan
Jarisci and fton Latretieh play uas
"very satisfying." humeri stitel.
Bill Yonge and Simpion were
in aised for their work Friday and
I nimis Bates, Burly Edwards and
,sums stood out Saturday. the coach

’ lowed by a Friday night contest
against Hamilton Field Air Folri
Base at 6:15 urn. in the Spart.in
gyin behne the varsity g a n (F
it wilily afternoon at 2 the Spartababes will roe
three-dav
home stand I.
Iaids’. vd.
(

Horace Stoneham
Has No Complaint
With Bonus Plan
SAN FRAN 1
’0 (UPI) The
bonus system in baseball possiblv
is one of the most hated developments of the grand old game as
nr as owners are concerned.
But Horace Stoneham, pre,i
dent of the San Francisco Giiint
Fi., complaints.
Ls probable that 90 to 95 pen
rent of all bonus players never
make it to the majors," says
Stoneham. "But we have had eon,iderable success with it.
"We paid Mike McCormick better than $60,000 to sign with us
in the days when that was a very
nigh figure. And he paid dividends, although he was off this
,ear.
"One of our small bonus men,
Tom Haller, now is a fine catcher
for us. We paid him something
eke $3.5000 to sign.
Right now the Giants are sweat Fig out a $150,000 bonus lad
ne(’ Bob Garibaldi, signed out
..rsta Clara at the tender age

SPARTAN CAGERSThe
1962-63 San Jose
State basketball team is comprised of: Standing left to right: Coach Stu Inman, Lloyd
Kearns, Bob Lindsten, Eddie Sims, Harry Edwards, Bill Robertson, Mel Simpson, Dennis

Hy DAVE NEWHOUSE
Leading the dual life of a professional baseball player and college student, Dick LeMay recently
discovered the complications that
anise out of such a union.
LeMay, a 24 -year-old pitcher and
in 0 etillMial physical education
major here at San Jose State, was
traded Friday by the San Francisco Giants to the Houston Co0
.45s. Accompanying LeMay to
Ifouston will be utility infielder
Manuel Motet. Coming to the
Giants in the trade will be Joey
Amalfitano, the regular second
baseman for San Francisco in 1961.

0

"With Houston being is new
club (last season uas the first
Fur the (tults in the National
League),
has.- a better
C11:11114. tic grim %% tilt them, in
1,1111riltd to the chances of %sinning a spot in an established
Mani like the (Mints," is loos
1.ella) looks at his future baseball scope.
Ironically, it was in an earlier’
il‘W with LeMay that he
mentioned that the Giants were
looking for an infielder from Houston; but it was Bob Aspromonte,
not Amalfitano.

iii vi’s

Make Your Reservations
Early for the Holidays

Ympepial Twee! cepvice
777 North First Street

Bates and assistant coach Danny Glines. Seated
left to right: Gain Boggs, Alan Jancsi, Carlos
Perez, Bill Yonge, Craig Carpenter, Sam Lindsay, Gene Citta and Ron Labetich.

Le May Finds Problem
In Mixing Ball, College

rihaldi sat on the bench with
ss. ,,,F Giants during the last half ot
he pennant campaign and sass
1-0150
action in only a few innings.

FLY HOME
FOR CHRISTMAS!

crrTN.

nut I.

Spartan Five Meets
San Francisco State

r.ii Clegg was, as the S1,. ii
yeallirm out rebounded the expel ienced T-Birds 33-26.
Against Oakland, the local fro-,h
faced one of the best junior eollere
players in California in Charlet
Luster, 6-4 forward. Luster. a
racehorse type of player who does
U considerable amount of shootI nig. was "held" to 18 points.
Tomm row’s game will be I

010111Y Glines was dispeefor..
dub’s
pleased with his
the
despite
Oakland
again.st
mance
that the ()Isilt He emphasized
c and
tHcsive, display was ineffecti\
"could be Getter."
that the defense
Glints plans to work mainly on
hoping
neense ill today’s drills,
scoring punch ha
to uhtain more
State tilt.
the San Francisco
sharpshoot6-3tIe
Saffold,
T.
S.
offeins.
ing farseard pared the SJS
against Oakland, as he hit enin,
points. Saltol..
lled goals for 16
proved his versatility by stealin.’
several Oakland passes and pulling
darn many valuable rebounds.
When Saffold wasn’t clearing
either Jeff Goodell.
/b.

,

F reesinesriny nee

Swenson Building Sun Jose

Phone 298-6268

Where he could hope hut for a
position on the Giants relief staff
in 1963, the 6-3 left-hander now
has an ideal opportunity to win
d starting role. Off last season’s
.ti.,rts he could be ready.
At Tacoma in the Pacific Coast
fe ague last year, Dick fashioned
. 10-4 record, 321 earned lam av-

::!.z.e and a nu -hit gairo
lore
n ...mg called up by the
- in
August.
Although seeing limited dots,
Dick did revels*. his first World
Series paNchrek. On the season
Ii,. %%as II- I for San Francisco,
after e
piling a 3-11 mark over
hi innings its 1961.
’’The Giants treateil me fairly.**
saint LeMay. "1 regret leas ing 1h..
triends I’ve made on the team.
"But, as long as I feel I can
pitch winning basi,inall. I’ll go any w here to insure my family of a
c.Fmfortable future." remarked LeMay.
and
Dick, his wife. "Kitehie"
1 WO children, Ricky, almost two
p.:nrs and Suzy, just one, live not
..n. from the SJS cvimluus.
Carrying II units. Dick is hoping to coach on a high school
mice his idayiar days ar,
cu.,. H., has tIre
ri’itviislt.’s iii
oilltyr sports besides
t
make
a sersatilc coaching
prospect.
In his prep days in Cincinnati,
Dick was All -City in football. hasket ball and baseball. Seven or
eight universities sought his services.
Dick selected Michigan where he
spent a year, before transferring
to the University of Cincinnati. It
was at Cincy that Giant scout
Charley Fox signed him in 1958
Fox is considered by LeMay as
111. helping hand that has guident
him along his baseball path.
’Charley has helped me considerahls with ro pitching oser
ths and csiltes
the %sinter
me ads ice continually," declared
LeSlity.
Dick spent three years shuttling
between Class A and Double-A
tetuns before getting his initial
chance with the Giants its 1961.
Dick works out regularly against
the Spartan varsity basketball
team in preparation for the 1963
season. He also takes an active
part in the intramural prog:i1111.
Apache Junction. An,, is the
Colts spring ti.:,;:nn c..,,,

v.ill have Nn
calls "
i’al
I .11,
Noeetti. Carson 5 .
Nocetti is 5-11.
Inman tiasr.’
starting lineup
Yonge and Linue
the guard positiotr.
missal arid H..
vie for the las,
Bates at one I.
The Inn,
(lean). was a

leach,,
nib
The riators are an experienced at Si. 2,a
club with three seniors and In, Cidleve Is
juniors slated to start ai,a in:, t the rise.,
Spartan floe. Inman believes that
this is the best Gator teauri in the
past few years.
The Spartan.s will ha\ F m..re
height than the SFS five at four
posntions. The probable lineup tor
San Francisco will find 6-2 Jim
Cunningham and 6-4 Brad Duggan
at forward with 6-7 center Tom
Cleary getting the nod at the post
At the guard spots the Gators

NF,,
side st..
Friday mon,
S/,ariari
return to tittoli :temmt the
Hvirhcvui a niun,1
on one Si. I
pie!
court. ’Die Sparrnos
:11 pl
this weck

I
eti

se 111 tar.. - Ian if is -

la uary.
Dick so ill report
(late, neither the in .i-t on or s..:,
Francisco organizations have el.
INcted him about the Who,.

e our fine selection

BENNER MUSIC

’fire ahllits to keep 14,ming on
%t ruing, esen alter the bleakest
.....
Mid I Ile 1111,..11111. 4.1
incinnali in the pennant race,
%s ere the strongest factors in
bringing the first major league
championship to San Francisco.
LeSlay cited.
..\yu, showed that we (.01,10 ai r
when it counted the mos,.
stressed. "But, having lin
right behind us in third ph,.
kept us breathing hard on
Dodger’s."
Dick admits that the Docigr.
’
would have "won walking ass,.
had it not been for Sandy Rout....
unlimels injury to his pitch, thaneh in mid -season.
LeMay looks for Bob Garibaldi.
the $150.000 All-American from
Santa Clara, to be sent out fur
more work, probably more with
Tatl’ma’
Willie Mays is considered
lad h 115 a pc,
hest" in
and a player. Dick explained
Orlando Cepeda’s mid -seas.,
slump was the result of too much
prOSSUI
"Orlando.% a likea1,1*. guy,"
said Dick, "and it really hurt
him to find that he VOUldn’t connect still, the long -ball like he
did in 1981.
’Thinking about tits (sizeable,
salary, he began to push himselt
too hard." Dick felt the story
about Oltenia having eye -trouble,
had little validity.
,
Alvin Dark Ls just as quick to
defend his players. as he is to jump
, out of the spotlight when there is
credit to be passed out, accordinn,
to Dick.
About his education? "I like the
weather in this area, anti will re
turn het e in the off-season to cd.r
plete my studies.
"I have hopes of eventually
Bing down in San Jose,’’ is liv-

:

CT 7.7417

1884 W. San Carlos

MAYFAIR BIKE SHOP
Wishes Students, Facu!i y
and Staff
MERRY CHRISTMAS

/13

0e0

For Your Convenience
SPECIAL XMAS HOURS
9:00 to 9:00
Monday thru Friday
9:00 to 6:00
1 1

Saturdays
Also Open Sunday

December 23rd

For Last 14,nute Shoppers

Christmas

SpeC.:Csi

S4.00 Worth of Accessories

FREE
With New Bike Purchase

DERAILER ’,ALL

4t,

12 Speed Bianchi Corso

$64.95
(Shop EarlyLimited Supply)
All Bikes
Include P-.
30 Day Service

titittetk

Phillipps Lightweights

VIO

from $39.95

OPEN RIGHT NOW!

0

England’s

Finest

Schwirm Built
Bikes
from
Author:zed Schwinn
Dealer

All Bikes

515 South 10th St.
at William

GASOLINE
RecommENPFPANP

FNDO.K.E13 AFTER
MONTHS OF TESTS
5Y THE-NW-P(1AS FINE
ART 6KOOP’ FOR USE
P5 F3RuSH CLEANER.

Otri

Cy 54968

YAGER & SILVA
station/
(the complete service

78 S. 4th Street

UNBELIEVABLE QUALITY . . . . UNBEATABLE PRICE

Burgers
Cheeseburgers
Deluxe Burgers
Fishwich
Shrimp Boat
Fries
Shakes

15

19t
294
294

72t
10

204

Sold Con pletely Assembled

Complete Stock of Junior Size Bikes
Sure! We Accept Tredelns

LAY -A -WAY NOW FOR XMAS

Hours
11 A.M. to It Pse
Sun. thru Thu,
11 A.M, to I AM
Fri. and Sat
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Prof Chides Reds, Mystery House Am".
Flees E. Germany Sets Eerie Mood 4sF4r
MARsIllA II ssiEts
Comparing the Communists to
the Nazis is it dangerous thing.
e,pemally in East Germany. This
can be shown tr the experiences
ot Dr. Conrad Borovski. assistant
professor of foreign languages.
Explaining this. Dr. Borot ski. "I
published a paper while in high
school comparing the Communists
to the Nazis after the Soviet Union first occupied the Eastern Sector. Because of this 1 oas forced
to leave East Germany before I
would be imprisoned. .’.1 Z.‘f y,,a in
Et on ,t

added that "many
Bono
iimg people were not Communist
n the first years of the occupa.on but were forced to join the
party as a high school graduation
requirement Because of this, most
ot them have been thoroughly in.
in the Communist
ideals and by now have probably
necome strong supporters.
(in Berlin. Dr. Borovski had
The Berlin crisis is
.s to say
urmal development of the Pots. mi agreement -any child could
that this would lead to

ter%

san Jose’. oldest and 15515,1
public gob reurse
OFFERS SAN JOSE STATE
STUDENTS & rtcATT

GREEN FEE
’1.00
18 holes

Ciy,

rooble. said Dr. Horny ski, as he
recalled an experience of one of
his schoolmates. "Ile was rowing
down the river and made a joke
atom the mayor. It was overheard
by a Russian loyalist. The Russian secret police were tolerant.
though. and only gate him a coal
shot el detail.
-After he finished the detail
he tried to get back into school
hut since he was a political risk
’muted. Ile couldn’t
he oasn’t
ili and eventually
men eet
joined the 1: eoen Secret Police
-.tit to the Czech.
to avoid bed
vakian

-,

4
s

Die split between the two Gernys is so great that men if retication occurred there would
much political and social fricm. said Dr. Borovski.

4S1

dee

f side rooms with no outlet, yet with
!screened doors and windows, bathrooms with glass or screened doors,
stairs that go nowhere and a communication system utilizing paper
notes and chutes which run from
floor to floor.

15) PRIE.1)1
Es erytnnly town!. diiors that
open into nothing," one stocky
housewife giggled.
Fier friend chortled. ’’This is
probably all fake anyway.’
Throughout the hour and a half
tour of the infamous NVinchester
Mystery House on Winchester
Road, members of the entourage
nervously laughed away any
thought of spooks and spirits.
After all everyone knows there’s
no such thing.
But the eerie still of the 160l’.41171 mansion seemed stubborn
proof that Sarah L. Winchester.
widow of the famed Winchester
rifle manufacturer, knew something most humans don’t.
Sarah was an avid spiritualist
and her house, vacated by her
death in 1922 is a shrine to the
study of the ..sctilt, and dramatic
testimony to the depth of human
eccentricity.
Following the death of her husband and infant daughter. Sarah
consulted a fortune teller who
told her that :is long as she kept
a building project going, she would
never die.
It was a nine-room farmhouse
which she bought in WO which
serail chose to perpetuate her
life

POSTS

HILLVIEW
Golf Course

h

k

The conservatory, too, points up
another bizarre paradox about the
personality that was Sarah Winchester. Through her own invention, the widow devised a system
of watering her plants indoors
which would alloyy, her to save
the water to feed her outdoor
plants. This extreme frugality by
such a wealthy woman was in
contrast to the fact that upon
her death. two Pierce Arrows and
one Renault car were found in
the garage--none with more than
60 miles on them.
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offer good anytime with A.S.B. cord

John Elish Texaco Service
Fourth

Name ’en,
New Officer

Alurns

Richard 0. (Rick I Buxton, class’
of ’59, has been appointed executive director of the San Jose State
College Alumni Association, as announced by William J. Eckert, national president.
Buxton, who holds a B.A. degree

Dr. Larsen and Miss Janet D
Douglas, associate dean 01 student,
in charge of activities, urge students to make the of the opportunities offered by the new progrant.
In response to letters sent to all
faculty members, more than 127,
cards are on file from profe-,or,
and faculty members willing to
meet with students on an informal

Never too Crowded
No Waiting

Hours 6a.m. to I I p.
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House of Records

497 N. 13th St.

.nyr-my

vaoccep00000-aoce..oz0000zoe..e

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE

TYPEWRITER RENTALS
$5.00

Complete dock of

Similar low

NEW TYPEWRITERS I

Adding

ADDING MACHINES,

Is.

TOO,

ROYAL, kiMINGTON,
s

OFFICE

HUNTER’S

S 71 E. San Fernando
...cocersccoresw-r-rre

Reg. $5.98
$4.98

GIRL MATCHERS GUIDE

$2.98
$2" $198

For Your Dancing
Pleasure

The
BOB
RUSSELL
QUINTET

ALL OPERAS and EXCERPTS

inc. RCA. ANGEL, COLUMBIA, LONDON
mg. 55.98
now 54.18
reg. 54.98
now $3.48
HOUSE OF RECORDS BARGIN TABLE
LOADED WITH GOODIES AT GREAT
SAYINGS. MONOSTEREO
reg. 55.98 to $3.98
now $2.98 to 98c
RCA
Irn, icm, 1pm series only
Capitol
Angel

IS.J.S. Alumnus!

$5.98

54.28

$4.98
$3.98

S388

52.93

\

I 111{1,1

All
rcrr(1., rpdlictql during 1111 ..ale including
\
\ II

House of Records
corner 3rd and

San Fernando

Weekdays 10:30 a.m. to 9:30
Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 600 p.m
Survie, 1:00 p.m. So 5:00 p.m.

CY 7-2941

424

presents

ALL

Every Fri. Es Sat. Nights
9.30 to 1:30
Come out this weekend!
For Dinner Try Our Chef’s
Special Chicken Dinner

$1.75
Fisr

the

Dancits

it Dining.
aiti Rollreshrnent,
fittest

.74e
11744firci ...9nil
2720 Alum Pock Blvd.
Rcf,f,

,
Writ

Enlettrier,

Gene Guerra

SWEET-TOOTHED
CUPCAKE

gQ5KIEDUO UULDIE v4
Thc natural habitat of the Cupcake is the Home Economics
kitchen. She believes, as her mother did, that the way to a
man’s heart is through his stomach. While this viewpoint
might he considered unsophisticated by many of today’s more
enlightened male students, none of them has ever been known
to turn down a tin of her Fudge -Frosted NutFilled Brownies.
Shc really has a way with a dish and, as you can sec, she’s
quite a dish herself.
Just as the Cupcake has fnund the perfect recipe for
Frosted Brownies, the makers of Pall Mall have found the
perfect recipe for a delicious smoke. Taste Pall Mall’s natural
mildness and see %hat we mean.

Pall Mall’s natural mildness
is so good to your taste!
So smooth, so satisfying,
. 5
so downright smokeable!

ine,

CY 4-2091

Pall Mall Presents~

-9nn

HOUSE OF RECORDS
extra special

6.1

ALL

EQUIPMENT

I

-7/se

tope,

CHINES

0

mono - stereo
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UNDEkWOOD

te two seeminglv imrel
eespe.ean quotes in the moue’. ,I mom, remains a mystery.
cold. Fniall. blue ..ranee rue,
fho fllaill bedroom of the Ii
house has, via,. perh,m,
and roasiun for S ii Is
.,r
mee puisoits. It was here she
ed with the spirits.
:’he seance ioom huts one en "u’ and three exits and doors
open from inside bid do
iteear as doors outside. In;
,.:sount attempt to fool the ;
’
d her along
.1 or fi 1.0p,

ALL RECORDS GUARANTEED AND EXCHANGABLE

Mac’’’.

Emote

servic

PER MONTH

SMITN-COPONA,

PRE -CHRISTMAS LP SALE
THIS WEEK ONLY
AMAZING SAVINGS

LONDON
cm, cs series only
WESTMINSTER
Reg. 55.98 $4.98

ED’S
LAUNDROMAT

I

.

Iui
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Yes, sir, well fix your flats for just 5Cc
a tire.

North

Self Service
Laundry
& Hair Dryer

service

10. DISCOUNT on any purchase of $3.00
or more GAS -OIL- ACCESSORIES LABOR AND FLAT TIRES!
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tor speaking eer,,ge,,
all campus group, , i
At
111SelISSilalS, uur seminar
’shine their members 10 sit up,
’
-1)4e
; meet ings.
out take notice!
I
On
the
cards,
alphabeticallj. al.Speakers may be the answer.
ranged by name, facultj oiemberi
Any campus group "friendly orhave
indicated
the
topics
speak.’
he
mlnatNrialmiututtliLinl
Speak- I Would be willing to discuss as Inc’-r:risnitzhecirotlrhn;h)te
speakers
ur as members
er Program sponsored by the Fat’-’dividual
ulty Council and administered by of a Panel.
Any
group
’sorority. fraternity
the Student Activities Office.
living centers. clubs, etre rimy en,
The program was devised from
suit the card file in the Ahtivitio.
suggestions appearing in the
office Adm242.
Thrust and Parry columns of the
spring.
Spartan Daily last
V.-WagaZULAWWW4Art
Members of the Faculty Council
committee who helped organize the
I bureau include Dr. Charles M. Larassistant pmfessor of mathematics, chairman; Norman O. Gunderson. dean of engineering division. lif,Ward I.. Miller. assistant
prole sor of speech; and Lowell C
Pratt, publications manager.

’111r

VALUABLE COUPON’
-

RICHARD BUXTON
. . . alumni director

relations, assumed his
In storage rooms, waiting to be in public
a part of Sarah’s weird building duties Monday in the San Carlos
program, were found light fixtures. , Street alumni office. For more
sash and doors, gold and silver than a year he has served on
chandeliers, art glass windows.
Paeific Gas and Electrie Comfront entrance doors valued at
UNLIMITED WEALTH
news bureau staff in San
pany’s
S2,000 and many art windows valA woman of unlimited Airalth.
Francisco. P r iuiu to PG&E, he
lied at $1.000.
.an heiress to $20 million with an
They still wait in silent dust worked with IBM and a mile : additional $1.000 a day ft its
of the Winchester rifle’. for Sarah to use them in her plan relations firm, both in San .I.ne
lie has been active in the
,h kept builders busy for 36 for eternal life.
The Winchester house, shrouded Greater San Jose Chamber .4
years on her wonder
by large heavy palm and pepper Commerce. Santa Clara Counit
V.-101in its walls lie eerie signs trees, lies beckoning to curiosity Fair and was business manager
. I’"" belief in the my -it ical:
the San Jose Light Opera As-.-’
seekers daily. Guided tours are
ciation.
lights, ceilings
i -,iers with 13
Jose
families
San
by
two
.
Ile and his wife, Shatlen.
; 1.: panels. rooms with 13 provided
,
eiliovs. 40 stairways, most with who have owned the house since reside at 2935 S. Winchestei i
; vard. Campbell.
: -hips. 1:f bathrooms. trap doors. ’1922.
.. het
passageways. blind chim- I
n,.y,, elosets opening int., blank 1 cat is or into

STUDENTS! Cut out this coupon
*

DOWN

throughout the house.

kin explanation he said that sinee
i two Germanys have progressed
k. momically at different rates, the
k..t German would be poorer than
S\
t
West German. This would
q..,te about emotional problems
% . ii cause them to be enemies.
The political union of the two
Club House
% ii
mys is unforseeable, he addLocker Rooms
, ieeause if there were a rePutting Greens
tication Adenauer would be de10th Tee Snack Bar
-ed in the next election. The, because the Social Demur l’
, i iId outnumber the Christian
...crane Unit m. of which Adeis it member.
Perhaps one of the strangest.,
(Member Spartan Foundation)
Dr Borovski at tended the Uni- most puzzling aspects of the house
--’, of California at Berkeley, lies in the hallroom. a magnificent
Tully Rd. East Seri Jose
, he received his B.A. and hoom bedecked with the finest
CL 1-4120
’ i.aan crystal and hand -set pan ....
u. Into two separate stained
, s o’inclows are the quotations,
, le Unclasp the Tables of Their
Same
-The...-.
i,ieht ,,"
and
and cut down on your auto expenses on ...
I.
t
e

PAR 72
Grass Greens
& Fairways

UPSIDE

As tune stands in the north plant
conservatory and looks out onto
another
Gazebo,
summer
the
oddity strikes the eye - all of the
pillar posts are installed upside
down as are all of the posts

Campus Groups Aided
By Speakers Program
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Let’s Go Skiing!
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,.04311L am*, *-34.00,
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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
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Here’s a Roundup of California’s Most Popular Skiing Areas
t
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Snow Resorts Provide Varied Facilities, Activities
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vor..ka SICI Pant 1
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north of Johns sulk. ell I’S -Ili alternate, it is
:102 miles from San Jose. This
area Pr 11Isl curt ion,
a
snacls
and is open on weekends :ilia halia .N. OWN’. Thei’e
is !liaison’ rum? 11111 ,1,11I1 1111i
siKI I..tND
fist.
ml 5+? or Sierra
Yllha
(.4 on ,l it
Ski Land is 254 miles from San
Jose, It has slopes for beginners and intermediates, tows,
rentals and a snack bar. Open
on weekends and holidays, it has
housing from 12 to 15 miles

DONNER SI. M
N. LAM.: TAHOE AREAS

Laing’s Ski Hill Abino 200
miles from San Jose, Laing’s
Ski Hill has a rope tow, a slope
for beginners. snack bar and
equipment rentals for skiing.
thboeganing and ice skating.
Open only on weekends and holidays. it also has acetimmialatitms available.
Kainhow Slightly mole than
.21ai miles from San Jose, Rainslopes for
bow has a rope It
intermediates,
and
IVII.1,11 Hirers
insiruittion, cimmlete meals and
snacks and equipment rent:1I.
Open daily. it also has accommodal ions.
Aholit the same
Pla-Vada
distance as Rainbow front San
Jose. it offers a T -bar, two
tows, slopes for beginners and
a
instruct ion,
intermediates.
snack bar and equipment rental. It is open daily and has acetiMModations Within an area
of halt a mile.
Twelve miles
Soda Springs
west of Truckee. Soda Springs
has a doublitchair lift, .1- and
T -111111.S, a rope tow, slimes for
beginning and intermediate ski err, coinplete meals. snacks and
equipment rental Open daily, it
has accommodations within a
distanee of five miles
Sugar !Simi Itne tulle it ’si of

iranner
mint t
Nt
Sugar Bowl has two
chair lifts. two rope tinvs, fl sin
complete meals and
snacks and equipment rental,
I pen daily. braising is available
there and near’,
Donner ski lianch
right at Ilonner Summit, Donner
Ski Ranch offers a doublechair
lift, platter pull, a rope tow.
slopes for beginners to experts.
complete meals and snacks, instruction and equipment rental.
Open daily, it also has dormitory
accommodat ions.
Papoose Hill Open daily. Papoose Hill. in Squaw Valley. has
poina pull. three rope tows,
slopes for beginners and intermediates, instruction, complete
meals and snacks anti crimpment rental. It also has hou,ang
nearby.
Olympic Ski Lift.. - Also in
Squaw V al ley, Olympic Ski
Lifts has .1 prima pull. a rope
tow, slopes for beginners and
intermediates, complete meals
and snacks and equipment rental It /11140 has housing nearby.
squaw
1..atated seven
stiles north of Tahoe City,
Squaw Valley has use doublechair lifts, prima pull, five rope
tows. slimes for hymn,
experts,
instruetion,
*.
meals and snacks and

ment rental. Open daily, it has
housing within a distance of
seven
Other facilities include a jump hill. a heated SWIM ’17 MI,’ 1,," /71,1 an ice rink.
it .44I One inile south
ley. Powder INowl
.1
va 1,111, IWC1 tuna’ rope
toW...Inpes for beginners to PNpe111.
instrnetion. meals and
ir aliment rental. Open
is housing within six miles
1,li i a
jump hill. tohocMiltiren only and
one
11-

-

1;11. 1,A;; paina pa11,
tor
be2inners to expertlistruceomplere meals and snacks
and entilpillent rental. Open daily,
it
has
accommodat ions
nearby.
liraniihakken
Located one
mile south of Tahoe City, Granlibakken offers three rope tows,
slopes for beginners to experts,
instruction. snacks and equipment rental. Open daily, it has
housing there and two miles
a..knly The resort also has jump
hills.
(’hamberlands
A bolt t 2414
miles front San
Chamber lands offers a rope tow. Slopes
tor beginners and intermediates.
snacks and equipment rental.
It has
111,,
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Northern California’s Ski Resorts
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If You Plan To Go by Automobile . .
,mg by automobile. the last dung
to do. naturally. is to give it a thorough checkup.
Check the tires, battery. sparkpluo. brakes and
the timing, making sure that the car is mechanically able to make the trip. It your normal driving
is in locales that are not abnormally cold, be sure
to change to antifreeze in the radiator unless you
want a cracked block.

Fur emergency stops along the road, you should
hase the normal equipment such as a spare tire
and a jack. Don’t forget, however, to bring flares,
a flashlight and, of course. chains.
Lastly, check the automobile clubs, if you’re
a member, fur snow, weather anti road conditions.
The various ski stores around the area can provide
you with the same information if their locations
are More convenient.
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For The Skier From
San Jose’s Largest Ski Shop
XMAS SKI
PACKAGE

XMAS FASHION
PACKAGE

A&T Garmish Ski

Profile Stretch Pants

A flne Ge"""
’ki steel
w’th
m ultiple laminations,
edges IL plastic top & base

$25 95

Quilted Parka

Henke Ski Boot

$24095

After Ski Boots

Complete Double Boot

$40.80
$32.64

CP:= N A L

$12.90
$ 4.95

A&T Ski Poles

$

Thermal Underwear $

Tyrolia & Ski Free
Bindings

$16.95
$14.95
5.95
2.95

NOW

Ili,’ I

P
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miles ...dimes’ ot Reilo. this
resort has four rope tows. slopes
tor beglIII1v11: to experts. instruction, complete meals and snacks
and equipment rent al. Open
daily, it has housing there as
well as a jump hilt
Reno Ski Bowl-- Twenty-four
miles southwest of Reno, the
Reno Ski Bowl has two doublelifts. four rope tows.
si.osts tor beginning to expert
complete
InSt rUel ion,
ails anti snacks and equipment
rental. Open daily, there is housing 22 utiles away Ttio. ilien
:I ISO has tobogganing_
ECM) 81’ VIM 118. LAKE TAHOE _AREAS
Forty
Strawberry Lodge
miles east of Placerville, Strawberry Lodge has a rope tow, beginners slope, complete meals
and snacks, instruction and
equipment rental for skiing and
tobogganing. Open daily, housing ranges from hotel -motel
rooms to dormitories.
Edelweiss - - About 200 miles
from San J064?. at Camp Sacramento, Edelweiss has a doublechair lift, T-bar, two rope tows,
slopes for beginners to experts,
instruction, complete meals and
snacks and equipment rental.
Open daily, housing also is available there.
Sierra Ski Ranch- Open daily.
the Sierra Ski Ranch otters lour
rope tows, half-mile pull. slopes
for beginning and intermediate
skiers, snacks, instruction and
equipment rental. It also has
rooms and dormitories a mile
away.
Phillips Pow-Wow Lodg
About 215 miles from San Jose,
this lodge has two rope tows,
slopes for beginners and intermediates, complete meals and
snacks, instruction and equipment rental for tobogganing as
well as skiing. Open during
weekends and on holidays only,
it has accommodations available
as well as a toboggan hill with
power pull -back.
Echo Summit-- Abou t 215
miles from San Jose, Echo Summit has a platter pull, three rope
tows, beginning and intermediate slopes, snacks, instruction

THESE GARMENTS ARE

PRICE
ORIGINAL

$68.75

MADE

NOW

$54.95

HIGHEST

OF

THE

alai equipment rental. Open
only during weekends and on
holidays, it has housing seven
miles away.
Heasenly %Ales 1.ocated ai
Hijou, 230 miles Dann San Jose.
Heavenly Valley has two rope
tows, slopes for beginning, intermediate and expert skiers,
snacks, instruction and equipment rental. Open daily, it has
accommodations one to three
miles away. It also has two
jump Palls.

lion" are available in %%diet. 22
miles to the south. In Valley, there
is an outdoor ice rink; at Badger
Pass there are snow nador lours.
The resort is open daily.
CHINA PEAK
Sixty-eight ittiles east of Fresno,
China Peak can be reached via
state highway 108. It has a doublechair lift, T-bar pull, two rope
tows, slopes for skiers who are beginning, inter!, 1::rtes or experts,
.aid snacks, in’
ciamilete

SONORA PASS HIGHWAY
AREAS
Dodge Ridge is
Dodge Ridge
four miles east of Pinecrest via
state highway ION, 211 miles from
San Jose. Available there are two
double -chair lifts. T-bar, two poma
pulls, 10 rope tows, slopes for beginning. intermediate and expert
skiers, complete meals and snacks,
instruction and equipment rental.
Open daily, it has accommodations
four miles away. It also has a jump
hill.
BADGER PASS
In Yosemite National Park via
state highway 140 or 41, Badger
Pass offers two T-bar lifts, instruction. slopes for beginners, intermediates and experts, complete
meals and snacks and equipment
rental for ice skating and sledding
as well as for skiing. Accommoda-

SVSANY

’IL

(377

sorloPA
YOSEMITE

WEST CENTRAL SIERRA

Iit,
PRINCIPAL ROUTES for the areas in central and northern
California and Nevada are show n in the above map. Be sure to
check weather conditions before departing since snowslides may
necessitate closing of key roads
struction and equipment rental for
ice skating and sledding. This area
is open weekends and holidays. Accommodations also are available.
At Lotlgepole, there is an outdoor
ice rink.
WOLVERTON SKI BOWL
I,oealed ,i00 miles away from
San Jose. the ski resort can be
reached via statae highway 198,
about 52 miles east of Visalia.
With four rope tows and slopes
for beginners to experts, it also
offers c o mplete meals and
snacks, instruction and equipment rental for ice skating and
sledding. This area is open week-

TO FIT PERFECTLY

. . It’s at Freeman’s

72 S. FIRST ST.

There is no substitute for good
quality. These brands are considered the best by their performance, beauty and long life, by
skiers the world over.

SKIS

WEEKEND RATES

HEAD
KESTLE
NORTHLAND
KNISSL
FISCHEL
SCOLLER

Northland Skis . $3.50
Completely refinished or
new with full safety bindings. Including poles.

Head Skis.... $6.00
Standard, Vectors and
Competition.

(Yes,

we

rent

to 5132.50
to $135.00
Metal
to $121.00
Metal
Metal

BOGNER
S 52.50 to $ 79.50
WHITE STAG $ 19.95 to S 29.50
ROFFE
S ’9.95

SWEATERS

$2.00

All double with speed laces

SPORT ALM
MEGGI
P & M

Quilted Parkas. $3.00
SPECIAL PACKAGE

$ 19.95 to S 47.50
S 19.95 to S 52.50
S 19.95 to S 36.50

BOOTS

$10.00

HENKE
STROLTZ
ROGG
.
GARMISH
KOLFLACH

Skis, Boots, Quited Parka
We Guarantee Satisfaction

On your
slopes, it’ll
rented clot!
you’ll be I
that won’t
eral rule. II,
rent equip:
know yroir
a few trips
Most ski
rent skis. Ix
ing-wisc_ II
are the boo
the latter.
are a -Inns.
Don’, sr 11

$
S
S
S
$

24.95 to $ 75.00
74.95 to S 80.00
80.00
45.00
34.95 of $ 65.00

CV 7-0920
Automa.
Seal Jr
Ott most

ES 9-3051

Now both stores to serve you

And
snow is whiter. And
our fit,our skies
are liluer and our slopes art !dopier! Skiing.s just plain
nicer at ski -wonderful Yosemite. Vi.hat’s more, the
price is right. From Sunday
night to Saturday breakfast.
11;11 pm the special Ill id-Week
rate of onlv 811.50 per day
land up. depending ti p o n
your a
rirttsodatjot,si
SKI

Bogners)

Boots

:=4

S 98.50
$ 89.50
S 85.00
S 92.00
$124.00
$116.00

FASHIONS

Bogner
Stretch Pants. . $4.00

Save

E.
AUT(

11050:A4

Westgate Shopping Center

OUR DflYS fIRE, BitIGHTER
The finest rental equipment
in the Santa Clara Volley

ends and holidays. acc.,
are available there ars
away. There is 1,
lighted ski run and .
ation on Saturday a. s
GREENHORN MOINT.AIN
About 50 miles nortliea.,
Bakersfield, this arra .111
reached via Glennville. P
miles from San Jose
there include two ropi w
for beginning and inouThediale ski’
ers, complete meals it.. sodsk - it
rental for skis and poles .,m; opsr.
on weekends and holiday-. dovita.
tory housing is available terP
There is tobogganiter there bo,

Master
JEWELERS
DESIGNS II

RENTALS

EAST CENTRAL SIERRA

A

ARE STYLED

If It’s the Best Money Can Buy

I

FEATHER RIVER

QUALITY FABRICS AND

This is NOT junk!!

I..;Ind holidays
ACCm rlinIUda.
ions a lso are available Al
14.1gepole, there is all
mallow
ice rink.
SUGAR 1.0 ii
About 54 miles :,,,rtheast
Bakersfield, Sugar Lad can 01
reached via Granite Station
six miles east ol P.1.1.,
miles from San
.
tows, a begin!,
Meals and snack
rental are available- open hIm

cii

I 41

PEDDLER HILL
Pt’dtih.0 II ill is 35 miles northeast of Jackson via highway Ks.
about 207 miles from San Jose
it offers T-bar, three rope tows,
slopes for beginning and intermediate skiers, instruction,
complete meals and snacks and
equipment rental. Open only dui ing weekends and on holidays.
it has accommodations 38 miles
away.
EBBETTS P.Ass lilialWAY
ARE .Vs
Calaveras Big Trees State
Park About 200 miles front
San Jose via highway 4, this
state park has a hill for beginners. Open during weekends and
holidays, it has accommodations
three miles away. The park also
has a toboggan slide and a re-creation hall.
Burlington One mile west of
Camp Connell and 212 miles from
San Jose, Dorrington has a lope
tow, slopes for beginners and intermediates, equipment rental as well
as complete meals and snacks.
Open only on weekends and holidays, accommxhiti,,ns also are
available there as i tobogganing.

Wertriewlm

Transmi
S75.00
cars

Rolex
the skier’s
Choice

Engine
$15.00 c

don’t
iwind
it

Valve J
S20.00 c
Engine 1
Sat %fact

YOSEMITE, SKI YOSEMITE,

Package includes _lumberjack
meals. lodgings, free run of
the lifts and skating rink, ski
dances, ski lessons great fun
from suii-up
iii’.,mrise!
Li’,l.eltll,’ to,tar fat ,,rite
trio el agent or call us at
1 osetaite Park and Curry Co..
y,,..nlitt.
National P a r k.
FR ontivr 2-1671. San Francisco. 1 I Lim
2. lais
Angel,- \I \

OUR NIGHTS RE MEIIIIIER

FRED

just
wear
it

S

still wear a watch you have to wind? A Rolex Oyster Perpetual winds itself. The natural motions of your wrist keep it wound,
keep it going-even when you sleep! (It’s waterproof, too.*) Forget-

Do you

ful about winding? Forget it. Rolex does it for you. Overwind? Break
the mainspring? Never. Rolex won’t let you. Who invented, designed

ROLEX
OYSTER PERPETuAL

and perfected the self-winding rotor principle? You guessed it.
*When case, c

won and crystsi ore 4ntact

The watch ahove is *1002, one of 54 styles available at

()pen

Nights

’Ti!

(:hristmas

g
Your Master

FREEMAN’S SPORT CENTER
N

244

S.

Second

Free Parking in Rear
Ilamainammotaam- aanamagalimaimaisammaimaiii

JEWELER
72 S. FIRST ST.
Westgate Shopping Center

St.
5-7697

CV 7-0920
ES 9-3051

FREE PARKING - Second Street Entrance
s

-4

wmineuday Dee 7,

I 9C2

SI’%11TAN D51

PROPER BALANCE . . .

.

FISH? PLAY?
SKI? HUNT? g_

.IS MOST IMPORTANT
*armor

441

We have 3,200 Sq. Ft.
of Sporting Goods

ski dept.
Imported

Boots

12.95 to 75.00
Stretch
12.95

Parkas

Pants

r_

and

Sweaters

Wide Selection o’ Sipes
;r a comb.,at*-,7.95

to

39.95

Poles

Ski Rental Dept.

hunting & fishing dept.
Complete
Popular

Stock

Equipment

Gunsmithing
Free

ALPINE SKI INSTRUCTOR Haus Forstner fakes off

Russian

OOPS! This unfortunate skier lands in the snow after losing her balance. Spills
come fast for beginning skiers.

in a carnice jump

On ymir first trip to the
-.ones. it’ll be better to ski in
:ented clothes if only because
lull he landing on property
’hat won’t he yours. As a gen.:11 rule, however, it’s better to
at equipment because you’ It
snow your needs better after
d few trips.
Most ski areas and ski shops
rent ski,. hoots and poles. Cloth.ng-vvi,v the most important
are The Naos and ski pants. On
’he latter, the stretch variety
are a "must."
Don’t mike the mistake. however
dressing. Vont tic.

EXPERT
AUTO REPAIR
Automatic Transmission
Seal Installed. $35.00
on most cars
Transmission Overhaul
$75.00 most makes of
cars
Engine Overhaul
$75.00 and up
Valve Job
$20.00 and up
Engine Tuneup
Satisfaction Guaranteed
FRED & EVERETT’S
GARAGE
i557

CY 5 6557

T
11
I I

.;
Ili it it’s
: lie slip’s trill help
to keep - o’ J warm. Generally,
there are separate areas with
gentle slopes away from the
"shuss-boomers" where you can
learn
without
being
embarrassed
ractured.

Good Ski Care
II you own your own skis,
it’s only natural that you want
to keep them in the hest possible condition for the best value
oid of your investment. This
means waxing with the right
kind of wax.
Waxing is one of the many
small refinements, when done
right, that mitts up to more enjoyable skiing. Unfortunately.
few skiers know what to do
and, when they do, many don’t
even ha \ e the right wax at
hand.
Most new ski bottoms need
wax only in very soft, wet
snow. In cold weather list’ green
wax; in avet’age conditions, red
wax;
in soft, heavy or wet
snow. use silver wax.
Storing your skis alterw .11
of primary importance to wither gtaxl skiing next season.
Check your skis after each trip
for loose screws, damage to the
running surface and condition
and adjustment of bindings.
skis and oil the edges and other
To avoid corrosion, clean ytaiir
metal parts. Always strap ski
law toms together, War, a block
perbetween bindings and
v
feetly upright in a
place.

ii hits
is insist deSigable if it
can be obtained. The important
thing to remember is that several layers of clothing offer
more insulation and warmth
than one single heavy layer.

Special

Prices

WILSON

the ankle to lend tom support. Ample padding in the
hoot lends warmth, comfort and
added support. Speed lacing in
the inner boot is helpful and
appeals to the ladies.

A most important part of your
If you’re in the market for
tips that should be considered.
When you try on the boots,
wear the same socks you’ll be
using on the slopes. The inner
hoot chould come high enough

Sporting Goods
3151 ALUM ROCK AVE.
(4 miles East of LENNY
CL 8-5305

Fun Pis, Sure Net’s are the
greatest But there art other
regions why onstructeos retem
mended them . . . and skiers from
racers to !earners prefer them. Take
Wart s Wets edges. They cermet
pull out beciuse there ore no strop
aro segmentS, No Screws in Hurt edges
Nigh carbon wog steel os laminated
fight into the stri from bp to heel’

SIO PARKAS

OVER 1000 PARKAS IN STOCK . . . AT A PRICE TO Fif
EVERY BUDGET .. . MENS. WOMENS. CHILDRENS.

NYLON SHELL PARKAS

Northland
ALUMINUM

2-ply, wont eel rue relirtipt, color foot.
With drawstring heed. slash pickets. ON.
signed for orison.

You can’t pull the edges .
because they’re part of the

FLEUR DELIS PARKAS
Finest nylei shell parka with draw.
strong Hied, slate pocket,. Wind aRE
raIn resistant. 2 ply, cols! fart.

POLES

KNIT-to-FOAM PARKAS
Reversible parka. He lie IV.

iffy knot, the ether side av i Had

oplen. Roth
to "urea"
into latet ream ’ming.

COMFY QUILTED DOWN PARKAS
on% down toiled mite/ parka Knot
elestot cuffs and sell hoed. Urgest
slack on Sen lose. from

laSrlt466R
Mode In AUSTRIA for IS... WM)
demand the very Snell?

ki

Enifinyer

,

HART
CKI

BORGANA PARKAS

het
the first e 41sideralion in clothing ought to be a parka or to
heavy jacket. Next, but err,:dIo
important are the ski per
the "stretch" and water-iel..:
lent %Ariel y.
III’ of -long

safety Edue

pANTV1.

METAL SKIS
84so

Tapered, itsett
pin O,tlkil.
leather them e.
mou’dtll grips

n%

AND
LADIES

ENTIRE MILL
SHIPMENT
Slightly Irregalte
.101.1111"
WOOL & NYLON
STRETCH SOX
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100 pr only
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litorted 4299
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o
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beautofolly, dries crock
toghtweoght
re
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Tee wormorog comfort al 4.99
Sloe "Northland" sow
per Ink Hats

IgG

Mont
Blanc men s and
leen,’ All [e’er, and
51755 Perfect litfing
Other Ovto, up to 79 97
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Bamboo Curtain
$7.95
Frao
Gift Wrapping

PAM’ig
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3,6
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.

i2-.

woOL

(,01
Cele6pity *we

all

Me Cotton’s greatest
SKI SALE . . . What’s
left from last year and
selected special purchases ... priced to sell
right now! Sensational
savings on hoots, parkas, pants, skis . . .
Hurry!

the gold W eat

Soma Mugs $5.50 set of
6
reg. $7.50
Jade Jewelry $2.95
and up

on

Products

Reed’s

Don’t be alarmed at the early
stiffness in ski boots, it takes
a while to break them in.
And take good care of them!
Protect them by coating them
often with liberal layers of good
wax or polish.

your first pair, here are some

tier! 1111e rabooc ts tuft et
dad" and OftAY is 1 puler
Herr. The latest is ski Inbleas.

a
a
a
a
a

Arranged

om

ski equipment are your ski boots.

Other accessories that are
just about necessities are a
woolen cap. goggles and gloves.
For added comfort there, it
might be wise to take up sun
glaso, chapstick, skin lotion
and --.e.iter tee-shirts.

What To Wear
Bee&

.
ilnimual and (zeta.
9jte &I, the
5’ea4on

Tips on Boots

Hunts

golf dept.

Check These Hints for Smoother Slopesmanship
Save on Rentals

Appraisals

Boar

WITH
HOOD

OPEN EVENINGS
,,, Thorn,,, TILL 9

(0

9;

SJS Ski Team Sets Comeback Skiing in the Southland
Vl’ettnesday. Dee.

s.

ltaa

practice sessions and innorkauts will be fol-

the 111:111., students from
Fla
Southern Calif:mint who will be
going home for Christmas vacation, here is a ...kid, kw the
various ski resorts in !hat area.

!

competition the 11
110..k,:t1c1
at the Peno 5k. liowl
at the Nevada \S ,nor Carnival
Feb. 740 are teams from the

HERB’S
Chevron Station
360 E. W.

WORKING OUT at Spartan Stadium, SJS ski team candidates
go through some fundamentals in vying for the eight positions
on the team. Turley R. Mings, assistant professor of economics,
has been coach since 1959.

’11:..;Til STREET PHARMACY

;owed by a series of weekend
!raining camp sessions at Squaw
Valley before Christmas vacation and in January. Former national champion Al Vincilet t
will he ski instructor at the
camps for Nordic events, jumpitg, and cross country.

13th and Santa Clara St

Presents

SAN JOSE STATE
.

11(.44,11

HAIR SPRAY - 10-0z.
1 FREE! - Reg. 54.47 Value

STYLE.
Gef

Lack of interest in these
...ents last year made Professor
Mings decide to cancel team
ii ion rather than enter
oniy the Alpine events, downhill
and slalom.

....S)etiti

Buy 2
Cons for

’2"

Size - 3

’TOP BRASS’ HAIR DRESS’NG - Get *Top
Brass’ After-Share Lotion FREE! Both for
SEASONS’ HAND AND BODY LOTION
By Wr;sley - Ono Pint Size - Reg. 42.00

510

XMAS WRAPPiN0 PAPER
3 und 4 -Roil Package - Reg.

719 C

’FOUR

$1.00
ycw’rtr:h7r.c(int-nr-r7Tvirmr..-::

Performance of the SJS skiers
in a Far West Ski Association
race at Alpine Meadows Dec.
16 may qualify or disqualify
them for team membership, ac,.arding to the coach.
The Spartan skiers compete
:inn:tally in what the coach
informal league- with

Chico State, Sierra College. the
University of Nevada, Cal. Stanford and, this year. Siskiyou
State College.
University of Denver, Idaho,
Utah,
Colorado,
Washington,
Oregon State and, possibly. Arizona State.
Alaskan Cliff Steele k,. likely candidate far the SJS team
in Nordic events, according to
Mings. Experience in downhill
and slalom mak.. Al 1:lerminget.
and 1)Jie ftos,i1 probable competitors in Alpine events.
Coach Mings is optimistic
about the development of the
team. This year. the enthusiasm for competition is greater
than in previous years," he said.
-We’ve had too many pleasure skiers in the past, but these men
really want to compete.’

24.;..1,124.k24.akk24..:.44.kitkid.a;UriS.MULMIVIIcid,==.1a. ZSIZAVALIVAVUXUA

tk

Skiing
Can Be Inexpensive
:Aook at The,-,1. Low 2 -Day Rental Rates
hLuISliis

83..")0
Pants
Doloiiiito Boots s2.1141
ski.. Voles & Boots s5..10
(.11619(11 l’ark:i s:;.111)

1..(1tiiiintent

may

by

Ttiett.tiaN
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with

itAtra
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picked

tip

Ninety-seven
Lynn Ski LIM
miles from Los Angeles, facilities offered there i n el tide a
singleehair lift, a T-bar, four
rope tows, slopes for beginners,
intermediates and experts, complete meals and snacks, instruction and equipment rental. Open
daily. accommodations for 12.00(1
are availably within half a milt.
There alsa is an ice skating rink
:it Village.

ANGELES CHEST AREAS
Mt. Waterman Thi, arca can
he reached via state highway 2.
It is 74 miles fr,om Los Angeles
and 3. miles west of Wright woof!. Facilities offered include
doublechair lift. two rope tows,
three slopes for beginners, intermediates and experts, complete
meals and snacks. instruction and
equipment rental. Open daily, it
has housing there and 31-4 miles
away.
Table Mountain-Seventy-five
miles from Los Angeles, Table
Mountain offers two poma
seven rope tows, slopes for beginners. intermediates and experts, snacks. instruction ant
saucer and ski equipment rental.
Open on weekends and holidays.
accommodat ions :Ir.. available

One and
Snow
it
hall miles cast of Village. Sri’ ,’.c
’
Summit is 199 miles
Angeles. It offers a di.p. .,-!!
lift, nine rope tows, slopes to,
the beginner, intermediate an"
expert skier, complete meals and
snaeks, instruction and egad,ment rental. Open daily. ie.,:
nuslations for 12.000 are as .11.
able nearby. There also is
jump hill and an ice skatirs.
rink at Village.

charge

relca-t’ bittiliwt- and
111(ii

tale to Nair t111H,

Rebel Ridge - Three miles ti
the esst of Village anti 99 nal.from Los Angeles, Rebel P.
offers a ponta lift, five rope ?pi.
slopes for the beginning and intermediate skiers, snacks, histruction and equipment rental
Equipment for lois:v.:an:rt.!
is rented. Open tio.
dations are
mile. Other faciilties are available tor tobogganing. Ice skat irc.
is available at Village.
Also Ihree mile.
Matituldge
east of Village. Misinridise oriel,
a pima lift. three rope tots’,
slopes for beginners to expert,
eomplete memc Is. instruction and
hoth ski and toboogan equipment rentals. Housing is one an..
a half miles away. The:,
ice skating at

M’,0

Ti’. miles
Iiihway 2,
11111 has a ilonlileehalr
lift, two singlerliim hits, three
rape tows. ’three snipes for beginners. intermediates and experts. instiuction anti complete
meals and snacks. Besides skiing,
toboggan, ice sit:ping, sledding
and saucer equipment can he
rented. Open daily, housing is
available two miles away.
1101Illay

from Los

MT. BALM’ AREAS
MOVIe SlOpe
Forty-nine miles
from Los Angeles, :VW:F.’ Slope
’an be reached via state highway 30. 11 miles north of Upland. Facilities available include
two rope tows, slopes for beginning and intermediate skiers, a
snack bar, instrisd in and equipment rental P .
.,Iten daily.
Notch
Bald
Fifty milt Pality Notch
from L.,
!::
has three ilauldechair lifts, a
T-tar pull, five rope tows, slopes
for beginning. intermediate and
expert skiers, complete meals
and snaek s, instruction and
equipment rental. Open daily.
cabin accommodations are available there anti 4’, miles away.

11.1 ill.

I

I ’’ii,"

.1k, .1 .

111111 iiiii Iltli

11.11111

in Minaret 11.
’Mammoth Maims,
away from Las .s,.
fers three doulinseli
[MIL IWO 11,pl I.
beginning to (Alm’’,
plete meals and smi.
lion and equipment is-iisa
daily, housing is at
anti four miles awas
is ice skating theri
June AI
Silt
milt’s south o I
1.1.S. 395, Jun,
:Mies frotii
a double.
porna
Iii experts. comp],
snacks, instroo,,,,
ment rental. r cp. :
is available thd.
an’ity
FOR A
CHRISTMAS
TREAT.
BOWL AT

bco,
ski areas
opened in the Colorad..
since last fall.
The principal new daily jai, are:
11 Crested Butte, 115 mile,
north of Gunnison on St
21 Peak R. Brecken
miles west of Denver an S!
31 Storm Mountain,
boat Springs, 170 Mile, mu’’thwest of Denver on l’s; 40.
Guanella Pass. 67, T
west of Denver hetWeell (1,
town and Grant.
Si Squaw Pass. 35 miles wes.
fit
Denver.
Also under construction ha,
been a sixth operation on Shad.
ow Mountain, 15 miles ma"!
east of Granby off U.S. 4O

,nre mci

51

2, ,1
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For a Study

Break, Bowl’
F141?!.11, ll

PALM BOWL
1 523 W. San Carlos
CY 4-2810

Housemother
To Direct
Island Tour

Lrea oi
inq your

Delta U psil
mother, Miss Ks!
sin. has been
ims represent
’Mors. the

WI your r

Then

givi

k

directly

11Nl’O-MONO ILITTAs
Ins ii Basin (Onion Vallev
east of Indepetp
1.". ’,en
,.t:,
.md
miles frati
Basin has thris
,...pees for the beginning and intermediate skier. an!’
equipment rental. Open onls ..!,
weekends and haliday,. mc

Colorado Rockies
Has 5 New Areas
In Operation

Vi

f;,

A Pi

\li, (
lop pa, -

s .
Miss
-tested int..., -,
alatlY earl
reservation,
The tour has
’,alas. This sung:
s’ear of
.114’ Yileht
Angeles 10 Haa
if.
liOn I,,
offers it 67-(lay gram to the Orient
other study tour
around Smith Am.
are San Franci,t, lege summet
ferim,

.c.,
’

Cas,in
.
,,ing applic.,’,
’,II, St CY I.. -

Friths

fs

Poles. Roots. l’ants.
111 .1,i. liac

1.1

MT. mos SKI Howl.
Twenty miles west of Lebec
and 92 miles tram 1..os Angeles,
Mt. Pines can tse reached via
U.S. 99. Facilities available in elude three rope tows, slopes for
beginning and intermediate skiers. a snack bar and tobogganing. ski and saucer equipment
rentals. Open during weekends
and on holidays. accommodations
are available 12 miles away.

Snow Valley (Keller Peak) - Also HO miles away from Los Angeles, Snow Valley has a single chair lift, a poma lift, 11 rope
tows, slopes for beginning, intermediate and expert skiers, complete meals and snaek,, instrut.ii,o and equipment
htn

1.,. /or rvoi ,it.
Ilari moll
1.tinfl

.tx

are

(1.11001) NoittiEsTE
(wr. tBEI.1
cern,
30 miles
south of Slants:pa Of U.S. 399.
It offers it rope tow, an intermediate slope. a snack bag ski
anti toboggan equipment rentals.
Open durin,: weekends, aevommod:Mons are available 42 miles
away. It is 156 miles from Los
Angeles.

Mt. It!. SR LAKE AREAS
Green Salley Snow Bowl
Eighty miles from Los Angeles,
Green Valley Snow Bowl can be
reached vitt state highways 18
and 30. Facilities offered include
a poma lilt, four rape tows,
slopes for beginners and intermediates, complete meals and
snacks, instruction and equipment rental. Open only during
weekends and on holidays, accommodations are available
there. There also is ice skating
on the lake.

Poles

,i1,

facilities for tobogganing. ski jumping
and lee skating tin a Heaths’ lake.
ThCl’e

Happy 11111 (Rig Rear Lake)
Located right an the lake and
tine mile west of Village, HaPPY
Hill is 96 miles from Los Angeles. With one rope tow and a
beginners’ hill, it offers snaeks.
instrtiction and equipment rental
both for skiing and sledding.
Open on weekends. holidays anti
4,,,,,nings.
housing is available
there. There also is an ice skating rink at Village.

STOP AT THE
S:GN OF
Er TER AUTO
SERVICE

Ci. CHANGES
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
RELINED
TtRES BALANCED
MOTOR TUNE-UP

all’allatio /Italians

.11/le

’Sw
Ski

price,

:0;1414.1k;.d424.41U.141.A;

inclitilf.

iter Ski 1;oots
ffir%aril fall
.111,11r:wry

.1k; )s.

WILLOW GLEN
SPORTS SHOP
1172 LINCOLN AVE.
Willow Glen
(across from the Garden Theater)
11 rt.C.rri
if f’i
ri Mirth’

relea.s. cable- I
(in

WHERE’S EVERYBODY?

DODGE RIDGE

:

$11.50

California’s

Now %LA liats . . .

breakage.

TWO ALPINE PLATTER PULL LIFTS

4J0,,,..14.,w.kaakialakkAkiimazeumajzukwAvaskAkia c

SI

$I
Pc
rft-

5-4

Foremost. Family Resort

the Heart el Sewers Pew Vacatlenland on Highway to.

’Mk Coupon Worth
One Dollar on
RENTALS
Wow!

fait.
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’Swiss Spartan’ Finds
Ski Customs Differ
VAM.%,110’r0
all my ski equipment
Europe because I didn’t think
1%//111(i be snow in ’sunny’
aifornia." Mike Anet regretremembers about his move
,
.tnierica from his home in
Switzerland.
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Accident Prevention Its Aim
115:5 JOE CRIS(’ION1.
In 1 1052, the streamliner. -City
of San Francisco." 14 as snowt.00nd in l)onner Summit
Pass
III the High Sierra,
,
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the slopes
and tii the slop,- are the main
differences
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Etirtripan
and American skiing. Ariel pinioned. Hew !tarsi of the skiters
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pia% ale ear, while in
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A PARKING PLACE IS RESERVED FOR YOU
For only
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per month

Inside Parking
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Ilea \ only
for
Valley
where he plate; to spend foor
Lys during the Christmas huh days,
"1 don’t want to vo to Tahoe
there isn’t any snow I’ll
gionlile," he quipped.
Anet lashed out at the myth
held by non -skiers who, claim
they don’t want to break a leg.
The only people who break
a leg are the very good skiers.
The odds of a beginner breaking
a leg are very slim," he said.
’The experienced skier is the
only one who can go fast enough
to break a leg.’
There’s even a difference in
ropean anti American ’’Lout’ I: jug,’’ the aftor ski get - I
dad. Arm’ iimorts.
r, .mPrica I here Inc many
,n0w-Hunnins" :it the lodges
who go for I he soCial rather
than the skiing life. In Europe
most everyone at the slopes ski,
he said.
"There the ones who do not
git sknii. tire not acoepted into
the gr,,Hr. Bid here the skiers
are Ii in’’’. who are not :IV-
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Skiing isn’t the only winter
-port available at the resorts
although it is the predominant
one. Depending on the resort.
areas for tobogganing may or
I ay not he available If they
are, the California State rha:nIser di Commerce offers the hill:ming "do’s" and "don’ts.":
Rent or use good toboggans.
don’t use broken egitipment.
Choose a clear. Sni iii T Ii
slope /important), coast in open

SEASCHS

water-reppellent clothing, wool cap and goggles
the toboggan in a
kneeling position, use handrail
with firm grip, kneel on a pad.
Follow at a safe distance.
tht t1; the hill. keep your feet
Wear

(;rellillUs

,

,

roust

itt/p/I.h.
1,,,its

II% 0
operate-.
totat,.’

0

COMPARING SKIERS in Europ e and America, M;ke Anet tells
of the different approaches that each takes on the popular sport.
A skier since he was seven, Anet plans a ski trip during vacation.
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directly kittycorner to San Jose State’s rbrary where
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Give Your
Cara
Home at Ten Good Rules
Christmas! For Tobogganing
Tired of frying to find that morning parking spot or of leav-
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Ski

train. help,
196 passenri i
W.
At Li-a:rte.,
man came
lying altineside
The man’s skull
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Ski Patrol Always Alert

In the four year,. Ariel has
been in America he has gone
skiing four times
"Once a
year," he said with a smile.
"School, work and money are
the reasons for his infrequent
skiing. "Skiing costs in Europe
are about one-third of the costs
here," the 22-year-old business
management major pointed out.
In lattope moil skiers start
when they are chiklren, seven
or eight years old. As a resnit,
he average American skier is
nor as gooil as the averaee European ski, r." he explained.
’Most Atitettetto don’t think
of 16itig
scare/IIII1Litiffirniti
They 1011.1 vi.:111/4
that they
,in’t
learn in Au,’ two or three
;lays. 11 takes liii, or tour years
If eonstant skiing to get reall.
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Whether it is the c!ass..-.: cardigan

toboggans ttr
other moving

on campus or big Lulky knit imports

put your feet or
I to stop.
jump on or off of

from Italy
Newberrys has a fabulous collection

is, if someone is inhelp 1NIME.rui for
lilY
et* ,

Ivy League Shirts
2.95 to 6.95

Just in time for Christmas -- a special 200/
discount to SJS students on the purchase
of ivy league shirts and
continental slacks. Just
present your student
body card and the extra value is yours. Do
your man’s shopping at
Baxendale’s in LoBues
Plaza Shopping Center.
Continental Slacks
6.95 to

13.95

rey

Wilt

$19.95

thoi Fri., 0:30 a.m. to 900

Set , 930 min. to 600

carry

barlon,

nylon,

Iamb’s

wool

f9 10 1099
-SOW

Short & long sleeve slipons cardIgaits,
c:assics, collars shell stitch, ca’ale and

oiso

bulkys’ galore

Complete
Wedding Attire

SALE

85 W SAN ANTONIO
p,rn

we

wool blend 8 100’

and up

.indreyt

& Story Roads

At LoBues Plaza Shopping Center

4

Holiday
Selection of
Cocktail &
Formals

r

S

119’1499

Act/

Summer Cottons
I Price
11 I’

the Italian imports make a perfect gift for that special one

of MeiFet

SWEATERS ,e.-"et,
Story & King Roads

Open

Mon. thru Sat

’til 9, Sun. 11

’til 5

Insurance Policy
Bargain for Skiers

1.2-4PATITI.N D
I h.,-

Club May Fold;
Interest Lags
Spartan Tours

;

a "share-the-

no
clith
ee(Whi"
id existence (store Al has
.

.. -oat unless Olive

is a

t..p. elub

’
ii

The chili. :ormsrly Known as
the
Clair
mid A’:
eXCIIEtveal’ due h:
octp:tt oil.

Sc

-11.
trYirt’:
kick of part.,
find ,:,
painin ,sii ut inuch Tune put,licity or to lack of interest in
such .1 piyri.ttir; acorcEngto
Club 8.’r’el.try Richard Hansel.
The late t in the sries of
cancellations occii..reI us el the
ThanksgiMe holidays when a
schediiled three-clay’ sniper lei)"
yvas canceilrd because leis than
half a bushiail f stadents signed
As fir
the stoat trip is
voncerned Harset explained, it
has 1-isen rescliodeled for the
ti Si y.’eeken.1 after Ch.istmas
yacation. Jan. 4, 5 and 6. This
is just as well. he Milicated, because theil- was no sndw at the
resorts last week anyway.
However, unless there are at
lea it :15 persons irw busload
who sign up fsr this trip. the
club will stop trying ta arrange
them, he indicated
Tentative a rrangenients are
currently being made for a 10day excursion to Mexico. via
Disneyland. Hollywood and other pony,: at interest. It will he
seheduk ci to. the s cm est e
break, he indicated, if the next
"experimental" trip is successful.
Further information about the
-.now trip is a’. nibble from Mrs.
Elizabeth Steward club fl(1ViSelt.
is 7,112(1 eillege extension 2160.

;

fi
its

111,11 .1 1/,1 51111 lilt,
neyer learned to ski need not
ide hini from the enjoyment
. the winter sports season.
W present most lodges offer
O.ogran. of ski initruelion for
li ., hi
_.nners and th-

accommodations for 1,500. New at the resort
this year are the two alpine platter pull lifts.

_

tor 5..
ll
for $5, and
for $2’2.50.
hour, start

like I limbo\ e their skiing.
Most instructors are professionals who have had many
years experience in preparing
non -skiers for the slopes.
Bob McKnight is director of
Sierra Ski Ranch’s school. Si miles east :f
(iettway 30.
115

11,(771

Rale per person per class
lesson is $5. Private lessons are
57.54) and a five-lesson book
osts 512.30.

Can You
Remember

Alpine Meadows. tyvo and ’Inc
half miles north of Tahoe City
feat it’
Luggi Eoeger as di of ski instruction. Foeger. a member of the Far West
Ski Instructors Association, is
a native of St. Anton and ArIlith private and class instritcffered at Alpine Mead:,1:
, one-hour private lesson
is 510, while 61.50 is the rate
for a two-hour class lesson.

nilee,titedekriamaz,
PRQTOGRAPHIC4,.

The Mramt Shasta Ski It ti

This wear give a gift that keeps on giving!
Cameras, photographs and photographic equipment are
practical gifts ... gifts that bring pleasure to your family
and friends day-in and day-out, the whole year through.
Ask Webbs’ experts for friendly advice about eterwthing
photographic. You’ll really enjoy a pleasant adventure in
"one -stop" Christmas Shopping when you shop Webbs.

NiETRIC
5th

Suggeotieuo Ts Fit &wig Gig Budget
FOR MOTHER
Projector, Screen, Slide File, Light
Meter. Polaroid Camera. Camera Case.

-v

Gilds $1.00 aid up

WEBBS
56 VALLEY FAIR

ALSO IN PALO

38‘

per Rohl

35mm K-2
High Speed

23-esp iton

149
8mm

Movie
K2 High Speed

101

yi,

SIMILAR LOW PR,CES
ON DEVELOPING

Dahnken-Lerman
120 E. SAN FERNANDO
Inext to Cal Book)

)ltll
yoU

till

, gel the
minute

of

count.
Here all’

SAN JOSE

not! BO that s ft,. year
Sent forgot to come
Mark our
words . .
because Santa bought
himself a pair of KOSS sfereophortes
and has been enoy:ng stereo in this
unique way, as it has never been
beard before. He discovered that
KOSS eeeee ophones reproduce sound
a full or.tiwo below any other ear.
phone. YOU’LL HEAR SOUNDS
YOU NEVER HEARD BEFORE WITH
KOSS STEREOPHONES.
04

VA, GEE

.95

for a frefieCem.
eo’nnst,,
drn

Open Every Night ’Id 9 P M.
(MONDAY THRU FRIDAY)

. 479 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
79 SOUTH 390 ST

Cl 7-7111

To exerci
action, swing
straightening
swing the at
going into
the about 21
To exereis
arms
hips and ki
keeping body
ReYerse this
15 or 20 tiny
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121 So, 4th St.

Best Source
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llo OW (..1111./1711i1 Sc
Chamber of Commerce, probably
the best informed source of inforroads and automobile

travel is the autanobile association

0

or club. These organizations keep

Si

in close touch with winter sports
as a pito of their membership
...rvire, and their road information
is the latest and most reliable to

Z
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Vk IN(:111.1.1.’‘

11
(111.

from C.A0n..cZ
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,’,/ ’II the purchase of any Frond Gel6d

CY
for
of

without charge a regular size
8 oz.

$2.

bottle of Frond Gelee

Friction lotion.
New and enticing essentials

after...

Cc

Frond Gelee in matching, muted
land frankly flirtatious)
fragrances of citron.

Friction Lotion, Moisturizing Lotion,
Bubbling Bath, Soap,
and Floating loth Oil. from $1. 50 to $4.50

1084 LINCOLN

ball of the fc

,,f
other loeilidie.ssoi
It’ urn resold

&

for your both and
’Northern California’, Large
Selection of Hp-Fi Stereo Equipment ’

t

flat on the f
eyenly distrh

GIRLS’ COLLEGIATE SHOP

bat- essential, you will receive
7-

in skiing.

Girls’ Collegiate Classics Dresses from S16.95 to 129.50
For o limited time only . . . Early selection advisable

a gift for you...

COY,.

YOSS Sternophors s
larly priced et 124 95
r_.hristmes, at
Alto Para I
mount, Only

the wait:ion
all these ei
Should be in

Pli.kir11.CY

NEXT

*.....emejt,,ns

FOR DAUGHTER
Brownie. Flash Attachment, Camera
Books, Film, Album.

66 S. FIRST ST.

KODAK
FILM
120, 620, 127

DRESSES
2 for 95.95

Christmas 1962?

FOR DAD
,r
#
Movie Camera, Movie Projector, (,ad get Bag, Tripod, Splicer, Enlarger,
Titling Set,

FOR SON
Home Developing Kit, Timer, Flash
Camera. Darkroom Supplies, Flash
Bulbs. Binoculars, Filters.

ilay nyyi
a Fxsik
leae
Private lessons, leg’
at $6.

The Donner Ski Ranch offers
classes for beginning, intermediati and advanced skiers. A
omft
- in

mathin on

VitSS
OW?
1 hts
sod owe
1000
libotogfePhic

I loliday Special

OF

1’

_4

The need, him e5 e.
inotrance may tw h
Issci sing the following
i,ites:
I. SE in control
alveara.
2. St
__op skiing w -en
k
3. Be cautious on tows and
lifts
4. Adjust skis properly.

SALE

Non-Skiers Need Not Be Lett Out

t17.0%

Join Ir.: .1 -In in
gram such as ()mimed ..
nifty cost $20 membersha:
for t he joiner and the 211, .
member of the family with
vial)
additional member paying 315.
Indi,dual membership Is
avail.
able.

will prepai

MAIN ROPE TOW SLOPES at Dodge Ridge
are shown above. The resort has 10 rope tows
and two doublechair lifts. Open daily, it has

,

Unless you’re :in -old pro.
ski insurance may be the best
bargain for you once you make
it tip to your destination. Even
then, expert skieis are seen receiving aid from the ever present ski patrol.
A typical ski insurance program may include benefits for
any accident at any ski area
in the world and for any accident while traveling in North
America directly from your
Irime to a ski area and back.
The typical policy may pay
ap to $2.000 for hospital, surgical, medic-al expense incurred
because of an accident. After an
initial deductible of $10, Ills
policy pays 80 per MO
covered expenses lip to
in benefits.
Covered expenses include physicians. surgeons. hospitals. :air
hulance service. nurses’ exiwnsss.
crutches and X-rays when prescribed by a physician and surgeon. These expenses must be
incurred within 26 weeks of the
date of the accident.
Excluding suicide, war and
eyeglass prescriptions or replacements, the policy pays regardless
of any other insurance you may
have. It goes into effect for one
full year from the date your
application is postmarked.
Other limitations concern air
travel coverage as a passenger
in a regularly scheduled commercial passenger airplane within Nm-th America and $100 eXpenses for injury to sound natural teeth.

C(
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(:1.1;
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Opp)

ecinesday , Dee .

5, 1562
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Condition Before Skiing

6$41 thi
,

i

=Arot6.

4t

jti Pit
Getting tar muscles in shape
before you hit the slopes can
save you that much time when
you get there and make every
minute

of

these

short

SKI SCHOOL DIRECTOR, Ray Patton skis down the main chairlift slope at Dodge Ridge. Patton is back with the resort for his
ninth season.

y

2.

NOVICE AND EXPERT SKIERS GO UP THE ROPE IN THIS SCENE TAKEN AT THE

SQUAW VALLEY

LODGE

trips

count.
flew are a (ens exercises that
Will prepaie y,01 for some tat’
the (A/1111mm ski movements. In

A Warm and Happy Christmas to All

all the, everilses, the knees
should lie kept slightly bent as
in skiing. the feet should Ike
flat on the floor with the weight
menly distributed between the
ball of the foot and the heel.

,
breif az

The Ladies of
ALPHA PHI

To exercise knee and ankle
action, swing the arms forward,
straightening up the body. Then
swing the arms down and back
going into a deep crouch. Is,
this about 20 to 30 times.

A good knee and shoulder exercise is: with the legs spread
apart in a slightly pigeon-I.eet
isisuion siting raised ainis
the left side and back a. itli evenly bent knees. Then reverse hi
the right, repeuiting 10 to ’21;

Merry

Neff

-vie" CY’Aifi

Hannah wishes all

and a

"SC11%.011..%
1. ear

Greetillp

THE BROTHERS OF
THETA CHI
Good luck at Greek Show

Christmas
Cheeeer

THE LADIES OF
DELTA GAMMA

.-M.111.

Jovoiss .Netc Year

A Joyous and Happy

ear
LADIES OF SIGMA KAPPA

ci Gt,INOS"
PIZZA

reeshin us"

"Seeshun’ s

,j\/\

Chri%litiat-. and

From us to you
THE LADIES OF
KAPPA ALPHA THETA

ineS

;-- -4407

k4.4111v e

Happv Christmas

Yelling You

wish you all

To exercise hip action swing
qaised arm, to the left, shifting
hips and knees to the right,
keeping body straight vertically.
Reverse this action and repeat
15 or 20 times.

del

ss.

FROM THE BROTHERS
of
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
(soon returning to
202 South I I th St.)

f.--)
-

THE LADIES OF
GAMMA PHI BETA
wish you

Have an enjoyable
Vacation
From
THE LADIES OF
ALPHA OMICRON PI

ishes
A Prosperous

THE LADIES OF
DELTA ZETA

NENN 1.E.11t

ilappy

You
A

THE LADIES OF
KAPPA DELTA

Merry
Christmas
Call
CY 2-8119
for delivery
of Pizza

Cl (;(;
862 N. 13th St.
OPEN

4 pm

Nei(’

Happy Holidays

A
eltnistmin

P

l’ear

Too!

Season’s

THE BROTHERS OF
THETA XI
TifelMr gai401a0

THE LADIES OF
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

THE BROTHERS OF
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

To All
a

THE BROTHERS OF
SIGMA NU

Fireman Freddie
wishes you a

or
Come in
to

THE BROTHERS OF
DELTA UPSILON

llern. Merry
Christmas

Petit* Guitinga

THE BROTHERS OF PI KAPPA ALPHA

wish you
and yours
401emeowl

Christmas
7 Blessings
THE RED HORDE OF
THETA CHI

Joyous and Happy Holidays
Merry Chri,..litia*
and
Haply, Neu

ear

THE BROTHERS OF
SIGMA PI

5. 192
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’Arrived’ Co-Rec Offers
Something for Everyone
Its NOR 1S1
Each Wednesday esenme the
dill thud of a sone-, ball serve
and the rythmw ping-pong of a
tattle tennis match witness the
fact that another .’si’ring of
t ’o-Ree is under w as at t he
Women’s Gin.

singer or some other entertainer.
It may he ropes twirling lessons,
or a square dance. Whatever
the special event, diversification
and noveltv. as well as general
appeal is its objective.
A practical laboratory for the
Introduction to Recreation
coorse. Co-flee gives students
the opportunity to organize and
plan a complete entertainment
program- many of them for the
first time--for a large group.

For most of the attending
students it’s just plain old "fun
time.- but the fact is that Co.
fleeis one of the best attended
’ labs" on the campus today.
Now in its 11th year ot operation. Co-Ree has kept pace
ssith the mercurial growth of
the colle_. Back in 19-19 when
the fir’ ich affair was held.
Ii Was; a solunteer project for
the organizers, and attended by
comparatively few. Thirty-tive
WaS a gOOd turnout then.

The students work on an alternate basis, with one group
functioning on Wednesday night,
while the other plans for the
following week.
’There is little difficulty in
arranging hands for the dances."
Miss Marron said. "and most of
them clamor to return for another engagement.’ The fact that
they’re not paid seems to make
little difference, she said. "Most
appreciate the chance to play
for such an enthusiastic throng,
and are glad of the opportunity
to gain some campus recognition.-

In 19150 it came directly under
trio sponsorship it the Recreation Department, and over the
yeals it has evolsed into the
well organized, heavily attended
weekly affair it is now.
According to Charlene Martain. chairman of sine of the two
groups of 12 that plan and organize the NVednesday night
shehangs, the guiding principle
is -something for everyone. And. after reviessino the activities. it would seem that only an
utter boor could fail to find some
element of interest at Co-Rec.
A’ tile from the normal weekly
act;vities of \,,Ilevhall. pin-pong.
shiiffleboard. "quiet- ownes and
dancing. the organizing student;
plan some sort of a special es.
.111

Another good indication that
Co-Raw ha,’. "arrived" is the fact
that it is recognized as an official sub-committee of the ASH.
The campus got erning body reaim -s the importance of these
mid -week social affairs, and has
steadily increased the expense
allotment since Co-Rec’s inception. The last allotment amounted to S1500.

’A Dynamic Sport’
Skiing in Caliform
.- a
namie sport and, indeed, industry.
areording to the California State
Chamber of Commerce.
Some 615 developed ski areas
dot the inland mountain ranges
from Mt. Shasta in the north to
the snowy elevations of Los Angeles and San Bernardino counties in the south. The work is
being constantly removed from
skiing with the installation of
1,’!’,
itt
lows and other con-

THIVFTY
STUDENTS
Cut Your Gasoline Costs
By Buying a Major Brand
Gasoline at Discount Prices

PURVIAN OIL CO.
Just a Few Blocks from Campus
4t6 & William - 6t1. & Keyes
10t1. P. Tailor

... give a lamp
for Christmas

At

i

Popular

Prices

DESK LAMPS
TABLE LAMPS
WALL LAMPS
POLE LAMPS
Bank Charges

Layaways

etirlae’L(ti

LAMPS
102 Valley Fair (next to Post Office) AX 6-2710

IS YOUR AUTO
AILING?
Your Engine may
need Overhauling

or

perhaps

your

’Take Your Time’
Research Advises
Decision Makers
WASHINGT()N
The
tirst of a four-part study of
man’s decision-making ability
was completed here recently.
The initial phase of the program invohed 202 Air Force
ROTC cadets and took 18
months to complete at the Catholic University ot America here.
The cadets were subjected to
a multitude of personality and
intelligence tests and then given
the "decision making ability
test," a series of numerical
problems, each requiring a decision.
The number of "gigot." "fair and "foolish" decisions made liv
each subject was scored and th-s
data was related to his "personality"
as
by
determined
earlier personality and inteil)gence tests.
Subjects were classified a1
fast deciders, i21 intermediate decision speed and
slow dealers. They were al’.’
rated as )1. high anxiety and
low anxiety.
The Catholic University reported these major findings:
-"Snap" decisions are usually had decisions. Subjects who
consistently made "good" dee:sons were those who used a i:
the time available before simmlying their choice.
- Intelligent
persons
make
better decisions. It was found
that individuals with a high degree of intelligence were capable of ahsorbing and evaluatinc
more information in a shorter
time than the average)
Vocations are unrelated to
decision -making ability. No relationship was found to exist
between a man’s occupational
interest and his ability to make
decisions.
- "Drive." or energy, does not
indicate a good decision-maker.
-Mildly maladjusted individuals are capable of making
sound, fast decisions. ’’A major
finding of the study," the Catholic University said. "was that
the adjostment or maladjtistment of individuals is not related to the goodness
’or,
confidence they have in their
decisions or other aspects of
I heir decision -making behavior."
Adventurous individuals will
risk higher stakes than stay--atN,, inter -relationships acre
shown among the following factors: intelligence, decision time,
sequential effects of successes
and failures, confidence in one’s
decisions
and
probability of
%sinning preference.
The project is being carried
out under a cooperative research
agreement
between
Catholic
University and American Car
and Foundry Co.
Phase two of the program is
now under way. This part is
concerned with whether man
can learn to make stirxxi decisions.
If the human variables that contribute to an individual’s decision -making ability can be
man -modified, then man ultimately can he trained to mako
sound decisions under all cueumstances. Dr. John Townsend, director of Catholic University’s psychology laboratories, said. "The implirations
this iyiseareh are enormous.- I.
411’

Ski Clubs
Companionship. group )
ties and interests, car pots.. ,ita
ski competitions are sonic of the
.antages of joining a ski chili
oriling to the California State
hambr
’
warDOOOOOODee
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DISCOUNT WITH ASI CARD
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t
study
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sehool aimn
ja selected

. . . now is the time
to pick up those gifts,
so you’d better stop
in today.

Santo

Clore

..e.lter.

291-1010
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leave in
-
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The
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Junior
SAN JOSE STATE

SWEATSHIRTS & T-SHIRTS

enla

(For the lithe brothers and sisters)

f.h
411(1

PERSONALIZED GIFTS
Gold or silver lettering on

VIr

FOUNTAIN PENS, WALLETS
And almost all of our leather & paper goods
PLUS
A LARGE SELECTION OF
CHRISTMAS CARDS!

is a

. . . and
BF. 11 TIFI I. 1:11.-F WI{ kITINI,
(for

Transmission!

345

A...

a

small charge)
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Sunshine Recorder
Is Feature of Lab

it. 1 REIF SlillOONMAKEli
ii,vieorologists also
I lie
,
i state’s weather station send up weather balloons to track
aiai equipped that the sturt different altitudes. The
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1962
.1.10 Diking the readings doesn’t teilioons rise ;it a constant pace
,,,1 50
No. 50
et en have to look out the window . and are tracked by a "theodolyte."
to tell if the sun is shining. There’s By means of a wind triangle, winds
a gauge that will tell him.
aloft are computed.
The sunshine recorder’s purpose
Another significant product of
is not actually to tell if the sun the lab is a daily fallout plot. A
Is shining but to record when it hypothetical bomb is dropped on
is shining. It is one of the numer- San Francisco every day, and the
ous instruments used for gathering path of the fallout is plotted.
weather data on top of the science’ One of the meteorology profesprofessor of I terminate by the beginning ot
Ii Carl H. Rich,
lE EVIELVN DIXON
building.
sors, Dr. Albert Miller, is cureducation. is currently on sabbatic- spring semester when he returns
Some of the other instruments rently conducting a survey of the
"You can’t tell a criminal by
work
a
to
on
SJS
to
teach
at
SJS.
tiorn
looking at him any more than you used by the meteorology classes radioactivity in the rainfall of the
al leave
.4 the selection and retenHe has visited universities in can tell a doctor, lawyer, or are: several different types of rain county. The Atomic Energy Corn teacher by looking at them," states gauges that tell how much, how mission is sponsoring his experileads to public Utah, Colorado. Kansas,
Oklahoma,
tion program that
Bob Jensen, lieutenant in the San fast, and when rain fell; instill- latent.
certificates
Texas, New Mexico and Arizona
school administrative
ments for measuring wind direcGREAT DEMAND
Jose State Police School.
and is now preparing Inc the retion and speed; a hygrothermodi selected universities.
Arnold True, professor of meSpeaking to a newswriting class
ignrit(tipi thy for measuring relative hu- teorology commented about the
Pr . Rich began his sabbatical mainder of his leave to be served
by Mrs. Dolores Spurand
temperature
and needs in the field:
Septenr1111’ and it will at the universities of Oregon and geon. assoeiate
professor
leave in
jour- various types of
thermometers
"Today there is a much greater
Washington.
nalism and education, Jensen ex,;record maximums and mini- demand for meteorologists than
plaimd
his
special
interest
in
fin"I have also visited the national
moms
there is a supply, because of the
gem printing and behavior patterns.
REcORD ON GRAPHS
park centers near the locations in
tivmendous amount of research."
NOT INHERITED
The instruments are all connectProfessor True also said that
which I was traveling for my own
Pie empliaiteil that the tenden- ed into the meteorology lab, wherelpeople don’t realize how many inI,ersonal pleasure," said Dr. Rich
cy toward criminal behavior is not the data is recorded on graphs.
’dustries use weathermen.
or. Henry Gunn, head of the Ad- inherited and that abnormalities
This is only a small part of the
’The United States Weather Bit ministrative and Supervision De- in a person will not predispose him work done by the student me- read is only a small part." he
to a life or crime.
teorologists.
said, stating that Army, Navy and
partment, commented, "I am lookkVeather reports from all over all the airlines also employ many
"If a child does have an abnoring
forward
to
the
results
of
Dr.
The Costume Shop
the country’ are teletyped to SJS meteorologists,
Rich’s sabbatical and I hope his mality he may tend to over-corn- over two teletypes
located in the’
He added that P.O.&E. als,
pensate by committing a delin--cs
85) W San Carlos
stli/b, %%ill be beneficial to my dehall outside the lab. Next to the them to predict how much equip- .
quoit act."
teletypes is a map facsimile ma- ment will be used daily. The
Jensen, a senior police major chine which receives the latest wind condition.s at
Candlestick
from Oakland. declared. "Crime ’weather maps from Washington.’
Park are being studied by
medetection is very scientific these D.C. The 36 maps received on the! teorologist. Even department stores
bays." He pointed out that there machines are interpreted every use them so that bathing suits
..re eight different fingerprint pat - morning by the met.
labs. are not displayed on rainy days.
’ems: the arch, tented arch, the
ulnar and radial loop, the whorl,
.
central pocket loop, double loop.
and accidental. The most common
is the idoor loop, the least common
is the torted arch, and the most
difficult to fleterrilltle IS the cenral pocket loop.
Its Is I...1St Ms.
k
!try and averages three 11,,
a
111 \ Ts. %VI
iiI.OVES
Simkins new to San .1..
State week in the cafeteria.
skin that have probably nraiced by /1..- time
Sophomore student Dave Las en
will leave a that there are two school buildings was one of two students interint that ran be used where students spend a large ma- viewed who occupies the library
atelier, leyealed Jen- jority of their time. One, the Ii- more than the cafeteria. 11, o
that sandpapering brary. where long study hours are hopeful in bringing his 1.95
.y11111 fingers will not evade detec- spent quietly and most often con- up
this semester. Laven
tion because the skin will grow I scientiously.
yertillo
The other building, 10 hours a week in the library
hack.
which is occupied daily by hordes compared to four in the cafeteria.
"I haven’t opened a book all
Jensen said that today the po. tof rambling, talking, students is
*Z4110.
lleetTlaa has to think and collect - the cafeteria, often jokingly re- semester and average six to seven
hours in the cafeteria a week
’ evidence in a specific, correct ’erred to as Cafeteria 1.A.
manner. The lie detector is not yet
It would then he interesting to Icted sophomore transfer La ..
mwaing. Miss Mainwain
recognized in court and wire tap- Odd’ just how much time
’ ping is illegal.
.,1,-tr, spcnds no time in the library and
in the cafeteria by thes.-.1,..
alistt one.;
a 3.2 (IPA.
He said the use of these meth- as compared to the study time
,,1 all
diaimmei
1- Roy Swanson, who di spent
in
school
facility
other
the
ods for apprehending a criminal
,ables.
tile up quite equally
mentioned
-the
library.
an infringement of infor ’,Tv CH.
ise
two buildings, averWe picked 11 students at ran-:\ il rights. He maintained
hours a day in both the
police oft Mei. is better dom and were questioned on this
, and library. His CPA
he cannot use these s, ibject.
is 2
evalenco.
Tim Murphy, junior, spends no,,
hInary hours are put in by
,amp
SJS
with
a ’ study
hours in the library anaC
senior Bob Powers but he a
fr.,m the Internal smal reports that he averages two hours ages 10 hours a week in the C,..
...,tiotl. an inter- cm week in the cafeteria. At the teria. His present CPA is 2.4.
,
. ton dedicated to time he is a 2.4 GPA.
"People are studying harder "
ewe eri
intiraction between comFreshman Holli Webb spends stated Ken Chopping. Accord
LE, N and JUNG
munity and law enforcement agen- approximately 10 hours a week . to Chopping, a senior. a ONCE 1904
cies.
in the cafeteria, no time in the ;dents are smart and ..
He hopes to attend liastings library. and states she has a I out studying. He holds ,
; CPA.
FIRST and SAN FERNANDODOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
Law School after graduation next
’land spends eight hot I’S
qtrIng
"Class breaks bring most kids .in the library and zipprox.a.
t he cafeteria." stated junior Rey I.,011’ in the cafeteria.
asked why he
So far this semester I’ve
It;ohatti, when
-1 coals his time in the cafeteria, spent six hours in the librat,
’!1!!
to Barbatti, he ayf‘c- st.itcd social senior Mark
:11:,’S five library hours as cool- tensen. He has a 2.4 lift\
paced to nine cafeteria hours a spends around five hours a w,
work. He has a 2.25 CPA.
in the cafeteria.
It would be impressible to
A 2.6 GPA. which is quickly
going down." is reported by Jim if these 11 students reflect
I pair of cioldly.tinir turrs -Tipper- from 1.05 :it Illedmltts, 1 lilt
MeDowell. McDowell, a junior, as-- grades and attitudes of ’!
the SJS studen’s
ccages two hours a week in the . mainder
au bring me alls color loot pink., peppermint pink. pale grern.
iibrary and seven in the cafeteria.; averaging out their gra,l.jaostlyr blot%
rliaitipauor. golf1. Its ender- aqua. rrilt
averag,
Junior Car ,1 I, ,a& who carries find there is a
the which isn’t had at all aver
seldom uses
lose them all’. 111(1

siS Educatio n Professor
On Traveling Sabbatical

Can’t Tell Crook
By His Looks
Police Major

Season’s

lire(’tings

Fora
Aparklinz
Christmas

A’. .

Students Prefer Cafe
To Library, Study Says

OVAIIII7

1101

WEATHER MANArnold F. True, professor o -ieteorology,
inspects hygrothermograph, a device for measurcq and recording relative humidity and temperature, at the campus weather
station on the roof of the Science Building.

Foreign Students
Sought For Trip
C

cto 4-0044(..

App,,,;0,
among SJS’ internatior.
to attend the annual Adventure in
World Understanding at Michuran
state university, aemrding in fir
foreign stude

MN

1330 INCOLti AVEN,F
SAN JOSE 25 CALIFCRN:A

1!

adviser

Campo circp

.
.
1,
1
cember 21 to Jan I. 1963 Attendance is open 1,, 10 Michigan
St a t,
n -vt.rs
-it
t s linen t-sciflc I 100
foreign students from across the
nation.
Deadline for appljing is Dee. 13
Fin! detail,- !ire
hr.,!1--h

WILLOW GLEt+
m
;alert
suits sad spars a
ore for your selea-:,n
e-,rae a-.6 Inmar,. Go
iiie ;acrher Ia :hop f.L.cc

STUDENT TOURS
STILL AVAILABLE
FOR SUMMER ’63
Don’t Be Left Out!

CALL
CY 3-1031
Your Authorized Agent for All Scheduled A. lines

-m travel agency
SAN JOSE

60 NORTH FIRST ST.

AN
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Christmas is inore
I 1!
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I
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i ii r

it

(1 it I

lto-trtl rosal ter frosted carmen I
liase matchilig $ole,. too. :’tt make swir
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STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Take The Gang
To Breakfast
at

snow cnn be m orc
you’re skiin :

n
Fraternities, sororities, boarding house students or any
group can get a big, hearty weekend breakfast for a
reasonable price at Angelo’s Steak House.
Warm and relaxed in Angelo’s distinctive Lariat Room,
you can chat with friends while enjoying a fine morning
meal.
State your morning right this Saturday And Sunday
Take your gang to breakfast at Angelo’s Steak House!

1
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lif 16

F

irst

Dr,onlown

1324 Lincoln Ave. Willow Glen
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Original Lo -Temps
Quilted Parkas

-

SKIS

(
FREE
PARKING
’

or

PARKAS

SKI SHOES

38 S. 3rd

it

S1598 all
s;:es

Stretch Ski Pants
from

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

I’tt

!

rent
TOBOGGANS

- SKI PANTS

p

SKI RACKS

i

discisunt Fe San Jain Stele SI14,1Ant
IO2 vv
Cu’ 5 5440
p
Open
9 fhru 6 c10,15, Thu, n.1t, t.!
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’State Colleges Consider
Christmas Clubs
Dorm Rent Increase

Fla. N
Pi,
of Mutual S
ings Bungs sass Ulna. than 50t, ,, , its t .11.11’. I s TERC01.1.EtilATF:
will have an averio, :
At
l’HILSS ASSOCIATION
$100 :tissue Christmas spending
A 20 per cent increase in dormiut
result
II otley tlas year as a
tory rental rates is being proposed
Christinas club savings plans in by the finance vottunittee of the
r, arks
California State College Board ot
Trustees.
The increase would apply to
Flay -Crisp Fried s I :ill
rooms with multiple occupancy in
Chicken Dinner
residence halls financed by the
Spktanilt potatos,
State College Revenue Bond Act
and
,,f 1947 and opened alter January
991
1959
T, G
r.:ites would be increased from
Lou’s Meat Loaf
a semester to $162 and from
si
Su:gerSpecial
59u a quarter to $nits per student.
The trustees, at their November
I it
*ffleeting at Long Beach State Col01
it I
lege. set a public hearing on the
c
Corer or 9,11 4,0
proposed changes for their Dec. 7

tional

Instructor Combines
Occidental, Oriental Life

CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS?

A

- --

-,f--.0,=mr-m---

Ida’s \ co Shop is \ o tr

And just in time for those
Yuletide occasions that call
::.r formal wear.

SJS Prof Speaks
To Teacher Groupsas_

sN’e have tnem all: Tuxedoes,
Directors’ Coats, Dress Suits,
Dinner Jackets. We even
have Santa Claus costumes.

Dr. Charles C. Coffer sjs associate professor of education,
cently addressed the special educanon teachers of Merced county.

All Available at Reasonable Rental Fees

Were proud of our new shop

meeting at Fresno State College.
Need for the rate adjustment
was attributed to a 20 per cent
increase in total salaries and wages
of residence hall employees since
1958 when the present rates were
established.
The finance committee, headed
by Trustee John Carr iii Newport
Beach, reported that an increase
would be necessar3 to meet loan
and ever-increasing
commitmentse
operating Lusts.
Other price increases were proposed in weekly slimmer session
rates fur the same facilities from
$7.50 to $10 per student), in daily
rates for students registered tor
lint51.50 to $’.2
one week i.1"
in daily rates tor students livim
dorms between terms and durin.
vacations from 50 cents to
cents,. and in guest rates up from
82-$6.50 to $3-59 depending upon
1 lsea furnished I. Guest rates are
ars,. daily.
The committee suggested the
same semesterly or quarterly rite
rises for resident assistants.

Come sn and see if!

ID-VS TUXEDO RENTAL
CY 2-9102

380 S. Is+ St.

Dr. Coffey discussed with the
teachers, many of them his former
students, the "Educational Prob- lems of the Brain Injured Child."
On another occasion, Professor
Coffey spoke to 300 teachers of
Union School District on "Law and
Education."

AN ANSWER . . .
"WITH JUSTICE FOR ALL"
"Private enterprise" means the right of the businessman and his customer or employee to enter into contracts of their choice.

Such as:
I. Your
2.
3.

washing
contract in buying a new car
machines, etc., at a price you and the business
man negotiate;
A professional ball player’s negotiated contract
for his services
or a movie star for his, OR:
A union contract, fairly entered into after fair
negotiations.

BUT WHAT ABOUT HENRY’S?
Fair employers, thru "private enterprise,’’ have negotiated fair contracts with their employees ...

It, holt 10 N
esi is west, ,
East s, iiist alid
SJS the twain taw I
but het,.
.in spades.
met
Ritrile Mushiuki. part-time instructor in the language department, is a Japanese citizen whose

Department.
Ironically, Di’. NVilsiin
p r i ni a r y occupation is teaching wife did some graduate.
English at International Christian Japan, and were able ti,
University in Japan. She teaches with Kimie and her Amei.
English and English usage there band, a teacher in Ja,
in Japanese.
studying on a National

$1.79

per hour

$1.51

per hour

Cal Vets

taM standards. Restricting the stir dent is not an objective."
With the metropolitan go,
graphic location of the college, sh,
explained, before the colle r7i
adopted the present regulations
the students were forced to lire
under conditions established by in- s’
ilividual householders.
Now the student is protected
regulations requiring such thim.r..
as adequate lighting. Individual s;

NOW FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE

Short

shift premiums

Health & welfare contributions
Vacation & sickness pay

IS THIS FAIR TO YOU
AND TO FAIR BUSINESS-MEN?

Henry’s consciously uses its employees and threatens
fair working conditions and profits for you as an employee
and for fair business -men who have negotiated union contracts.

PLEASE DON’T PATRONIZE THIS UNFAIR
NATIONAL CHAIN WHOSE POLICY ENDANGERS WORKING CONDITIONS IN OUR
COMMUNITY.
Thank You
LOCAL JOINT EXECUTIVE BOARD
of
H.R.E.& B. Locals 180 & 577
AFL-CIO of Santa Clara County
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Here’s a new world of
taste delights ... combining fabulous hotbrau
style food, moderate
prices and a delightful $
atmosphere. Located right in the heart
of San Jose’s shopping

l-ktLde.,

NO!
NO!
NO!
NO!
NO!
NO!
NO!
NO!

Int! I3(

SI1/111.

and entertainment district, the BUFFET is open

’rid

nal

circa,
Jewi,h
U’I#1141 .1

7 days a week to serve
you the finest of foods.

PLUS:
Night differentials

then eti

Protection of Students
College Housing B ywor

ing an important part of the students’ educational experience," said
Miss Ryan. "The purpose is to upgrade the living facilities by making householders comply with ceir-

Ma
Iml
Ba
11All
Jew, sir
the sec

On this, her fourth trip to the F’oundation SChOtarNi
:f
U.S , she began by teaching EngSince her return
lish grammar In English, natur- Kimie, with the
assistaiiire
1,
ally- to Peace Corps students at Wilson, has been
wiirkirr..,,
-----....
present
the
At
summer.
SJS last
text of "Present 140- Ainfri,
an
t time, she is teaching Japanese to I Usage." Just about all
English-speaking students, using students study Engli,ti Japanese
I ’ her native tongue as much as , said, "but many 01 the
tem,
possible.
contain outdated explii.dk aid
"The best and quickest way to we’re hoping to bring filen, up
h,
learn a language at the beginning date."
stage is mimicry," she says. ’Talk- 1 Dr. Wilson says
that Kimie’
GOING UP?-DOWN?The bargain day -like crowds forming
ing about the language, for in- energy knows no
bounds Three
on the first floor of the library are not savings seekers as it may
stance about grammar. doesn’t help times a week the pair
vuirk Sith
seem. The hordes of students are just waiting for an elevator to
students very much in acquiring
take them to one of the six lofty floors of the campus skyscraper.’ the skill to use the language for a tape recorder and a set Id ques.
lions on English usage Mat Kin*
communication...
The large crowds seem to form on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday mornings when students try to get to the sixth floor ’ }Untie finds that her greatest has prepared in actvanco Dr. wil.
son’s answers are e%ofitually ed.
classes which are being held here until regular classrooms can
enemy in teaching the Japanese ited, transcribed and seat off
a
be obtained with the opening of the Education Building on
language is time. Due to the vast the publisher in Japan fiii incluNi.tt
Sc-tenth and San Carlos Streets.
_ difference in the basic structures in the text.
of the Japanese and English languEventually Kimie ;mil hot lid
ages, she attempts to organize the band will return iff is, ’sin
and site
material so as to present it in the will teach at the
sir asssfl
most effective way. This involves more than likely usiir, sit
’am
repetition of the old material in text on English usage.
conjunction with the new, and this,
So it would seem that Kinje
she emphasizes, involves time.
Si SI /1
NI I,
Mushiaki has successfurl,
Its
and single beds. "Also," she
presents
the
Initially, Kimie
the gap between the twain the
solained, "No student can he reWh,,’
sounds of the language. Gradually. Eurlyard Kipling seriousi, dour,*
moolsory stri- moved from any approved house
officials tr. cni.st
by the householder without con- the students will come to recog- would ever "meet."
dent housing requirements?
nize the strange stream of sounds,
"One of the primary reasons for sultation with the College Housing
and will be able to reproduce them.
the present housing policy is to give Office."
"It is only after the students bethe college some control over the
Approved housing regulations come thoroughly acquainted with
moral and living conditions in the, seem to be fairly universal across
the sounds that they see the printCal Vet at ts,iniai
residences." said Berniece Ryan, the nation. "At the University of
ed letters and associate the sounds
Iowa the rule applies with no ex- with the printed words, phrases must be signed ben,
SJS Housing Counselor.
afternoon in the Cashier
The school policy, established in ceptions," said Miss Ryan, "and at and sentences," she says.
1958, requires all single students the University of Illinois all underKimie has studied English and Adm263, for prompt pnent
under 21 years of age to live in graduates under 25 must live in education at Columbia University subsistence, accord inu is, M i
approved housing. There is some, approveo nousing.
iiffice.
in New York, and has a M.A. in Edith Graves of 1,
misunderstanding among the students as to the motives and objectives of the housing policies.
"San Jose State considers hous-

These Fair "Private Enterprise"
Does Henry’s?
Business -Men Pay:
Grill Cooks:
Minimum
Window Service:
Minimum

language, arts bean s:.fl

Stale College. At san I
State, she studied wide,
of another SJS
rip,
Dr. Graham Wilson .4 trii
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Many Settlers
Immigrating
Back to Israel

rNYS

HAIFA. Israel i lPI
Jews a re immigrating to Israel ha.
the second time.
Persons vAio came to Israel once,
elsewhere, are minthen emigrated
im, liar* in ever-increasing numThousands of these had seton becatte
tled !tele then moved
to a new
of itotteuities in adjusting
aionlic hardship, the thre.tt
ith the Arabs. a flesh.. 1,,
,. relatives in other lamb. oi
bermi-e distant pa

la r

4

14...111E
IMMIDRANTS
. 19414, when this Jewish no established. there have
been 130.000 immigrants who sub-equently settled elsewhere. The
hiehe.t number of departures In a
single year was 13.000 in 1952, a
period of austerity, controls and
border violence. Ahout 40,000 Israelis emigrated to the 17n it ed
State, and another 25.000 went to
:01,000

,ItrIT

Canada.
Na. many of them are coming
bark Why?
For one thing. erainornie conditions have improved. There is a,
labor shnrlage, the economic system ha. been greatly liberalized
and nearly all controls have been
lifted ..1..1) security, the encouragement of free enterprise and Social
Serurit,.-type programs of the govITIIIIIPIlt have lured back many.
Other emigrants found distant
pasture, weren’t so green.

EMEhlf;
A121t L@Nv
ARM

SIENIftrli 1.0(’ATED
tamib hmated a ITIPMAn
ber of their war-separated family
in kin tie Janiero and emigrated
ti, Brazil. After the excitement of
reunion wore off, the former Israelis discovered the facts of een:Dimit. life were hitter. Peddling
drygonds was not an easy or especially rewarding pursuit and there
were problems over lack of familiarity with the local population and
the language. The family returned
II Israel.
Some Israelis in other lands
found they must keep relatively
silent about their dissatisfaction:
with the government or its officials.
even minor ones. Israeli people
helped themselves quickly to a good
measure of freedom and, in Israel.
felt Mee to express their displeas- .
h.
tires
I housing. taxes, and
other o

To
arntin,-make .=wealer, usu.
time bit. (.1tri-tina-’.

ru DDEN AWARENESS
was, in sotne cases, a
iIden awareness of the
-1 anti-Semitism. how Jews native to many tut’ than Israel accepted a
,00 of anti -Jew -h sem
:.anie as a .1).K.1: to
lamed former Israelis
,dd I do this to my chit-I:timed one returning

‘ale.- just in
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.,,,al government policy
back any former eitiHh to return. However,
overnment lend tinanthe "re -returns" as it
-time immigrants? The
keing deluded in official ’
fill among officials of the
Avonry, official voice of

!lien&
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GA’ IN GIIRLZ?
I to, really By startmg
’
ngs program now, you
.er on a road that leads
.

,. Mutual offers a variety
:osnrance plans with pro’ ’
nd
savings features.
tmed to take care of your
brnsent and future needs. Put
t’tle aside lust a few dollars a
Month now can begin your life.
time financial planning
campuS representative is
"11 qualified to disruss these
YOu (let in touch with
him
nim for more information.

BEN REICHMUTH
211, i,

San Jmn

4th

CY /1701

SWEATERS

6.99 to 8.99

GAUCHOS

4.99 to 6.99

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
fe 1-sura,ce Comooni
of Philadelphia

MACY’S VALLEY FAIR, 2801 STEVENS CREEK RD., SAN JOSE, CH 8-3333
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Conservatory for Music Dept.?
Its i1)Ys 1.1.110

inter, kas In. Snyder said becomin2 accredited by the NASM
means much since. "We are the
oily California State College music
,fepartment to have full accreditatar,.

Dr.
to the I 1 rt...
Snyder, music departsuggested that "the
, n
next step would seem to he in the
eon,eratory direction" niny that
lie dep.trtment is fully accredited
-San Francisco State and San
hy the National As-777&.tion ot Diego State have applied for asS.::1001, of Music.
sociate membership. We have been
Itefusub.: to comment further on an associate member since 1958,"
the consern;thi.y item in a recent he sad,
l7.1.

Introducing . . .

POLMI Pt PS

Dr. Snyder attributed the full
membership to the excellence of
the department and to the fact
that the NASM is nou more "music education minded.’
"We have the best music education department in the state colleges in California." he stated.
-’We have a unique school. We
have the only good music school
that isn’t in a music area such
as San Francisco."
When asked if our applied music area is best, Dr. Snyder answered, "Yes and no.
"At SFS they have the orchestra. We have a good orchestra,
a cappella choir, and symphonic
band especially. It’s difficult to
compare the schools. The four best
are SFS, Sns, San Fernando
State. and SJS."
In conclusion Dr. Snyder expressed hope that the NASM ac, reditation would bring more students and teachers to SJS. The
NASM is the only national agency
ir accreditation of music degree
:rincola

CD Officials Revamp Plans ill

He explained that rw,nmil
facing cisii
,,,rdinator, was fired a year ago. military problem
goverrunental services, it 11fIle
01
The county civil defense pro- , tense officials.
But atomic attack isn’t the ont. disaster, would be unable to hate.
;ram was revamped. Frank ff.
is bon. Thus, he is trying to prevent
There
defense.
civil
of
concern
Holt is today’s county civil defense
What if missiles had just slamthe possibility of natural disasters, confusion before it starts.
med into the key targets of the
fire. There
Holt thinks himself a coordinsf
He’s a slim, young-looking man, . such as earthquake and
Bay Area as well as Moscow. New
could be man-made disasters, such I or in many ways. His "ace chit’
former military officer.
a
York. and in the rest of the world.
is the coordination and control /
as explosions.
THE PAST
If you weren’t turned into a
These could also be called. Holt county communications. a num/
Without reference to Wine, Holt
crisp of ash by the blast. you
revamp- operation that could -stne
describes the past idea of civil explains. the reasons for
this
would have approximately one
"This , county from disaster."
defense as one of "tin hats and ing civil defense. Holt adds,
hair before radioactise materials
avthe
faces
that
,
Other phases of civil defense
wardens." "Today. no one is going is the situation
start to accomplish their job in
provide greater challenges to
to stand on the corner and tell erage resident."
tke
an equally horrible way.
.
,
.
retired Army officer. Only thew
an individual what to do." he exIn such a case you would be on
include of
booklet doesn’t
The
plains.
the
county’s
16
cities
bane
eat
your own. It would be a period
Holt tells of an area police chief, many words on individual effort defense employees: Santa
Clara
when your life and the lives of
who announced that, in the event Instead Holt believes the role of with two part-time workers.
your family are in your own hands.
of enemy attack, his officers would civil defense is to organize gos- Alto with one part-time employee
That’s the picture painted by
"dive for cover, in the nearest ernment to face an emergency.
and San Jose, with a full -lime stall
Santa Clara County civil defense
In fact, only one paragraph tells lof eight.
gutter." The police chief was tryofficials.
ing to explain that police officers, what the individual is expected
IC’D BURDEN
Some call it a "new look:" othand other government officials, in to accomplish: "Know about civil
Except in these three cities, thp
ers title it a "re-examination of
the event of attack, are just as defense, and help your fellow load of civil defense, or
basic facts."
:it leek
much in danger as the average man."
the burden of prodding area rest,
The re-examination is of the enThe problems facing today’s
area resident.
dentso plan ahead,
woh
tire county civil defense concept.
Holt has the usual advice for , civil defense Holt sums up as . Holt.
Perhaps, it’s a realization of the
individual defense and the usual 1"difficult, if not impossible." His
facts as they have always existed.
His work days are not eigh,
booklets on constructing shelters, !booklet of advice to fellow county
Lauds Wine. former ei\il defense
hours spent behind a desk. In.
but he isn’t handing civil defense employees noted that "adequate
. . . "no stead, they are 10. 12. perhap;
"out on a silver platter." Instead. shelter does not exist.
14 hours long.
Santa Clara County civil defense section of the county is immune
’
Soon his staff will he estinniert
, to fallout."
is being based on self reliance.
But, Molt’s job of organizing with the addition of 7in ,i,intnnt
FRONTIERSMAN
!
Mr. Average Area Resident, ex- Ithe county’s various governments it Holt sees no letup to hi. u
plains the civil defense expert. for action is the key to providing by the employment oi
person.
:will have to turn to some of the civil defense for the individual.
Holt is busy pushing hi, felkny
Once, the entire collection of
characteristics of the frontiersman to survive in the 20th cen- civil defense medical supplies was employer, in government to pretury. But instead of fighting off stored in the county hospital base- pare. He suggests that Mr. A!,
Indians. he must be prepared to ment. Holt, as one of his first erage Resident and his family du
I battle an unseen, but just as dead- tasks, spread those medical units the same.
Prepare some sort of shelter
throughout the county.
ly enemy: atomic survival.
that could he used in an emerPREPAREDNESS
.
The change is evident in the
Jimmies
Be in Join the group at
By pestering the county, 16 gency. Equip it with a I w,sweek
cold wording of the county’s civil
cities into civil defense prepared- supply of food and water, first -aid
defense plan.
".a. potential enemy has the ness. Holt can see that diva resi- kit and battery-operated radio.
Prepare an evi1Cliat ion kit kr
capability of attacking by manned dents will he warned of a dis1439 W. San Carlos
aircraft, intercontinental ballistic aster and cared for in the event your automobile with food. kvair.r.
missiles, missile launching naval if total destruction of the com- first -aid kit. battery-operated re.
Open Daily, 10 to 1; Saturday, 1 to 6
. dioc and blankets.
ls." The booklet talks of the mit’init

us

JOHN FARMER

What if the Cuban crisis ended
in atomic war?

Make It To The Village!
he
rt I it tar them chill!, tlas and nicht..
Itmle at .tiagtt mouton lamb, these %%dd.
arm .lippers are a most tar
.our skiiiig halidao. !Rack tipped.
sizes 6-12.
mauarai 1,,r.
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Custom Cabinets -- They’re The Utmost
Stereo Kits
Wholesale

Oil III?

11 iii!

Pro
Apr

)fIliTNTS

Jimmie’s Stereo Village
VALLEY FAIR, 2801

Stevens Creek Blvd.

Hours Monday thru Friday 9:30 to 9:30
Saturday 9:30 to 5:30

y

The area’s finest restaurants invite you to enjoy
traditional Yuletide dining in jovial surroundings.
Join us in welcoming 1963 and share our hope
for a happy and prosperous New Year for all.

lever Mold
your leacler,
-Take Me 44

SAFARI
ROOM

Have a
NOW

SToRy t alarm. RD
e a z.a

Traditional

Make Up
A Parts-.

4.0
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OPEN

Holiday Dinner
ROAST TURKEY
BAKED HAM
ROAST LEG OF
LAMB
$325

Join in the fun
New Year’s Eve!

I.

OYSTER LOAF
31 E. Santa
CY 4-465".,

Live Music

SAFARI ROOM
,,,--Abvious raw

Try our holiday specials
NEW YORK STEAK

1.75

TOP SIRLOIN

1.17

Archie’s Steak House

irk

545 S. 2nd

.4
ORAIVIMITC..5
Olt ik

Phone CY 3-2204
LUNCHES AND DINNERS

.444*./QUET RooM
CootriNuOUS ENTER.TAINMENIT
.
. WERM WYAIT
TI4III E5

SERVED DAILY
(Except Sunday)

at MOONLIT" SHOPPING CENTER
A New Concept of
Menu Selection!
ITALIAN
mimail
CHINESE
AMERICAN
HBFBAtitj

Banquet facilities available for
wedding reception or private parties

Accommodations for Xmas
Available for
Small or Large Groups
Make Reservations Now for our
New Year’s Eve Party!
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Crystal Creamery
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the holidays with you
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1954 SJS Grad Builds Plane in Japan
By FRED SI 110ONSIAKER
Capt. Robert Ktuse. a 1954 SJS

aconautical
1,1..ne

.
operations, built the parts would be more PaAll) ohtain- airplane" Hi
from a design by Robert E. able after Ow plane was brought was quite cap.ilile

tb. ,

!if iti:sk.!

graduate and an Air Force F-102

lioustini, Texas. The home
. it:ill) of
trip loan Japan
pilot, put the skill he learned in
r..I tainted the plane the Cou’fire plane has 1,44.11 flown sevThe head .4 the Art’,o1141,111
the Air Force and the SJS Aerie gai 1 and several have been built eral times al Japan wet Palo Alto. parlthetit :11,1: :elated
His
KrUSe’s home town.
nauties Department to goer use from his plans.
delith were 1:U11111e ltil. plistO.
Professor Leonard also compliwhile stationed in Japan. He built
practical use lie stated that the
Thomas E Leonard. the head of mented the
budder ol the craft on
an airplane.
special prohleo, clas,
the Aeronautics Department, re- hr 4 spare -lime project fai the cloAin
Captain Kruse started the projvealed some interesting facts about
"It is an excellent example of ninhies e!, eheekirig the !
pct in his spare till* in the base’
t.
cral
the
craftsmanship. viith many details "ill U’IUi’es Clit, a ill It
hobby shop. About $1500 worth
parts and three years of spare time
IIt iii’
The plane has a wing span ol not usually lound at a leant -built
later, the plane was nearly com- over 20 feet. The cruising speed
plete. Hut before the finishing designated in the plans is 160 miles
touches couki be added and a lew! per hour. but since, the plane has
problems ironed out. he was trans- the largest possible engine for the
ferred to Texas.
design, it will probably cruise much
faster
It has 125 horsepower
PLANE IN A PLANE
lycoming engines.
The former SJS student planned’
DIFFICILTIES
to fly the plane home hy way of ’
: We also have costumes
Northern Japan and the Aleutian
Captain Kruse had sonic diffi- Ifor Mrs Santa Cleus
Islands. Since it was not com- culty in constructing the plane be-I
if you’re interested in
pleted, it flew home by itself, in cause he had to receive clearance!
TOGETHERNESS,
another airplane. This was the from the Federal Aviation Agency!
cheapest way to get the plane to use Japanese components.
You might «ant to be a Santa’s helper
1
we can help you
back to the United States since
there too. If you really want to step out
-.ranter
,, not
used
He
and
Japanese
plywood
it required no crating.
slip into an angel costume? We have
,,se and
The plane is now out at the spars, which are lighter and strongAeronautics Building on the North er than the American woods norCampus and students are gaining mally used. The cost of t hese!
practical experience by working woods would be prohibitive here.
on it.
44 N. Market St.
Kruse did use an American enSan Jose
C 7 4tir.rt
!
Kruse, who received a B.A. in gine and instruments, because the

Hurry on down
,or your
Santa Claus outfit!

y Fred Harden

’Progressive Ed’
Approved by Spring
^ %NORA PARSONS
Br, education is widely
throughout the!
!My because it has been
.pplied to some bad
liniques which aren’t
id all."

than ’trying to cover them
Ile noted that parents tend 1.
judge their child’s progress from
what they remember of their i.,
school experiences. "Most parent..
remember themselves only as go..1
students." he stated, "then the%
become concerned when their chirl
William Spring. San Jose State
doesn’t live up to their expecta,,ssistant proiessor of education,
tions."
this to say about the many
Spring noted that tests show to,-ornplaints during recent years
parent, and magazine:4. which day’s student, on the whole, is’
criticized current edu- actually learning more than his
parents did.
! complaining parents don’t
it-t,,tti.nd the new techniques be today in education, be teaching methods have
hanged vastly since they were in
chool." Spring said.
The college instructor used the
;,.,.,untroversy
as an example.!
near parents complaining,
t,. -Mal is learning to read
.
’sight,’ or look -say.’
tailu.r than the traditional’
technique," Spring ex, ..ined.
-Actually, any responsible school
’,die, a combination of the two
IrP111611S. Whi,11 has proven to be
Ht. inure effective than the old
!’But

some

.

poor teachers--and
be some- have,
ii
their teaching
the term begins
is of the weak
it,.

Said.

the big
c. to in machare, rather
1

c
! cally

-----ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES

YOUNG Aaiun) ACCOUNTS INVITED!
A Complete lino of Platiorolly Advertised

Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric

Shavers

r

Goodwill Auxiliary Costume Shop

O’ir*ti it*

4

"The force of John Dewey’s
philosophy of education - - which!
basically said the student will learn
by doing and must be physically ’
responsible for certain achieve -1
ments--was prevalent in the 1920s
and ’30s." Spring emphasized.
In its early stages Dewey’s concepts got out of hand in some
cases. and were interpreted as 1et-1
ling the student gain cont ro
rather than the teacher. "You
would hear the old story of the
teacher coming in and saying, ’All
right. Wass, what do you want to
do tiglay?’ " Spring remembered.
"But you would have to hunt to
find a school motivated by this
philosophy today," he said. "Educators today are being blamed for
a policy that had an impact in the
1920s. and actually died following
World War H."
It is true. Spring noted, that
ii tile
of the "proven, beneficial
trends of the old technique have
been adiipted by modern educators
techniques which have helped the
iaiient learn lad ter_

IrAy9414 --------

---

SPARE-TIME PROJECT
David Dyers, (left) and David
Searles inspect the engine of
the Cougar I, an airplane built
by Robert Kruse, a former SJS
student, while he was stationed
with the Air Force in Japan.

Prodttcts

Phonographs
HiFi Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances
Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

is a magical time of Near and Spartan Rental
Service wishes to thank N OU, the students of San
Jose State College, for your wonderful patronage over the past years. Ilaye a joyous holidaN
and don’t forget to make your spring reserNations for apartments early this semester. e ill
he open during Christmas Nacation, so come On
down and see us about apartments for both men
or women over 21 or under 21.

No Money Down A Year To Pay
FREE
PARSING

414 E. William St. at 9th

6S So.
Fero sc

CY 7-8877

CV 24910
^"

St Volley Pair
CH 1-3040

until

Thowdayi,

DEFECTIVE I

open until 910

San Jose

ttJt. 50
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